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I. INTRODUCTION 
Since the time economists and statisticians began to 
measure supply and demand curves and other laws of economic 
behavior from statistical data, the problem of the best method 
of estimation has been the subject of investigations and dis­
cussion* Recent trends in quantitative research in economics 
have led away from the more superficial analysis of market 
barometers, or indicators, toward those more basic factors 
that are the end results of economic activity, such as volume 
of output, consumption, investment and real income in the 
various sectors of the economy. 
In this study—as in most studies of methods of estimat­
ing economic relations—the classical-least-squares (single-
equation) method has been either a starting point or a basis 
of comparison. In the 1920*B and the 1930*s practically all 
of the quantitative studies in agricultural economics which 
had as their objective the analysis of economic relations, 
used in one form or another the classical-least-squares 
method. Rather widespread dissatisfaction was felt with this 
procedure as an analytical tool. Here was a statistical 
method in which one was forced to choose sides as to the 
selection of the dependent variable, and in which different 
estimates were obtained for the same parameters, depending on 
which variable was chosen to play the dependent role. 
Although these studies of the 1920*s and 1930*s were of 
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considerable mathematical interest, they did not lead to a 
closer adaptation of the method of fit to the specific nature 
of economic data. The characteristic feature of economic 
theory is the way in which changes in economic variables are 
supposed to be generated—the process is one of joint or 
mutual determination. If we are to believe our theory, it 
is clear that—until a statistical process of fitting can be 
devised which will take into account this aspect of theory-
much of the existing economic theory will have to be disre­
garded or improperly used by the econometrician. 
A great step in the direction of developing procedures 
which are logically consistent with our theoretical schemes 
was made by Haavelmo.^  The principle put forth by Haavelmo 
gives statistical expression to an assumption that is at the 
very basis of economic theory: the assumption that the for­
mation of economic variables can only be described by a sys­
tem of simultaneous equations. The significance of Haavelmo's 
work lies in the increasing possibility of dealing with our 
abstract economic theory by measurement procedures which are 
logically consistent with these schemes. It is now evident 
that methods of statistical estimation, even of a single 
equation of economic behavior, must in some way take account 
of the fact that variables entering that equation are part 
T^. Haavelmo. The statistical implications of a system 
of simultaneous equations. Econometrica. 11:1-12. 1943* 
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of the wider set of relevant economic variables wMch are 
deterioiiiied by a complete system of simultaneous equations. 
The point is that economic data are not controlled 
values selected for the purpose of an experiment. Economic 
variables are produced by society through the simultaneous 
action of a number of economic relations under the impact 
of disturbances and changing non-economic variables. Ihe 
sample of data from which we attempt to measure any one par­
ticular relation is conditioned by the fact that other rela­
tions restrict the movements of some or all of the variables 
in the same period. 
The objectives of the economist are somewhat similar to 
those of the physical scientist, but his data are like those 
of the meteorologist. The economist is often required to 
estimate the effects of a given change in the economic struc­
ture. He can do this only if his past observations suffice 
to estimate the relevant structural constants prevailing be­
fore the change. Having estimated the stinicture before the 
change, the economist can then estimate the effects of vary­
ing it. He should then be able to help choose the variations 
of structure that would produce, given the objectives, the 
most desirable results; i.e., he should be able to advise on 
policies of government or firm. 
In this study, another self-imposed limitation will be 
that we consider the problem of the estimation of the par­
-4" 
ameters of demand and supply, not the problem of the predic­
tion of the value of economic variables like production, 
consumption, prices, etc. In these cases, we will be deal­
ing with a type of prediction in which one or more of the 
relations found to govern the past are altered and which is 
therefore not a straight forecast assuming continuation of 
past relationships*^  
Thus, practical considerations bring about the econo* 
mist*s concern with economic structure* lihe fundamental ob­
jective of statistical inference with respect to economic 
models appears to be one of deriving estimates of the struc­
tural parameters. Knowing the structural parameters, all of 
the relations implied by the model can be derived. In a sense, 
as Haavelmo has stated, these structural parameters play a 
role similar to that of the elements in chemistry. 
The economic data with which we are to work in this 
study are generated by systems of relations that are in gener­
al stochastic, dynamic and simultaneous. Occuring jointly, 
these three properties give rise to unsolved problems of sta­
tistical inference from the observed data to the relations, 
let these very relations constitute economic theory, and 
F^or a discussion of the distinction between estimation 
and prediction problems see: 
T. Haavelmo. l^ e probability approach in econometrics. 
Supplement to Econometrica. 12:^ 4-104* 1944* 
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knowledge of them is needed for economic practice. Each of 
the problems introduced in this section will be discussed 
in later sections, as an attempt will be made to give empir­
ical meaning to the economic and statistical theory on which 
the study is based. 
The primary objective of quantitative research in the 
field of agricultural economics is to measure the network of 
economic relationships that explains the functioning and the 
results of the mutual interdependence between the sectors of 
our economy. Ihe purpose of studying such interrelations is 
to obtain an explanation of the mechanism that determines the 
level of economic activity and, thereby, the general economic 
welfare of our economy. 
Therefore, the main objective of this study will be to 
evaluate those factors which appear to have the paramount in­
fluence on the fluctuations of the demand and supply of eggs. 
In order to derive empirically the effect of each of these 
factors and to study the mutual interdependence between the 
various parts of our economy, it will be necessary to estab­
lish the complete determinate system of relations that ties 
the many economic variables together. Some knowledge of the 
mutual interdependence between these relevant factors in 
this segment of the economy is obviously a prerequisite for 
-6-
intelligent formulation of government policy and resource al­
location of the firm or entreprenuer. 
The purpose of constructing the econometric model of the 
demand for eggs was to describe the way that economic theory 
tells us the system usually operates. It is the desire to 
discover the best theory or theories to explain the fluctua­
tions that are observed in production and consumption. If 
we can obtain the quantitative characteristics of the model 
advanced, then it will be possible to forecast with a spec­
ified level of probability the course of certain magnitudes, 
such as prices, production, consumption and income* This 
would enable one to forecast with a specified probability 
the effect upon the model of the various economic policies. 
In the course of searching for models which are suitable 
for the purpose of forecasting, several alternative econo­
metric models and methods of estimation will inevitably have 
to be considered. The acceptance or rejection of the hypoth­
eses, contained in the models to be advanced, in the course 
of the search for truth, will be the primary contribution to 
the problem of testing the theories relating to the demand 
and supply of eggs. As a result of the different theoretical 
models advanced, three methods of estimation will be attempted, 
and a critical review of these methods will be imdertaken in 
regard to the properties of the methods which give us esti­
mates that are unbiased, consistent and efficient. 
-7-
At a time when more government direction of the activ­
ities of individuals is being instituted each year, it is 
imperative that: we should have tools of analysis that are 
as much as possible free from the personal judgment of the 
investigator. 
The econometric models to be constructed are not pro­
posed as magic formulas which divulge all of the secrets of 
the complex world in a single equation, but they do attempt 
to provide as much information about the future as can be 
gleaned from historical observations. 
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II. M)m BUILDING AND STATISTICAL INFERENCE IN ECONOMCS 
A. Model Building 
The construction of econometric models is relatively 
new, and the ideas and terminology are not familiar to many 
economists. In this section we will introduce those con­
cepts which are necessary for the discussion of the general 
problems to be considered* 
We shall introduce a few terms which will be used with 
corresponding meaning in all examples. Random shift vari­
ables represent movements in the relation from period to 
period that have a certain probability distribution. The 
not directly observable shift variables are called "latent 
variables'*. We shall then further distinguish between 
"structure"and "model". By "structure" we mean the combina­
tion of a specific set of structural equations and a spec­
ific distribution function of the latent variables. The term 
simply refers to a complete set of economic relations with 
all parameters specified. By a "model" we mean only a spec­
ification of the form of the structural equations (for in­
stance, their linearity and what variables appear in each 
equation) and of a class of functions to which the distri­
bution function of the latent variables belongs (such as a 
class of all normal bivariate distributions with zero means). 
More abstractly, the model may be defined as a set of struc­
.9~ 
tures* This set of structures is consistent with the a 
priori knowledge and assumptions of the inrestigation. 
The analysis and explanation of economic fluctuations 
has been greatly advanced by the study of systems of equa­
tions connecting economic variables. The construction of 
such a system is a task in which economic theory and statis-
/• 
tical methods ccKnbine. Both economic theory and statistical 
availability determine the choice of variables that appear 
in the models. The models are logically complete; i.e.i they 
consist of a number of equations equal to the niuaber of vari­
ables vsftiose course over time is to be explained. The models 
are dynamic in that some of the equations connect variables 
with different timing# 
The models contain, at most, four kinds of equations, 
all of virtiich we shall call "structural equations". Economic 
theory predominates in the definition of "behavior equations" 
and in the specification of the variables that may possibly 
enter each behavior equation* These behavior equations rep­
resent the joint response of groups of individuals or firms 
to a coromon environment. Examples are; demand equations, 
supply or price setting, equations etc. Institutional equa­
tions describe behavior patterns set by law or rule, such as 
tax schedules or bank reserve requirements. Technological 
transformation functions express the physical relationship 
between input and output in production. Technical knowledge 
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enters into the definition and selection of variables to be 
used. A fourth group of equations known as "identities" also 
occupies a place in the RK>dels. These equations are valid 
by virtue of the definitions of the quantities involved, such 
as savings equals investment| and price times quantity equals 
value. Economic theory, a priori information and soraetimes 
mere assumption or approximation, are intermingled in the 
determination of the form of each equation in regard to lin­
earity and length of lags. After the system of equations has 
been detenained, it is almost entirely left to statistical 
methods to estimate the numerical values of the coefficients 
in the equation and to assess the possible degree of error, 
Jfedel building represents an attempt to reconstruct, in 
a simplified way, the mechanisms which we think lie behind 
the phenomena we observe in the real world. Frequently, the 
greatest difficulty in economic research does not lie in 
establishing simple relations between actu^  observation 
series, rather, the chief difficulty is that the observable 
relations, over certain time intervals, appear to be more 
simple than we expect them to be in reasoning from general 
theory. Many times we find that variables \idiich theory had 
led us to believe were pertinent, appear to have little or no 
factual influence in our systems of equation, so that we are 
often led to throw away elements of the theory that would be 
helpful in explaining apparent "breaks in structure" later 
-li­
on. This, of coiirse, is the problem of the autonomy of 
economic relationship. 
In iffixiel building, we generally begin with more general 
variations than we finally need; i.e., vre go from the general 
to the particixlar. Why do we start out with these larger sys­
tems? For example, what could be gained by working with the 
Walrasian system of general equilibrium relations, as com­
pared to a simple statement that each of the quantities in­
volved is equal to a constant? The gain is siroply thisj In 
constructing these general relations, we conceive of a wider 
set of possibilities which might correspond to reality if 
reality were ruled by one of the relations only. The large 
economic models, with their systems of equations, give us an 
explanation of the fact that out of this enormous set of pos­
sibilities only one emerges which best fits the situation. 
After this simple relationship is established, we can not 
forget about the whole process and deal only with the much 
simpler picture, which is the actual one, because we would not 
be facing up to the problem of the autonomy of economic re­
lations t 
Economic theory builds on the assumption that individ­
uals* decisions to produce and consume can be described by 
structural equations, which we have discussed earlier. A 
particular system of such relationships defines one particu­
lar theoretical structure of the economy; i.e., it defines a 
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theoretical set of time series for the economic variables. 
It is usually necessary to consider various alternatives to 
such systems of relationships; i.e.i various alternative 
structures that might| approximately! correspond to economic 
reality at aiiy time. For the "real structure" might {and 
usually does) change in various respects* The principle task 
of economic theory in model building is to establish such re­
lationships as might be expected to possess as high a degree 
of autonomy as possible. 
From a system of relations with a certain degree of 
autonomy, we may derive an infinity of systems of confluent 
relations. Let us define a confluent relation as any rela­
tion that is derived by combining two or more relations 
within a system. How actually to distinguish between the 
original system and a derived system of confluent relations 
is not a problem of mathematical independence or the like; 
more generally, it is not a problem of puie logic, but of 
actually knowing something about real phenomena and making 
realistic assumptions about them. In trying to establish 
models with a high degree of autonomy, we take iiito consider­
ation various changes in the economic structure Vvhich might 
upset our relations. Then we attempt to discover such re­
lationships whicii might be presumed to have a great degree 
of invariance with respect to certain changes in structure. 
In the building of a model, there are no well-specified 
procedures to follov/. As Professor Tintner has stated, "In 
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the /Construction of a ajodel, one must be guided by intui­
tion".^  The construction of systems of autonomous relations 
isI therefore I a matter of intuition and factual knowledge} 
it is an art. Lack of knowledge is the prohibitive factor 
in the construction of economic models. 
Many logical and philosphical difficulties arise in 
connection with the choice between various models on the 
basis of the empirical data. There are, as yet, no valid 
methods of statistical inference i^ fcich would enable us to 
deal with problems involving a choice between models, for, in 
this case, we are confronted with a multiple choice hypoth­
esis. A recent theory that has been advanced by Camap^  may 
give us a possible answer to this question. 
The @Dal to strive for in the construction of a model 
is to get one that is both manageable and reasonably realis­
tic. There is no unique model that is correct, and we have 
a large choice; but we must approach reality with probability 
as a strict criterion. 
Cooper, in a recent paper, has given an explicit state­
ment of the role of the model in econoaretric research as 
follows: 
S^tatement made in Professor G. Tintner*s course in 
econometrics. 
2 
•^ R. Carnap. On inductive logic. Philosophy of Science. 
12:72-97. 1945. 
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(a) The first important function of the model 
is that it constitutes a well defined state­
ment of our economic hypothesis or hypotheses. 
(b) The use of an econometric model renders ex­
plicit the assumptions on the basis of which 
the investigation proceeds, 
(c) Ihe model itself* when fully formulated| 
serves to determine the statistical technique 
which ought to be employed, so that (1) 
there are no inherent contradictions in the 
procedure, and (2) the estimates have cer­
tain desirable properties. 
(d) Once the estimates have been obtained, the 
model enables us to interpret them without 
difficulty, provided that our statistical 
technique has been properly chosen. 
(e) Finally, the use of the model makes it pos­
sible—in cases where it is possible at all— 
to orient our research so as to answer specif­
ic questions of policy.! 
Any statistical method derives its meaning and area of 
applicability i!^ om the concept of a well-defined sampling 
model* The econometric model, the data, and the statistical 
method play an equally important role in obtaining useable 
and unbiased estimates. 
6^. Cooper# The role of econometric models in econo­
metric research. Journal of Farm Economics, 30:115-116. 
194^ . 
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B» Statistical Inference in Economics 
In the first part of this chapter we have discussed the 
building of econometric models and the roles that these 
models play in quantitative economic research. It is now the 
task given the model to face the problem of choosing the best 
method of estimation. 
In order to study the mutual interdependence of the 
various parts of the economy, it is necessary to establish 
the complete determinate system of relations that ties the 
various economic variables together. This idea has a strong 
basis of tradition in economic theory, dating back to the 
Physiocrats and later theories of Leon Walras, The economic 
system is viewed as describable by a set of simultaneous 
equations expressing all of the interrelationships among the 
measurable economic magnitudes which guide economic behavior. 
Economic variables are produced by society through the simul­
taneous actions of a number of economic relations under the 
impact of disturbances and changing non-economic variables. 
This makes it necessary to consider a method of statistical 
estimation where all variables entering an equation are part 
of a wider set of relevsmt economic variables determined by 
a complete system of simultaneous equations. 
The main principle advanced by Haavelmo^  is that the 
T^« Haavelmo. The statistical implications of a system 
of simultaneous equations* Econoraetrica. 11:1-12. 1943. 
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measurement of a system of equations should be based on a 
specification of the joint probability distribution of all 
values of the variables involved. This principle has been 
generally accepted in other applications of statistical 
method. In many cases, economists using statistical methods 
were unaware of the fact that their method did not satisfy 
this requirement• 
The variables that we find in a set of equations are 
c^lassified in two main types—"endogenous" and "exogenous". 
The "endogenous" variables are those variables whose observed 
values, or probability distribution of observed values, are 
determined by the structural relations. Simply, they are the 
variables that are determined within the system of economic 
forces in a narrow sense. These variables are sometimes 
given the descriptive name of "jointly dependent variables". 
These variables include such familiar magnitudes as output, 
prices, income, etc. The "exogenous" variables are variables 
whose observed values, or probability distribution of ob­
served values, are determined independently of the structural 
relations. They may also be defined as variables that in­
fluence the endogenous variables but that are not themselves 
influenced by the endogenous variables. In determining vidiich 
variables are set aside as exogenous, two main principles are 
implicitly or explicitly applied in economic literature. 
They are often described as the "departmental principle"and 
17-
the "casual" principle. The departmental principle treats as 
exogenous those variables which are wholly or partly outside 
the scope of economics, like weather, earthquakes, popula­
tion, technological change and political events. The casual 
principle, which does not always lead to the same result, re­
gards as exogenous those variables which influence the remain­
ing endogenous variables but v^ ich are not influenced there­
by* The casual principle is often used, also, if it applies 
only approximately. An exaoiple of this is found in the for­
mation of the quantity and price of a consumer's good, such 
as eggs, that attracts only a small fraction of the consumer's 
expenditure. In such cases, and in this study, consumer's 
income is taken as an exogenous variable, operating at the 
demand side, although, of course, consumer's income itself 
depends on the demand for all commodities. 
Another type of variable that should be mentioned at 
this time is a "predetermined" variable. Predetermined 
variables are variables whose observed values are determined 
independently of the current structural relations. They may 
be looked upon as endogenous variables with a designated lag. 
These lagged values of the endogenous variables are predeter­
mined in a temporal sense in that their values for a giv^  
value of t are determined by variables and disturbances re­
lating to time intervals preceding t. 
In the preceding paragraph, the term "disturbance" has 
been mentioned and must now be discussed as to its definition 
and role in determining the method of estimation. For the 
present, disturbance will be defined as a residual, or un­
explained, variation after a statistical method of estimation 
has been confronted with the model. The disturbance may be 
viewed as: (a) attaching itself to one variable of the set of 
variables to be considered, (b) being present in each vari­
able or most variables in the set (errors of measurement), 
(c) a combination of a and b, (d) attaching itself to the 
equation of the model with which the economist is operating, 
or (e) a combination of b and d. 
With respect to the treatment of disturbances, it should 
be observed that the decision to attach the disturbance to 
this or that variable or equation does not by itself provide 
a sufficient basis for a choice of the statistical method. 
Something else must be said about the disturbances, and re­
strictions must be imposed. For example, we maylassume that 
the variables are mutually uncorrelated, that they are in­
dependent of the true values of variables, etc. Or we may 
define the disturbances as stochastic variables whose prob­
ability distributions are characterized thus and so, and thus 
bring to bear on the problem the powerful methods of modem 
statistical inference. Of the second alternative we will be 
able to make probability statements* 
The technical problems which arise when the distxirbance 
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is treated as errors of measureraent have been considered 
rather fully by Koopaans.^  Tintner^  has published a study 
that deals with a complete static Walrasian system, which he 
reduced to manageable proportions by introducing aggregative 
theoretical variables. He assumes that the disturbances in­
troduced by the transition from the complete to the aggrega­
tive model are negligible, and his treatment is based on the 
presence of errors of measurement in the observations* The 
error variances for each variable are then obtained by the 
variate difference method. This study was mentioned to show 
the different positions taken in respect to the general 
issues. 
Recent contributions on this issue come from an idea 
advanced by Haavelmo^ , and later developed by meiabers of the 
Gowles Commission staff. Like laany fruitful ideas, the bases 
of Haavelioo's idea is simple. His suggestion was to associate 
the disturbance—which is viewed as generated by the neglect 
of many minor influences—not with any one variable in the 
set, but with the equation as a whole. Or, alternatively, it 
Koopmans. Linear regression analysis of economic 
time series. Haarlem, Netherlands Economic Institute. 1937# 
2 
*"0. Tintner. Multiple regression for systems of equa­
tions. Econometrica. 14:4-35. 1946. 
T^. Haavelmo. The statistical implications of a system 
of simultaneous equations. Econometrica. 11:1-12. 1943* 
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is to associate the distiurbance with the endogenous variables 
in each equation. The distribution of the endogenous vari­
ables is then defined by means of the not-directly-obaervable 
disturbances Ug(t). The assumption is then made that the 
U (t) have a joint probability distribution of the fonai 
O 
T 
 ^ • • • U„{tl^ JT'dU, {t) • • • dU (t) • 
tal & 6 
(2.1) 
The assumption of (2,1) iraplies independence of the dis­
turbances in successive time intervals and also that the dis­
turbances are independent of the values of the exogenous and 
predetermined variables. Thus, given a specific probability 
distribution of the disturbances, the joint probability dis­
tribution of the endogenous variables may be derived, and 
maxifflum likelihood estimates of the parameters may be obtained. 
Because of these disturbances, the equations of the system 
are called stochastic equations. In view of this treatment 
of the issue, the disturbances will be defined as a vector of 
values of unobserved random variables with a stable multi­
variate probability distribution, where successive observa­
tions constitute a random sample from the distribution of U. 
The economic interpretation is that the disturbances are 
taken as representing the joint effect on the behavior, 
described by that equation, of all variables of minor individ­
ual importance that have not been explicitly introduced into 
the system of equations. For instance, given a certain set 
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of values of prices and income, consuiaers do not always be­
have in exactly the same way, perhaps because of the in­
fluence of other neglected variables, or perhaps simply be­
cause the individuals are not absolutely consistent in their 
behavior* Note that the interpretation of the disturbance 
just given excludes the interpretation of disturbances in the 
equation as errors of raeasurement. If errors of measurement 
occur to a marked degree, separate provision must be made for 
them in the probability distributions of observed variables 
by introducing additional disturbances in the variables. 
In static or in dynamic economic theory, the criteria 
employed in determining whether or not a system of equations 
is complete depends on the purpose for which such systems are 
constructed; the explanation of economic phenomena. Dis­
tinction is then drawn between the endogenous variables to 
be explained and the exogenous variables taken as given. The 
number of equations required for the explanation of the values 
then equals the number of such variables. 
The theories of economic behavior that have been devel­
oped by economists form the basis for the detennination of 
the endogenous variables. Firms and households are assumed 
to behave according to some fundamental rational patterns 
which can often be written in the form of equations. For 
example^  we assume firms behave so as to maximize profits 
subject to the restraint of their production function; house­
holds behave so as to maximize their satisfactions subject 
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to the budgetory restraint. Then equations of the market are 
introduced to show the interaction of households and firms 
in determining the level of prices. The profit and satis­
faction maximizing equations are the structural equations of 
the fflodel. They are called structural equations because 
they show the basic structure of the economic system. As 
many structural equations must be developed as there are 
endogenous variables. 
Having introduced the necessary concepts and defini­
tion, it is now in order to write down the general basic 
model. The system of equations are specified as: 
N N M 
 ^Bi.Y,.(t) .Y (t-1) 4^  - U.Ct), (2.2) 
Jsl  ^ Jrl J Jsl J "  ^
where i s 1,2 . . . n; t s 1,2 . . . Tj T.t is a vector of J 
observed values of current endogenous variables in the t^ M 
observations; and Y.(t-l) is a vector of observed values 
of the lagged endogenous variables in the (t-1)—- observa­
tion* For the purposes of simplicity, it is assumed that 
there is only one type of lagged term involved, namely, 
Yj(t-l), i - 1,2 . . . n. Z^ {t) is a vector of observed 
«l J 
values of current exogenous variables in the observa­
tion. U{t) remains the san^  as previously defined. 
The following assumptions are made about the random 
elements Ui(t): 
• 0» i = 1,2 . . . n; t s 1,2 . . . T; (2.3) 
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E/Ui(t)Uj(tj7 = i,j s 1,2 ... n; 
t - 1,2 ... T; (2.4) 
Ei1Ji(t)Uj(t-0j7 = 0, i,j s 1,2 ... n; 
© / 0 (2.5) 
Z(t) stochastically independent of Uj^ (t*), (2.6) 
J!!»^>2...iS| i2l|2...n) t,t sl,2...T. 
It should also be noted that (2.5) and (2.6) imply that 
Ij{t-1) and U^ it) are stochastically independent for all 
values of i and j. 
The problem is to estimate the B*s, o^ *s, J(*s, and 
the from the observation of the Y's and Z*s at suc­
cessive points of time. 
The statistical measurement of a system of equations 
like (2.2) involves two logically distinct and successive 
problems, which have been called the problem of the identi­
fication of each equation and the problem of the estimation 
of the parameters of each equation. The next few pages will 
be devoted to a discussion of the concept and problem of 
identifi cation. 
Economists have repeatedly been concerned with compli­
cations arising from the presence of several relations in 
economic data. These discussions have revolved around a 
problem in interpretation which precedes and is largely in­
dependent of the choice of the particular method to be used 
to fit the equations. This is the problem of identifying 
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each mathematical equation as the representation of a 
definite economic relation. The question whether| and under 
what conditions, an equation fitted to a scatter diagram of 
quantities and prices of a corarnodity represents a demand 
curve, a supply curve or neither has received much discus­
sion.^  For example, in this study it is necessary to tell 
whether an estimate of a parameter that relates price vari­
ation to quantity variation in the egg market is an estimate 
of the demand elasticity or of supply elasticity. Simply, 
it loeans that we want to get unique relations that we can 
say are demand curves, supply curves, production functions, 
etc* 
In the early days of econometrics, the identification 
problem arose in the estimation of demand and supply func­
tions* A simple model for this problem is: 
where represents quantity demanded, I2 quantity sup­
plied, P price, and Uj^ , U2 random disturbances* Sub­




X2 a Ao * AiP f Ui, (2.10) 
F^or an early discussion see: 
£• J. V/orking. What do statistical demand curves show. 
Quarterly Journal of Economics. 41:212-227. I927. 
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X2 « Bq 4 B^P 4 U2 . (2,^) 
It is possible to observe 2^ and P| but not and 
U2* From the statistical point of view, there is no basis 
for distinguishing between (2.10) and (2,3). Both equations 
have the same variables and both have random disturbances. 
Unless there is more information, it is impossible to identi­
fy any statistical estimates of the parameters as estimates 
of either Aq, A-j^ , or Bq, B^ ,^ There is a possibility of mak­
ing the equation identified if the assumption that and 
U2 sire independent can be made. 
if, with the introduction of a priori information, it is 
found that the demand and market adjustment are stable while 
supply is very unstable, as in Figure 1, then it may be possi­
ble to estimate Aq, Likewise, if the supply function 
is found to be stable and the demand and market adjustment 
are very unstable, as in Figure 2, then it may be possible to 
estimate B^ , B^ *^ But since there is a simultaneous genera­
tion of scatter points, the scatter diagram would, in most 
cases, appear as Figure 3« With each point representing the 
intersection of a demand and supply curve, there are an in­
finity of supply and demand curves that would give rise to 
one intersection point (Figure 4). Without specifying both 
a demand and supply function, then what has been estimated 
is a "hybrid" compounded of both a supply and demand ciu've. 












Figure 3 Figure 4 
Simultaneous generation of Supply and demand inter-
scatter points* section points* 
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generation of the scatter points; and, without specifying 
both the supply fiinction and the demand function, it is im­
possible to ascertain whether one is estimating the parameters 
of one function or the other. 
model composed of equations (2.7) and (2.6), together 
with the data, is not sufficient to identify the particular 
structure that has generated the observed data* Consider, 
now, the model with the introduction of income T in the 
demand function. Thus 
X s Aq - 4 CiY, (2.11) 
X s Bq 4 Bj^ P. (2.12) 
fhen apply the test of weighted averages (or weighted 
sums, which amounts to the same thing). Generate a new pair 
of relations by weighting the original system twice? first, 
multiply the two equations by (not both zero) respec­
tively, and then by n^ , ng (not both zero) respectively. 
Then obtain 
# M2)X s (M^Aq 4 MgBo) 4 (-M^A^^ 4 MgBg)? 4 
(2.13) 
(Ni 4 N2)X s (N^Aq 4 N2B0) 4 (-NiAi 4 N2B2)P 4 N^CiY. 
Upon dividing by the coefficient of X, each of the new 
equations is indistinguishable from (2.11). Therefore, the 
demand equation cannot be identified by the model and data. 
But the supply equation can; it is distinguishable from any 
other relation compatible with the model and data. The sup­
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ply relation is identified by the fact that in it the coef­
ficient of I is zero, wdiile in both equations of (2.13) 
Y occurs with a nonzero coefficient. 
Geometrically, the observation points compatible with 
models (2.11) and (2.12) lie on a straight line; i.e., if it 
is ignored that there are more relations in the model than 
the one studied, this pitfall would trap any research worker 
trying to fit the demand plane directly to the observations. 
There are an infinite number of planes through this straight 
line. But only one of these planes is parallel to the T 
axis J this is the supply plane. 
Further investigation or a priori information for the 
system would be necessary to develop a system that would give 
unique solutions for both equations. The question of identi­
fication is essentially a question of a priori knowledge and 
assumptions, and the method of isolating one equation and 
working with it may be appropriate if there is either suf­
ficient knowledge or grounds to make sufficient assumptions. 
C. Xdentiflability Criteria in Linear Models 
In the discussion of these examples, it has been possible 
to conclude that a certain structural equation is not identi­
fiable whenever it is possible to construct a different equa­
tion, obtained by linear combination of some or all struc­
tural equations, which otherwise meets the specification of 
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the model. It is now in order to state a theorem which re­
lates to models specifying a complete set of structural equa­
tions and in vdiich given sets of endogenous and exogenous 
variables enter linearly. 
Suppose in the model that no restrictions are specified 
that exclude some of the variables from specific equations. 
With this broad model no single structural equation is iden­
tifiable. However, a theorem has been proved^  to the effect 
that I given a structure S within that model, the structure 
S* in the model equivalent to S can be derived from S by 
replacing each equation by some linear combination of some or 
all of the equations of S. "This theorem remains true if the 
model is narrowed down by excluding certain variables from 
certain equations or by other restrictions on the parameters. 
In the examples, whenever it has been concluded that differ­
ent linear combinations of the same form prescribed for 
structural equations did not exist, the identiflability of 
that equation was established. In general, the identifi-
ability of a structural equation in a linear model derives 
from the study of the possibility of producing a different 
equation of the same prescribed form by linear combination 
of all equations. If this is shown to be impossible, the 
Koopmans, H. Rubin and R. B. Leipzik. !4easuring the 
equation systems of dynamic economics. In Statistical 
Inference in Dynamic Economic Models, pp. 69-237. New York, 
John Wiley & Sons. 1950. 
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equation in question is thereby proved to be identified. The 
criteria for the identifiability of a structural equation is, 
therefore, a mathematical problem to which the solution has 
been given by Koopmans, Rubin and Leipzik.^  The criteria 
will now be given without proof, 
A necessary condition for the identifiability of a 
structural equation within a given linear model is that the 
number of variables excluded from the equation (more general­
ly: the number of lagged endogenous and exogenous variables 
that appear in the model but are outisde of the structural 
equation) be at least equal to the number of structural equa­
tions less one (or for a particular structural equation it 
must be at least equal to the endogenous variables that ap­
pear in that equation less one). This can be written in 
symbols when; G is the number of structural equations or 
endogenous variables that appear in the model; G* is the 
number of endogenous variables that appear in the structural 
equation that is to be estimated; G'®'* is the number of 
endogenous variables that appear in the model but do not 
appear in the structural equation to be estimated; K is the 
number of exogenous or predetermined variables that appear in 
the model; K* is the number of exogenous or predetermined 
variables that appear in the structural equation that is to 
be estimated; and K** is the number of exogenous or pre-
) 
I^bid, pp. 69-237. 
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determined variables that appear in the model but do not 
appear in the stiructural equation to be estimated. Thus; 
Then the necessary condition for a single structural equation 
to be identifiable is; 
This is sometimes known as the order condition of iden-
tifiability* The condition simply states that it must be 
possible to form a K** matrix which is of at least order 
Q*-l. 
The necessary and sufficient condition for the identi-
fiability of a structural equation within a linear model, 
restricted only by the exclusion of certain variables from 
certain equations, is that we can form one nonvanishing 
determinant of order G*-l out of these coefficients, 
properly arranged, with which the variables excluded from 
that structural equation appear in the G~1 other structur­
al equations» To illustrate this symbolically, form the TT 
matrix, This TT matrix is simply a regression of each of 
the endogenous variables in the model on each of the pre-
deterained and exogenous variables that are contained in 
the model. Ihen 
G* + 0*"' , G, 





Where TT^  is the regression coefficients of the endogenous 
variables in the structural equation on the predetermined and 
exogenous variables in the structural equation; is the 
regression coefficients of endogenous variables in the struc­
tural equations on exogenous and predetermined variables not 
o 
in the equation but that appear elsewhere in the model; 
is the regression coefficients of the endogenous variables 
outside of the particular equation on the exogenous and pre­
determined variables that appear in the particular equation; 
o 
and TT ** is the regression coefficients of the endogenous 
variables not in the particular structural equation on the 
predetermined or exogenous variables that are outside of the 
particular structural equation to be estimated: then the 
necessary and sufficient condition for a single structural 
equation to be identifiable may be written as: 
p G«-1 . (2.17) 
where P is the rank of the TT matrix# This means that 
there must be at least G^ -1 columns in the matrix or 
one less column than endogenous variables. At least, this 
number of 77**8 naist not equal zero, or they would add no 
information for identification. For example, the conclusion 
reached at the end of the discussion of the second example 
is now confirmed. The identifiability of the supply equa­
tion {2.12) is only then safeguarded by the inclusion of the 
variable I from that equation if C ^  0; i.e., if that 
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variable not only possibly occurs but actually occurs in the 
demand equation. 
Specifications as to which variables are excluded from 
which equations and similar prescriptions based on economic 
theory may be insufficient in number, just sufficient or more 
than sufficient to achieve identification of a given equation 
or parameter. From now on, these cases will be spoken of as 
"under-identified", "just-identified" and "over-identified" 
equations or parameters. Using symbols previously defined, 
these conditions are: 
-s: G«-l s under-identified equation, (2,1^ ) 
K#* - G#-l s just-identified equation, (2.19) 
K** >• G*-l • over-identified equation. (2.20) 
The concept of over-identification is important, because 
there is an essential difference in the statistical treatment 
of equations or systems that are just-identified and equa­
tions or systems that are over-identified. When the equation 
or system is just-identified, the statistical procedures are 
simple and straightforward; but in the case of over-identifi­
cation, more elaborate statistical methods must be used. 
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D. Estimation of the Parameters of a Single Equation 
from a System of Equations 
The next step is to face the question of how to estimate 
the coefficients of a single equation in a complete system 
of linear stochastic equations. In many cases, as in the case 
of this study, the investigator may wish to study only a 
single equation out of a complete system. For example, in 
this study, the primary emphasis is on estimating the demand 
function for the product eggs. To study this demand func­
tion, a complete model must exist that explains the formation 
of all the variables in this equation that are considered 
endogenous. To make possible this complicated process, a 
method has been developed which gives consistent estimates of 
the coefficients of a single equation without requiring 
1 2 
estimates of the complete system,"^ ' This method is commonly 
known imder two names: "the limited-information maximum 
likelihood method" and/or "the reduced-form n^ thod". Each of 
these names refers to an important aspect of the model* The 
first name emphasizes the fact that this method can be re-
T^. W, Anderson and H. Rubin, The asymptotic properties 
of estimates of the parameters of a single equation in a com­
plete system of stochastic equations. The Annals of Math­
ematical Statistics. 21:570-5^ 2, 1950, 
W, Anderson and H, Rubin, Estimations of the 
parameter of a single equation in a complete system of sto­
chastic equations. The Annals of Mathematical Statistics, 
20:46-63. 1949. 
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garded as the maximum likelihood estimation, using only the 
available information regarding the form of the structural 
equation. The only information about the system that is re­
quired is a knowledge of the predeterained and exogenous 
variables. A restriction on the system is that certain vari­
ables are assumed to be zero in the equation estimated# With 
this restrictioni the estimates are then derived on the basis 
of maximum likelihood. 1]his method of estimation is not as 
efficient as the maximum likelihood method, using all of the 
variables in the complete system. 
In future discussions, the name of reduced form will be 
applied to the n^ thod used to estimate the structural equa­
tion that is just-identified. The name of limited informa­
tion will be applied to the nethod used to estimate the equa­
tion that is over-identified. A brief discussion on the 
derivation of the coefficients of a single equation by the 
methods of reduced form and limited information will now be 
attempted. 
1. Derivation of the coefficients by reduced form 
The reduced form will be equivalent to the maximum 
likelihood estimates when the equation is just-identified. 
This method will also yield estimates that are consistent. 
Let the equation that is to be estimated be: 
BT»t 4 rz»t 8 U(t) , (2.21) 
whei^  It is a row vector of G* endogenous variables; 
Z(t) is a row vector of predetermined and exogenous vari­
•"36'~ 
ables in the complete system {using same symbols as before, 
K in number); and U(t) is the random disturbance associated 
with each equation. Let there be of the Z*s that are 
outside of the equation postulated. Then (2,21) can be 
written as; 
BI*t 4 s U(t), (2,22) 
where has K'^  of the Z*s, is a vector of the 
coefficients of the equation. It will be assumed that 
(2,22) is made just-identified by the K*'^ = exogenous and 
predetermined variables that are outside of equation (2,22), 
This condition implies that K** s Q*-l. 
!Ihe reduced form of estimating a single equation from a 
system of equations is the process of taking a regression of 
the Q* endogenous variables in the equation on the K ex­
ogenous and predetenained variables in the system. Then for 
equation (2,22) the reduced form may be written as; 
s 7r*Z**^  f , (2,23) 
where the TTts are constants, TT* is a matrix of the re­
gression coefficients of the G* endogenous variables on the 
exogenous and predetermined variables in equation (2»22); 
is a matrix of the regression coefficients of the G* 
endogenous variables on the exogenous and predetermined 
variables outside of equation (2.22)j is a row vector 
of new random disturbances which are simply linear combina­
tions of the U*s, In particular, the V»s will be 
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stochastically independent of the Z*s. 
If (2.23) is premultiplied by B the following equa­
tion is obtained. 
4 f BV*^  . {2.24) 
Since (2,24) must be identical with (2.22) them 
J- -BTr* , (2.25) 
0 r BTT^  . (2.26) 
If B is unknown, but TTia known, B can be found from 
(2.26), except for a factor of proportionality. One way to 
dispose of this arbitrariness is to impose a rule of normal­
ization; e.g., by assuming that one of the B*b in the equa­
tion is equal to 1. Then after B is found, y* can be ob­
tained fraa equation (2.25). Thus, the procedure when the 
equation is just-identified is simple and straightforward. 
Obtain the reduced forms; estimate the parameters of the re­
duced form by the familiar method of least-squares; then 
transform from the parameters of the reduced forms to the 
structural parameters. By having estimates of the 77'ts 
and the variances and covariances of the V*s, exactly 
enough independent equations are present to determine the 
original unknown parameters. It should be noted that the 
necessary and sufficient condition for identification can be 
applied to the reduced forms. After the TT^ s have been 
estimated, they can be subjected to the condition that states 
that the s G*-l. All of the symbols have been defined 
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previously# Unless this condition is fulfilled, it will not 
be possible to identify the given structural equation. 
It should, perhaps, be mentioned that there is available 
another laethod that may be used when the equation is just-
identified. Tliis method is called the "method of moments"; 
and, as the title suggests, it uses the mean second order 
moments of the endogenous, exogenous and predetermined vari­
ables* This method will be given in detail in an example at 
the end of this chapter. 
2. The limited-information estimates 
if the structural equation which is to be estimated is 
over-identified (previously defined), then the estimates of 
the *^8 and the variances and covariances of the ?*s 
will lead to more equations by which to derive the original 
parameters than there are \mknown parameters. To get around 
the complex computational problem presented by this situation, 
certain short cut methods have been worked out. Part of the 
a priori restrictions upon the coefficients are neglected and, 
therefore, scaae statistical efficiency given up in return for 
a simpler computational procedure. 
The limited-information method ignores part of the in­
formation in the model but is the asymptotically most ef­
ficient method in comparison with any other techniques using 
the same information. This method will provide estimates 
which have the property of consistency. 
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Let the equation that is to be estimated be (2,21), The 
problem is to derive estimates of the vectors B and V* of 
equation (2,22) on the basis of maxiiaum likelihood. The dis­
turbances in the system are assumed to be normally distributed 
with mean zero and covariance matrix independent of t and 
the exogenous and predetermined variables; and the disturb­
ances are serially independent. The only restriction on the 
system is that the coefficients of Z** and some endogenous 
variables (if G* < G) in the specified structural equation 
shall be zero# It is assumed that the necessary condition 
for identification has been fulfilled and that K** G*-l; 
i,e#, the structural equation is over-identified, 
Kie likelihood function is: 
L = (2 77")-^  ^W (2,27) yy El ^  (It -2 t«i yy il-
The restrictions on the parameters are: 
B - 0 i (^ •2^ ) 
BWyyB» = 1 , (2,29) 
To define the estimates of B^  and 6*2, the following 
statistics are needed. The information needed can be sum­
marized in the second order moment matrices. 
The matrix of the second order moments of Y; 
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The matrix of the mean cross moments of Y and Z 
partitioned: 
 ^ ' (2.31) 
The matrix of the second order moments of Z: 
"1 
 ^= 'VAZ'^  = (2.33) 
1 (2.32) 
which gives G« regression coefficients, to be estimated by 
least-squares and partitioned. 
P* s * (2.34) 
is the matrix of regression coefficients of y on z*. 
"^yy = «yy - \z\z-\r , (2-35) 
is the matrix of the variances and covariances between the 
true X's and the predicted y*s, and where T* - T - K-1: 
N s a^>(«zsie* ' (2»36) 
the mean moments of the residuals are calculated from the re­
gression of on 
The second step in obtaining the estimates is to find the 
smallest root of the determinental equation 
« VT*w| r 0 , (2.37) 
where V is the smallest root 
{p=^ '»NP*'J=* - WW)B = 0 , {2,3S) 
is the corresponding characteristic vector B. 
To solve the determinental equation for the largest char­
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acteristic root and B, let: 
« A, (2.39) 
T*¥yy « G, (2.40) 
1/V = X, (2,41) 
where X is the largest characteristic root of A""^ C. 
A - VG - 0, (2.42) 
C^ '^ A - VI = 0, (2,43) 
(C'^ A - VI)B r 0, (2,44) 
-1 -1 Then multiply through by —^  CA , 
thus 
(CA"^  - ^ I)fi r 0, (2*45) 
(CA**^  - XI)Br 0. (2.46) 
Then the method of Aitken^  may be employed to estimate X 
and B« Let qo be an approximation of B. The column 
GA"^ , with largest absolute values» is generally a satis­
factory approximation. 
Define: (2.47) 
X.. « . (2,4^ ) 
The quantities X^  ^ approach X as i increases, and the 
normalized vectors approach B. After obtaining the 
vector B, the y* may be obtained by; 
vijc J. -BP* (2,49) 
A^, C. Aitken. The evaluation of latent roots and 
latent vectors of a matrix. Edinborough Mathematical Society 
Proceedings. 57:269-305* 1936, 
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and the variance is obtained by: 
a (1 4 V)BWyyB». (2.50) 
This gives a measure of the variances of the disturbances. 
The next step is to apply the statistical test of the 
assumption of zero coefficients. The hypothesis that the 
coefficient vector of K** is zero is crucial for the pro­
posed method. If there are more than G*-l zero coefficients 
in the model, the hypothesis that all of these coefficients 
are actually zero can be tested. The hypothesis to be tested 
is that the pTTsSt* is G*-l, against the alternative hypoth­
esis that the P is G*. The likelihood ratio criterion for 
this hypothesis is: 
(1 4 (2.51) 
where V is the smallest root and indicates how near the 
determinental equation is to zero. By then computing: 
T log^ d 4 V), (2.52) 
which has the distribution with K** - G*41 degrees of 
freedom, it is possible to make the identification test. 
Confidence regions for the structural coefficients can 
be found from the small sample theory, based on the normality 
of the disturbance in the specified equation. 
The significant advantage of the limited-information or 
reduced-form method is the savings in computation when only 
one equation out of the system is to be estimated. It is 
possible to estimate the complete system, equation by equa­
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tion, with the limited-information method. Of course, the 
structure of each equation will determine the method of 
estimation to be used. 
3« Discussion of the single-equation method 
Before 1940 practically all of the quantitative studies 
in agricultural economics used, in one form or another, the 
classical regression methods. Under this method one variable 
was selected, sometimes more or less arbitrarily, by the in­
vestigator, from the relevant set of variables to play the 
role of the "dependent" variable and was expressed as a func­
tion, usually linear in its parameters, of the other vari­
ables in the set. The parameters of the equation were then 
estimated so as to minimize the sum of squares of the resi­
duals in the dependent variable. By this method one seldom 
knew which variable should be dependent and which should be 
independent. The relevant theory was stated in functional 
terms and, hence, treated all variables symetrically. 
The classical-least-squares approach gave us a method in 
which one was forced to choose sides and in which different 
estimates were obtained for the asaae parameters, depending 
on which variable was chosen to play the dependent role. 
This approach is neatly summed up in somewhat humorous 
terms by Henry Schultz as follows: 
If, however, we are asked to determine the effect 
of a change in conditions of supply—say, the im­
position of a tariff—on prices, imports and con-
siAmption, we need to know, among other things, the 
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elasticity of demand of the commodity in question, 
and we cannot, conveniently, say to the legislator, 
'yo\ir tariff will have one effect if the elasticity 
of demand is computed from the regression of price 
on quantity and quite a different effect if it is . 
derived from the regression of quantity on price 
This dilemma with which Schultz was faced has been late­
ly termed the problem of identification, which has been dis­
cussed previously. Early investigators were well aware of 
the problem, but they failed to solve it adequately. It was 
a conscious misapplication of the classical regression 
methods, because the more appropriate methods were more 
laborious and because their proper application called for in­
formation generally not available, namely, knowledge of the 
relative magnitudes of the error variances for each variable 
in the set. 
Now many of the difficulties which faced the early econ­
omists are eliiainated. If both the economic and statistical 
properties of the model are specified and the set of equa­
tions treated as a unit, instead of treating each equation 
in isolation from the rest of the system, several of the 
problems that were formerly troublesome are eliminated. 
The contradictions in applying the classical-regression 
method to a system of equation and bias in the estimates that 
may result will be discussed in the next section of this 
chapter. It should be remembered that it is pemissible to 
Schultz. Theory and measurement of demand. Chicago, 
The Chicago Press. 193^ * p» 4B. 
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use the classical-regression method of estimation if the one 
equation forms a complete system, that is, if it only con­
tains one endogenous variable. It is now possible to make 
the following general statement: classical-regression methods 
may be used as an analytical technique which is logically 
consistent with certain types of econometric models, but such 
models, by and large, must neglect the information provided 
by existing economic theory. 
4. Examples of three methods of estimation 
Certain models will now be proposed, and the best method 
of estimation for equations in these models will be consid­
ered. Since this study deals with eggs, the demand and supply 
equations to be used will be a simple model for estimating 
the demand and supply for eggs. 
Consider the familiar model explaining the quantity con­
sumed of eggs and the price of eggs Y2 and the deter-
aiijation of price through the intersection of the supply and 
demand curve. Assume both curves are linear, and assume, 
also, that the supply line shifts in such a way that supply 
at a given price is a linear function of the cost of the 
poultry ration and of a number of other variables repre­
sented by U2. Also, let the demand for eggs at a given 
price be a linear function of income and other variables 
represented by Also assume that there are no errors of 
measurement in any of the variables. Tliis will lead to the 
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system of the following two equations: 
The single-equation-least-squares method would treat the 
estimation of the two relations as separate and independent 
problems. To show when the single-equation is appropriate, 
let there be assumed an alternative supply function, which 
where all variables are defined as before. In this equation 
the quantity of eggs supplied is postulated as a function of 
the cost of the poultry ration. In this example, Z2 is 
considered to be exogenousi i.e., Zg correlated with 
U*2* there is one endogenous variable 
equation, which makes a complete system. The problem is then 
to estimate A22» If^  
is: 
S! B21Y1 + A22Z2 5 (2.55) 
II = "^2^2 ^  U*2» (2.56) 
then 
1^^ 2 = ^ 22^ 2^  ^  22U»2» (2.57) 
EiTjZ^) z A^2^(Z2^) 4 E(Z2U*2)'^2.5g) 
Since Z2 is assumed to be exogenous 
E{Z2U»2) = 0» 
the equation then becomes 
(2.59) 
E{Z2Ti) S -'A22E(22^ )I (2.60) 
hence 
A^ll the above variables are measured from means. 
E(Z2Yi) (2.61) 
above estimate of A22 was obtained by the classical-re-
gression method, and, in this paiiiicular case, the single-
equation approach is justified. When one equation forms a 
complete system, then it is correct to use the classical-
regression methods to obtain paraa^ ter estimates. 
Now it is in order to show how the classical-regression 
methods are biased when the conditions stated above are not 
fulfilled. Let the demand function of equation (2.53) be 
postulated as: 
In this case, neither nor Yg is assumed to be ex­
ogenous. Hence equation (2.62) does not fom a complete sys­
tem, because there are two endogenous variables and only one 
equation. Applying the classical-regression method would 
give the following estimate of 63^ 2• 
Note that the E{U*||^ Yj, ) did not drop out as in the first ex­
ample because the endogenous variables and the disturbance 
are not assumed to be independent. Thus by considering only 
Yi s B12Y2 4 U»i. (2.62) 
V2 = "®12^ 2 ^  "*1^ 2* (2.63) 





the single-equation, the estimate obtained is biased by the 
value of the regression coefficient of the disturbance in the 
derasand equation on the price. This value cannot be separated 
because of the nonobservable characteristic of the distur­
bance. This example should give the reader a good idea of 
the error involved in using the single-equation when more than 
one endogenous variable is present in the equation. 
This illustration should be sufficient to show that it 
is not possible to devise estimation formulae for the esti­
mation of the demand function (2.53) on the basis of this 
function alone. Iliat is, it is impossible to derive, statis­
tically, the demand functions from market data without spec­
ification of the supply fimctions involved. This agrees with 
the statements made through the course of this chapter which 
stated that, in order to estimate any particular economic 
relationship on the basis of market data, it is necessary to 
consider, simultaneously, the whole system of economic rela­
tions that, together, represent the mechanism that produces 
the data that is observed in the market. The tools of sta­
tistical technique that are available for dealing with prob­
lems of this nature have already been presented, but simple 
examples should help to clarify the method. 
In order to estimate the parameters of equation (2.53)» 
it is necessary to use both equations (2.53) and (2.54). Now 
let the identification criteria, given previously, be applied 
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to equation (2.53). There is one exogenous variable that 
appears in the system outside of the demand equation {2,53)J 
i*e*) K** s 1. Als0| there are two endogenous variables in 
equation (2,53)» thus G* - 1 a 1. This suggests that equa­
tion (2»53) is just-identified; i.e.i K** • G* - 1. Thus 
the method of reduced-form should be employed in estimating 
the structural parameters of equation (2,53)» Since the 
method of moments was also suggested as a correct method for 
estimating the structural parameters of an equation that was 
just-identified, both of these methods will be employed. Both 
methods give identical results, and the choice of the method 
is largely one of preference. 
In the method of moments, the following normal equations 
are constructed to estimate the parameters •^ n* 
(EdnZj^ ) = • ^11^ %^^  ^^  ECUiZ^ l) ) 
( 1 ) (2.66) 
(Ed^ Zg) s BI2E(Y222J  ^%lE(2iZ2) + E{UjlZ2 ) • 
It is then a straightforward process to solve both equations 
simultaneously for k^ 2 ®ii determinants 
or by substitution. 
In using the reduced-form method, the first step is to 
compute the regression of each of the endogenous variables 
in equation (2.53) on the exogenous variables in the com­
plete system of equation. This gives the following equation: 
1 * 
•^ Note these terms drop out as independence between the 
U*s and Z^ s is assumed. 
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j » 1^1 h 1^2^ 2 I 
{ Yi s TTzi h ^ TTzz^ z ) » (2.67) 
where TT is the partial regression coefficient between the 
T*s and Z*s. Then form the TT matrix, mftiich was mentioned 
and defined previously, 




(2.69) ''I y-Jf2i '"aaj 
Now go back to the original equation and set up the B 
matrix, which is; 
B* sjl • (2.70) 
How refer back to the formula*s given when the reduced-form 
method of estimation was discussed* They are; 
Bj{i7r«* - 0 (This gives the estimate of B22*)> 
8 - *y{This gives the estimate of 
By following formula's given above, multiply^  the B* matrix 
by the 77' matrix to obtain the estimates of 62^ 2 -^ il* 
Ihus we have: 
A 
I o  / t 
(2.71) 
[* -0 [S 5:] • (2.72) 
To estimate B]^ 2» multiply the B* matrix by matrix, 
which gives; 
(1)(^ 12) • (BI2)(^ 22) = (2.73) 
M^ultiply row of first matrix by columns of second 
matrix. 
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Then solving for B: 
(2.74) 
A A 
Having estimated B^ 2* possible to estimate 
A 
directly. Substitute the estimate obtained for B'j^ 2 
the B* matrix and multiply by matrix, which gives: 
{1)( ^ ii) 4 B( ^ 3^ ) s "1^ 2.' 
The two unknowns in the original equation have now been esti­
mated, and these estimates should be unbiased, efficient and 
consistent, as they possess all of the properties of the maxi-
likelihood estimates. 
How let there be introduced into the supply equation 
(2.54) the variable Z^ , which will be defined as the number 
of laying hens on the farm. Kiis variable is assumed to be 
exogenous, and the system of equations now becomes; 
It is readily apparent that, if the demand equation is to be 
estiiaated by the method of reduced form, a choice will have 
to be made of the exogenous variables in the supply equation 
that is to be used. Otherwise, with more than enou^  con­
ditions to insure identiflability, complex transformations 
from the estimated parameters of the reduced form to the 
estimated parameters of the structural equations must be made. 
Yl + Bi2l2 4 = Ul» 
Tl f B22Y2 f A22Z2 4 A22Z3 = U2-
(2 .76)  
(2.77) 
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Thus, the method of estimation that should be used in this 
case is the one referred to previously as the limited-infor­
mation method#^  
Mow apply the identification criteria to equation (2.76), 
There are two endogenous variables in this equation, hence 
G*-l is equal to 1. Kiere are two exogenous variables out­
side of equation (2,76), so that K** is equal to 2» Thus 
equation (2.76) is over-identified; and, using the reduced-
A 
form method, two estimates of could be obtained by 
either using Z2 or Zy 
2^ 
2^2 
= -Sl2» (2.7^ ) 
- ""®12* (2.79) 
3^3 
Thus, to be able to obtain the information present in both 
variables, the limited-information method must be used. The 
limited-information method for the general case has been 
given previously in this chapter. Because of the length of 
this method, it will not be carried through with this ex­
ample, but the estimate of 63^ 2 limited-inforraation 
method will be a weighted average of Z2 and Z3. Let 
T^. W. Anderson and H. Rubin. Estimation of the 
parameter of a single equation in a complete system of 
stochastic equations. The Annals of Isfethematical Statistics, 
20:46-63. 1949. 
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Z* - Zg f 2^ , and then the estimate of B^ 2 o^uld be: 
= 4 . (2.S0) 
This estimate would not agree with either of the estimates 
given in equations (2.7^ ) and (2,79) unless the coefficient 
of either Zg or were zero in the reduced form. The 
one conclusion that is evident from this discussion is that 
the model should be specified in advance in order for the 
appropriate statistical method to be determined. 
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III, ECONOfCEC THEORY UNDERLYIMG THE fODELS 
The economic theory which underlies the models to be 
constructed is mostly classical in its methodology. It will 
deal with the meaningful economic units of the individual 
consuBier, individual firm and individual commodity, rather 
than with the representative consumer, representative producer 
and representative commodity. Ihis discussion will be con­
fined to a general equilibrium analysis of an economy under 
pure competition. Static general equilibrium analysis will 
be considered first; and then certain assumptions will be 
relaxed, and the firms and households will be viewed in a 
dynamic setting. General equilibrium analysis is traditional­
ly divided into two fields; one group consists of households 
and the other of firm. Each group, in turn, consists of two 
parts: (a) the equilibrium of the economic unit and (b) the 
equilibrium of the whole economy. 
It is assumed that individuals in each group follow 
specific types of behavior patterns which lead to the struc­
tural equations of the model. Rational behavior is assumed 
to imply the maximization of utility on the part of house­
holds and the maximization of profit on the part of the firm. 
Then the interaction of firas and households in the market 
determines prices, wages, rents, etc. These are the equa­
tions that make up the system* 
In general terms, the working of the system may be 
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described as follows; (1) the demand for commodity A in­
creases—i.e.} consumers want more of it; (2) their bidding 
in the market increases the price of Aj (3) the larger ex­
penditure for A will mean somewhat lower expenditures for 
most other commodities| B, C . . . ; (4) prices of B, C . . . 
will fall; (5) producers of A will find it increasingly 
profitable, while those producing B, C . . . will find their 
business less profitable; (6) some of the manpower, capital, 
land, etc., devoted to B, C . . . will be transferred to the 
production of A; (7) this will tend to depress the price of 
A and to increase the prices of B, C . . .; and [B) even­
tually a new equilibrium will be established involving a new 
allocation of resources that is consistent with the changed 
conditions• 
Note that this process involves a complete circle of 
dependence—general interdependence: commodity prices depend 
on production, production on the allocation of resources, the 
allocation of resources on the prices that can be paid for 
resources, the prices of resources on commodity prices, etc. 
Because of this interdependence the economy may be visualized 
as a system of simultaneous equations that may be solved to 
determine prices, production and the allocation of resources. 
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A. The Theory of the Fina 
The theory of the firm will first be viewed in a static 
setting. For the purpose of this study, a firm may be de­
fined as the business and planning unit in production. The 
firm is the control unit, the plant the production unit, and 
they combine to form an enterprise. Within its framework, 
decisions are made as to kinds and volumes of output, the 
kinds and volume of inputs and the methods of production. 
These decisions are reached with a view to achieving some 
specific objective or objectives. It is assumed, in this 
analysis, that the objective of the firm is the maximization 
of net profit. The behavior of the firm can, of course, be 
analyzed if it is assumed that a combination of net profit, 
liquidity, prestige or any other objective is to be maximissed. 
Since the theory of production has already been treated at 
length by several writers,^  and since no new additions to the 
T^he summary given here follows along the lines of 
analysis of the Appendix of Hicks. For a few of the many 
discussions of the theory of the firm, refer to; 
J. R. Hicks. Value and capital. Oxford, The Clarendon 
Press. 194^ . pp. 7^ -109 and 319-325. 
N. Kaldor. The equilibrium of the firm. Economic 
Journal. 44:60-6?. 1934. 
K. E. Boulding. Economic analysis. New York, Harper 
& Bros. 194^ . pp. 671-712 and 7^ 2-803. 
J. L. Mosak. Interrelations of production price and 
derived demand. Journal of Political Economy. 46:761-7^ 7. 
193S. 
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theory will be made in this discussion, only a brief review 
will be given. 
Let it be assumed that each firni employs various factors 
Xi, X2» • • • produce various products 
Of course, for any one firm, some of the factors and products 
will be zero. The transformation function of the firm which 
shows the relationship between the quantities of various pro­
ducts that can be produced with given quantities of factors 
is 
mi, X2» • • • k^+2» . . . Y„) = 0" (3.1) 
There are two distinct marginal rates of substitution and a 
marginal rate of transformation in the theory of production. 
The marginal rate of substitution of the factor for the 
factor Xj may be defined as the change in X^  that will 
just offset an addition of a marginal unit of Xj|^  when every­
thing else remains constant: 
iii. 
Also, the marginal rate of substitution of the product Yg 
for the product is the change in which results from 
producing a marginal unit of Yg, everything else remaining 
constant: 
g/t _ _  ^ _ (3,3) 
yg " dls fyt 
Also, the marginal rate of transformation of the factor Xj|^  
-5^-
into the product Yg is defined as the change in Yg which 
the firm obtains from an addition of a marginal unit of 
everything else remaining constant;^  
ye FXi 
H - dxi = • F?; • 
As Hicks^  has shown, it is sometimes convenient, for purposes 
of analysis, to treat factors as negative products. Writing 
s  ^k), the equation becomes: 
o 8 
• F(YJL, Y2» . . . Y^ ) s 0. (3.1a) 
The three marginal rates of substitution can then be discussed 
in one broad category, where Yg and Y^ . may either be a 
product or a factor; 
-£2. . (3.2a-3.4a) 
Denote by IT the firm*s profit, which is defined as 
the difference between the firm's total receipts and total 
cost, which is either; 
n k ) 
iak+1 i=l ) (3.5) 
or TTz PiYi t P2I2 + ). 
I^f only one product is produced from the several fac­
tors, then the production function may be written as: 
Y - Xg, . . . Xj^ ), 
then Y^/ a -FXj^ /Fy is the aiarginal productivity of 
or the rate of transformation of X^  into Y. 
J^. R. Hicks, op. cit. p. 319« 
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It is assuased that the object of the firm is to maximize its 
profit, subject to the restraint of the transformation func­
tion F in equations (3»1) and (3,1a), The maximization 
problem can be investigated by introducing a Lagrange multi­
plier A and maximizing; 
^ PgYj - Af(Yi, Y2> • • • *n' = maximum. 
(3.6) 
This implies that: 
D{ 77" - AF) a 0 (3.7) 
and _ . 
- AF) < 0 . (3.^) 
From equation (3*7)» the first order equilibrium conditions 
for the firm are obtained; 
Ps s AFs r 0, (3.9) 
A s -21- . (3.10) 
FsYs 
Eliminating X we have: 
1^ 2^ . . , Fn a • « • I (3.11) 
Pi 2^ Pn 
or 
!i = !l , £2 = £2 , . . . Zn=i : ZB=i . (3.12) 
•^1, Pn Pn »'n 
These equations simply state that, in equilibrium, the mar­
ginal rates of substitution between any two factors, or any 
two products or between a factor and a product must be equal 
to the ratio of their prices. If the equilibrium position 
is to be stable, it is necessary that profit be a maximum. 
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This will be true if, when factors are treated as negative 
products, their marginal rates of substitution increases for 
substitution in every direction; i.e., the marginal cost for 
producing the product must be rising. 
In order that anyone should permanently engage in pro­
duction, the profit must not only be a maximum, but must be 
positive. This implies that not only the marginal cost but 
also the average cost must be rising. 
1. Supply functions 
The equilibrium conditions for the firm were given in 
equation (3*9)» plus the transformation function (3.1a). In 
order to find the effect of a change in price upon the equi­
librium of a firm, these equations must be differentiated 
with respect to that price. The solution of these equations 
is given by; 
 ^, (3.13) 
The bar is used to indicate the firm*s supply of products or 
demand for factors. 
Fst 
Thus: Ygt s - . (3.14) 
Then equation (3*13) becomes: 
= - ?st • (3.15) 
dPt 
Then in particular; 
iLli = - Yss > ° 
 ^Pb 
This simply means that the firm*s supply curve for any pro-
"•6X"» 
duct is positively sloped in regard to its price. Then it 
follows that; 
iis s Y ^ 0, (3.17) 
or that the firm*s demand curve for any factor is negatively 
sloped with respect to its price. 
The sign of = - d V<>Ft provides us with a 
definition of substitution and complementarity in production. 
If ygt>o» then Yg and Y are substitutes. The results 
of a price increase in a product or factor are self-evident 
and will not be discussed here. If then Yg and 
Y^  are complements. A change in the price between factors 
and between products brings the expected reaction, but between 
factor and product there is a queer relationship which Hicks 
calls "regression". In this case, an increase in the price of 
product reduces the demand for the factor, and an increase in 
the price of the factor brings forth an increase in supply of 
the product. 
From this analysis, it follows that the firm*s supply of 
any pzx)duct and its demand for any factor are functions of 
the prices of all the products and factors that the firm uses 
and sells. From the equilibrium conditions given in equa­
tions (3*9 - 3*12)> the functions are seen to be homogenous 
of degree zero, so that if all prices were doubled, the 
firm*s supply of products would remain the same. Thus, the 
firm*s supply equation for products and demand equation for 
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factors may be written as; 
yg = TgCzii Z2» • • • ^ n-1^  ^ {3*1^ ) 
where Zj^  s Pj^ /Pjj is the ratio of the price of Xg to the 
numeraire 
When all the firms in the economy are summed, the firm*s 
market supply functions are obtained; 
® S^^ L^* 2^* * ' * '^ N-L^ ' (3*19) 
where Yg z for all firms. Since Xg^  s 
obeys the same rules for all firms, then Yg^  s -^ Tg/ <)P^  s 
rules. Also two products 
(positive or negative) will be considered substitutes in pro­
duction if and complements if Yg^ O^. The theory of 
production differs from the theory of consumption in that 
there is no income effect and that the substitution effect 
relates to the total effect of price. 
2. Honstatic theory of the firm 
Considering the firm under dynamic conditions will re­
quire the removal of the restricting assumptions that were 
necessary under the static conditions; i.e., the assumption 
of perfect competition. An attempt will now be laade to see 
how the omission of the restrictive assumptions will alter 
the theory developed -under static conditions. 
The theory of production under nonstatic conditions 
differs from the theory under static conditions in that fac­
tors and products are dated and prices of products and fac­
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tors or productive agents and the transformation functions 
are all changing through time.^  
Consequently, the entrepreneur of the firm must make 
decisions based on expected prices rather than on single 
valued expectations or realized values. The probability in 
this dynamic case that the expectation will be realized, of 
course, lies between zero and one. The entrepreneur is thus 
faced with a probability distribution of expected prices for 
all factors and finished produce he buys and sells. He then 
must construct his production plan in regard to the expected 
or anticipated prices. Thus, the analysis of the firm*s be­
havior is seen to be considerably more complex than in the 
static case. 
The firm has at least three ways to form the expecta­
tions of future price or to form some probability distribu­
tion for the expected prices: (1) he may take some weighted 
average of the past values of prices with which he is dealing, 
for example, he may take the average range of the last five 
F^or discussions on the firm in a dynamic setting, see: 
A. G. Hart. Anticipation, uncertainty and dynamic 
planning. Quarterly Journal of Economics, 5:6-15. 1937* 
J. R. Hicks, op. cit. pp. 191-22?. 
L. R. S. Shackle. Expectation in economics, Cambridge, 
The University Press. 1949* 
0. Lange. Price flexibility and employment. Blooming-
ton, Kie Principle Press, 1944# pp. 20-34. 
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yearsj (2) he may try to extrapolate, or project, the prices 
into the future by the existing price structure or by having 
some knowledge of the elasticity of price expectations; and 
(3) he laay take into account the probability of wars or acts 
of Congress, which would cause the probability distribution 
of prices to be skewed. 
A change in the price of a commodity exercises at once 
only a little influence on the supply of that commodity, but 
it causes the firm to speculate on whether the higher or 
lower price will continue# If it is decided that the higher 
price will continue, they may start upon the production of 
an increased supply for a future date. The decision will, 
thus, affect their current demand for factorsj the current 
position in the factor market will, thus, be governed by the 
way entrepreneurs interpret a rise in the price of the mar­
ket. Similarly, the current supply depends, not so much on 
current price, but upon ndiat firms expected it to be when the 
production plan was initiated. It is these expectations, 
whether right or wrong, that govern current output. 
This is the crux of dynamic theory: it is the first 
parting of the ways. Hicks^  has chosen to handle the time 
factor by considering inputs at different points of time as 
different productive agents and an output of a given product 
R. Hicks, op. cit. p. 197# 
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at different dates as different products. He assumes that 
the transformation functions are known and that the anticipa­
tions are single valued. In this casei resource allocation, 
response to alterations in anticipations and productive pat­
terns are reached somewhat in the sanie way as in the static 
situation reviewed. 
Tintner^ *^  has approached the problem under conditions 
where transformation functions are not completely known and 
^^ ere expectations are not single valuedj i.e., the firm has 
in mind a probability distribution of different forms of the 
production functions and a range of expected prices and pro­
ducts. Tintner then makes the important statement that the 
firm is influenced by the total shape of the probability 
distribution; i.e., it is important not to take into account 
just the mean and variance but also the higher moments of the 
probability distribution. Tintner also gives nreaningful 
definitions to risk and uncertainty and makes suggestions as 
to what these distributions will depend on. His discussion 
is highly theoretical but makes a great contribution towai^  
solving the problem of dynamics facing the firm. 
Itie importance of the consideration of questions of 
flexibility and adaptability of production processes for 
G^. Tintner. Pure theory of production under techno­
logical risk and uncertainty, Econometrica. 9:305-312. 
19a. 
G^. Tintner. Theory of production under non-static con­
ditions. Journal of Political Economy. 50:645-667* 1942. 
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planning have been pointed out by Stigler^  and Hart.^  The 
problem arises when the firm does not know, definitely, the 
probability distribution of net profit, but has only some 
estimate of the possible probability distributions# In order 
to be able to use new info mat ion to improve knowledge as 
time goes on, the firm will try to keep as flexible and 
adaptable as possible. The firm will have to make some sac­
rifice of anticipated profit in order to keep the enterprises 
more adaptable and flexible and in order to be able to make 
new decisions and to change his plans if knovjledge Increases 
and the amount of uncertainty decreases. This adaptability 
that must be built into the firm, tends to increase average 
unit costs, though it should increase profit expectations 
vdien uncertainty is present. 
Nonstatic analysis has thus introduced expectations, or 
anticipations, uncertainty, risk and restrictions of the 
amount of capital used. This interjects the element of sub­
jective evaluation on the part of the firm into the responses 
of a given stimulus, such as the change in relative prices. 
In nonstatic conditions, the behavior of the firm to a given 
stimulus may differ considerably from the static model, de-
G^. Stigler. Production and distribution in the short 
run. iJoiimal of Political Economy. 47J305-327. 1939* 
A^. G. Hart. Imputation and demand for productive re­
sources in disequilibrium. In Explorations in Economics, 
pp. 264-271. New York, McGraw Hill Book Co. 1936. 
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pending on the natiire of e3q>ectations. However, the direction 
of responses to a given stimulus, such as changes in prices, 
is probably the same in nonstatic conditions as under static 
conditions, although the magnitude of the response may differ 
considerably. Although the situation in which single valued 
anticipations are assumed is hypothetical to a high degree, 
the way in which firms respond in a nonstatic situation to 
price and other changes will tend to approximate the static 
situation. 
B» The Theory of Consumer Behavior 
If one were looking for a single criterion by which to 
distinguish modern economic theory from its classical precur­
sors, he would probably find that it is to be found in the 
introduction of the so called "subjective theory of value" 
into economic theory. With this revolution is associated 
such n^ es as Menger, Jevons and Walras. If one were then to 
go further, he would find that it is this part of the econom­
ic doctrine which has caused so much controversy. 
The present theory of consumer behavior has been developed 
at length by many writers, such as Pareto, Slutsky, Hicks, 
12'? Allen and many others. * Assuming a static situation, the 
R. Hicks, op. cit. pp. 305-319. 
2 P. A. Samuelson. Foundations of economic analysis. 
Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 194^ . pp. 90-122. 
J^. R. Hicks and R. G. D. Allen. A reconsideration of 
the theory of value. Econometrica. 1:53-76, 196-219. 1934« 
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modern theorists usually proceed in the following ways they 
assume that the individual possesses a utility function, 
U s Xg, . . . I^ ) which depends upon the consumption 
of the n commodities. The individual then behaves so as to 
maximize this function, subject to the restraint that total 
n 
expenditures equal income ^  « Y* They then show that 
ial 
all of the important results of this maximization procedure 
are invariant under a montonic transformation of Uj i.e., 
they will get the same results If is naximized Instead 
of U, where P*{u)>0. This changes the theory from one 
of cardinal utility to one of ordinal utility, and it is 
claimed that fewer assumptions are needed with ordinal util* 
ity. With this amendment, it has been recogniased that a 
cardinal measure of utility is unnecessary and that only an 
ordinal preference—involving more or less, but not how 
much—is required for the analysis of consumer behavior. 
Thus, the consumer's market behavior is explained in terns 
of preferences, which are, in turn, defined only by behavior. 
The results can easily be circular and undoubtedly are in 
many formulations. 
The procedure to be followed in this discussion is to 
begin with the simple theory and then to proceed to the mre 
complex theories vdiich combine the principle of consumer de­
mand for commodities and the liquidity preference of individ­
uals* 
In the theory of consumer behaviorj utility maximization 
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is introduced in order to provide a foundation for the devel­
opment of laws of demand for consumer goods. Following tradi­
tional assumptions of the pure theory of consumer*s behavior, 
consider a single consumer buying goods and services in a 
market whose prices he cannot, appreciably, affect. Des-
i^ ate all goods and services (X^ , X2» • • • X^ )» with 
respective given prices (Pj^ , P2, . . . • Total income or 
expenditiire is defined as: 
X = (XiPi + X2P2 + . . . X„p„) = (3.20) 
isl 
In this model, the household will behave so as to maximize: 
U - U{2i, I2* ' * ' 3^.21) 
subject to 
n 
Y s {PiXi 4 P2X2 4 . . . Pn^ ) s Vi, (3.20) 
i«l 
where U represents utility, P^  price of i— good, X 
i-S commodity and Y income. This is a constrained maximum 
problem, since equation (3*20) familiarly termed the budget 
equation, must be satisfied. Without such a restriction, the 
individual could, presumably, purchase an unlimited amount 
of goods up to the point of satiation. The maximization will 
be carried out by introducing the Lagrange multiplier and by 
forming the function: 
U - X(^PiXi - Y). (3.22) 
^ isl 
Differentiating and setting the first order partial deriva­
tive equal to zero, the well known equilibrium condition for 
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the individual is derived: 
s APi(i=l» 2, » • • • (3.23) 
where 
By eliminating X, we have: 
'» • • • 
(3.24) 
These equations state that, in equilibrium, the marginal 
rate of substitution between any two goods must equal the 
ratio of their mcaaey prices. Equations (3.23) and (3.24) 
are only the first order conditions for a maximum. In order 
that U shall be a true maximum, we must have the second 
order or stability condition 
where the X*s are constrained to lie along the budget equa-
tion* This is simply the statement of the condition that the 
marginal rate of substitution must be diminishing for substi­
tution in every direction, or simply that the indifference 
curves must be convex to the origin. 
This could also be worked througji by an alternate method. 
Using the function in equation (3.21), set the derivatives 
with respect to the equal to aero. Thus 
dh s (>.2^ ) 
isil 3—^  
n n 
(3 .26)  
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The market prices and incomes are given and hence treated as 
constants in the differentiation. Equation (3*26) is the 
individual's demand equation for goods X2» * • • 
By following the arguments of Wilson:^  
i^ 
Xs^ EOH (3.27) 
Y 
by combining (3*20} and Then eliminate X between 
(3.26) and (3.27) to get; 
Th H i=l  ^
\ 
This enables one to solve 'for each of the in terms of 
prices and income. This solution is of a particular type, 
in that equiproportional changes in the prices and income 
leaves the solution of (3.26) unchanged. Thus, the model is 
said to be hoiaogtuoas of degree zero in prices and income. 
Ihe solution for each of the takes the form; 
PI PN Y 
• <3-29) 
These are the demand equations of microeconomics. They ex­
press the demand for each consumer good as a function of all 
prices and income. 
E^. B. Wilson. Notes on utility theory and demand equa­
tions. Quarterly Journal of Economies. 60;453-460. 1946. 
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1. Effect of a changie in incoine 
It is now in order to consider the effect of variation 
in income on this equilibrium situation. Let there be a 
change in income with prices remaining constant, and let us 
find how this will affect the quantities of 2^» • • • ^ n 
being consumed* 
Differentiating the equilibrium equations {3*20) and 
(3»23) with respect to Y, the following equations are ob­
tained: 
Pi • Pa -iis +. . . +p ; 1, 
Y Y T 
ax xn „ aX2^ . 
—f- • ^11—Y" ^ "l2—^  + . . .  ^:: 0, 
p a X . a ^ 1 1 6 ^ 2 1 4„ a ^ n - 0 
2 Y 21 Y 22 Y 2n Y *" * 
n a A ,11  ^ t TT a ^2 . .ti  ^^  - n 
-p i- 4IL, 4 U 5 = 4 . . . = 0. 
Y Y Y Y 
UH 
(3.30) 
From equation (3*23) s —ir» the determinant of the coef-
n ficients of this system of equations is which is 
A 2 
different from zero. Letting be the cofactor of Uj|^ , 
and Vq the cofactor of zero in determinant V, solve this 
system of equations for the rates of change of and with 
respect to money income: 
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4ii = -tA . . (3.31) 
dY V dY V 
Equation (3»31) gives the rates of change with respect to the 
money value of an individual's initial income. Since there 
Vi 
are no restrictions on the sign of the ratio it follows 
that the quantity of demanded in equilibrium may either 
increase or decrease with an increase in income. For supe­
rior goods, the demand will increase with an increase in 
income> but for inferior goods, the demand will decrease 
with an increase in income. 
2. Effect of a change in price 
Now suppose that the price of Pj|^  changes with other 
prices, the income remaining constant* Differentiating the 
equilibrium equations of (3.20) and (3*23) with respect to 
the following equations are obtained) 
P, Jii + +. . . 4 P, -ii = -X„ 
Pi Pi " Pi  ^
p d X 4 .  -  q 
-Pi ^ 4 4 ... 4 r \ , 
Pi Pi Pi p^  
p ax , „ a^i. „ ^^2. . „ axn ^ 
P» pj ^ "nl  ^^ Un2 pj 4 ... 4 Unn"~7J- = 
(3.32) 
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The deterainant of the coefficients of this system of equa­
tions is the same as that for the set {3«30). Solving and 
simplifying as before: 
4a. = Vi.1) , ,3.33, 
dPi V 
J X  ,  -  ^  .  o . % )  
V 
The term Avij/v can be shown to remain unchanged if U is 
replaced by P{U)^ . Now substitute from {3»31) into {3*33) 
and obtain: 
t Xij. (3.35) 
- -li-AA. - x-4i^  • (3.36) 
o Pi O Y Y 
The equations of (3*35) and (3»36) give the rates of change 
in respect to the money price of Xj|^ . Equation (3*35)» 
originally due to Slutskyi has been called the "fundamental 
equation of value theory." It gives the effect of a change 
in the price of the commodity on the Individual's de-
mand for another commodity, Xjj the result of the price 
change is split into two parts: the income effect and the 
substitution effect# The substitution effect is measured by 
and the income effect is measured by -X^  X^j/(^ Y. 
The magnitude of the income effect will depend on how impor­
tant Xj^  is in the consumer's budget* 
Schultz. Theory and measurement of demand. Chicago, 
The Chicago Press. 193^ • pp. 652-654. 
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The substitution term provides a modern definition 
of complementarity between commodities.^  If is posi­
tive, then a reduction in the price of X^  leads to a de­
crease in the demand for Xj, and the commodities are called 
"substitutes". If X^ j^ is negative, a reduction in the 
price of X± leads to an increase in the demand for Xj, 
and the commodities are said to be "complementary". If Xj^ j 
is zero, then the commodities are "independent". The com­
modities can, of course, be substitutes for one individual 
and complementary for another. 
Inspection of equations (3*20) and (3.24) reveals that 
the demand equations X^  s ?2* • • • homoge­
nous of order zero. If Euler*s theorem for homogenous func­
tions is employed and divided through by Xj|^ , the following 
relationships in terras of elasticity coefficients result: 
%1 %2 + • • • •> %n» %y « (3.37) 
where: 
 ^Xi Pi 
= "TP^  * 
is the elasticity of the i^  good with respect to the 
good or the cross elasticity and; 
F^or a discussion of other definitions of complementar­
ity sees 
Ibid., pp. 567-604. 
P. A. Samuelson, op. cit., pp. 1^ 3-1^ 9. 
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i^y a I (3.3S) 
' a Y Xi 
is the income elasticity. 
One of the most unsatisfactory things about the theory 
presented is the implicit assumption that the total income 
is spent on the present consumption of goods. However, it 
is quite easy to rid the analysis of this implicit assumption 
by classifying goods into two categories: (1) goods consumed 
today (Xi, X21 . • • goods to be consumed in the 
future (^ k+l, ^ k42» • • • total income spent on 
goods consumed today will be called "consumption expendi­
tures", and the total amount of income set aside for future 
spending will be called "savings". In this model, the house­
hold will behave so as to maximize; 
U = U(Xi, X2» • • • Xk» k^41 • • • 0.39) 
subject to 
^E{PiXi) 4 J; E(P.X.) s E{Y), (3.40) 
isl jsk41  ^^  
where E is the expected or anticipated values of prices, 
goods and income and all other symbols are as defined pre­
viously. The prices of future goods are the same as the 
prices prevailing today, discounted at the going interest 
rate from the present time to the time at which it is ex­
pected that the goods will be purchased. The analysis may 
then proceed as before by substituting the expected values 
for the actual values in the first analysis. 
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Up to this point, the theory of consumer behavior has 
been practically the same as the standard theory found in any 
literature on consuiror behavior. The following alternative 
will be mentioned as a path of departure from the usual view, 
and the influence of Keynes will make its entrance. 
The first generalization is that the utility function 
of the individual need not depend solely upon variables that 
are flows per unit of timet such as the examples of consump­
tion of present and futxire commodities. Utility may depend 
on the holding of assets also; i*e.» the household may be 
interested in obtaining the best possible balance sheet or 
structure of assets. In the Keynesian system, the behavior 
of the household is actually generalized in this way. In the 
Keynesian system, the individual may make two types of deci­
sions. (1) He decides on the basis of his income whether to 
spend today or to save. (2) He decides on the basis of the 
level of the market interest rate to hold his accumulated 
savings in the fom of either money or securities# 
This theory could be developed by first maximizing 
utility, as a function of commodities consumed, subject to 
the budget constraint, and by then maximizing a different 
utility as the function of the holding of securities and 
money, subject to the constraint that total asset holding® 
equal accumulated savings. 
It should be mentioned that this system wuld possess 
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different homogeneity properties from the previous simplified 
model. Previously, it was found that, if all prices and in­
comes were changed in the same proportion, there was no ef­
fect on the quantity of goods demanded. However, in this 
model, if prices and incomes are changed by a fixed propor­
tion, it will be found that the demand has changed. Thus, 
the homogeneity principle will have to be reformulated. It 
would, indeed, be interesting to carry this model through to 
its logical end and find what alterations this would make in 
the analysis given previously. 
This will conclude the discussion on the theory of house­
hold behavior. Certainly, all of the variants of the theory 
have not been exhausted. Some other facets of the theory 
should, perhaps, be mentioned, such as the theory of the 
household under nonstatic conditions^  and the effects of past 
income and consumption^  on the present demand for comntodities. 
Also, we could still modify the utility function in a number 
of ways and still get diffeient results. Or some alternative 
C^ontributions have been made in this field by: 
G. Tintner. Contribution to the non-static theory of 
choice. Quarterly Journal of Economics, 56:274-306, 1942. 
J, R. Hicks, op. cit, pp. 115-25^ , 
S. Duesenberry, Income savings and the theory of 
consumer behavior. Cambridge, Harvard University Press. 
1949. 
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theory of utility maximization could be introduced. However, 
the theory presented is a plausible theory and has large 
scale support among economists. It will be interesting to 
develop and test the models that are suggested by the theory 
given. 
C. The Market Equation 
It is not sufficient to present a theory that includes 
only the theory of production and the theory of consumer 
behavior. Each unit that has been discussed arranges its 
behavior pattern in terms of a market variable, which is 
price. To formulate a complete theory, it is necessary to 
present a theory of the detemination of this market vari­
able. The interaction of the consumers and producers in the 
mai^ et place serves to determine the observed levels of 
prices. 
Probably the simplest theory of price determination 
follows from the well known law of supply and demand. From 
the theory of consumer behavior, it is possible to construct 
a market demand schedule for a given product as a fimction of 
its price. Also, from the theory of the firm, there is a 
market supply schedule for a given product as a function of 
its price. Of course, in the more general case and in the 
theoiy presented, demand and supply will be a function of 
all prices in the system, rather than merely of the price of 
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the product in question. 
Whenever market demand exceeds market supply price rises, 
and whenever market supply exceeds market demand price falls. 
The usual formulation of this law also adds that the 
price movements tend to restore equilibrium; i.e., a price 
drop tends to wipe out excess supply and to restore equilib­
rium of market forces. Likewise, it is assumed that a price 
rise tends to wipe out excess demand and to restore equilib­
rium. This assumption implies that there is stability in the 
system and that price movements as a result of excess demand 
or supply will not degenerate into hyperinflation or hyper-
deflation respectively. This assumption also imposes certain 
restrictions on the form of the functions Q^ , Q® and F. 
The system proposed in equations (3«41) to {3«43) is a 
first order differential equation in P as a function of 
time. This may be seen by substituting from (3*41) and {3«42) 
into (3«43) to get: 
S^everal models of this type are analyised by: 
P. A. Samuelson. The stability of equilibrium; com­
parative statics and dynamics. Econometrica. 9:97-120. 
1941. 
A simple mathematical model^  is: 
D: Q,^ - Q«i(P) 4 
S: Q® s QS{P) + U2, 





P « - Q^ (P) 4 U2 - UiJ • U3, ) 
) (3.43-2) 
P = F*(P, U2 • Ui) 4 O3. ) 
If linear expansions of the function in the neighborhood 
of the equilibrium position is taken, then the linear differ­
ential equation of the first order may be solved for, and the 
equilibrium conditions specified from the requirement 
lim P{t) - constant (3«44) 
t—hOO 
where P(t) is the solution of the differential equation. 
The theory can be tested, because the variables and 
Q® are sometimes measurable separately. The quantity 
Q® - is defined as the rate of change of inventories and 
is available for many markets and for the economy as a viiole. 
Several writers, such as Hicks, Lange and Samuelson, 
have studied the relationship between excess demand and supply 
and price fluctuations when there is a complete system and 
when each demand and supply depends upon all of the prices in 
the system. The basic equation, which states that the rate 
of change of the price of each good is a function of excess 
demand or supply of that good, will still hold. The only 
modification is that equation {3*43-2) would have to be re­
written as: 
Pi « F**(Pi, P2» . . . Pn» U2i - Uli) + U3i. 
(3.43-3) 
where there are n prices in the system. The first theory 
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tells how price will be determined in partial equilibrium 
theoryi and the second analysis indicates how price will be 
determined under general equilibrium theory. 
In this analysis, the moving force behind price fluctua­
tions is excess demand or supply. It should be mentioned 
that all inventories cannot be looked upon as excess supply. 
Some inventories are held by firms so that they may have 
enough goods on hand to cover their current sales, while 
other inventories are held for price speculation. Also, in­
ventories that are held by the firm which are merely factors 
of production cannot be considered excess supply. For these 
reasons, inventories should be split into components: (1) 
desired inventories held for rational reasons and (2) unde-
sired inventories because demand was other than anticipated. 
The theory presented has been based on the assumption of 
a competitive market where firas and households adjust their 
behavior patterns to market prices and then interact in the 
market to determine prices in accordance with demand and 
supply. Prices are always an equilibrating force in this 
theory, for they always adjust to maintain an equilibrium 
between demand and supply. If one considered an imperfectly 
competitive market, the theory would have to be revised, as 
business firms do not always adjust their behavior patterns 
according to market prices as parameters of action. In this 
case, instead of relating price fluctuations to excess demand 
and supplyj it may be more realistic to relate output fluc­
tuations to excess demand and supply. 
This concludes the discussion of the economic theory 
that is needed for the construction of the models to be pre­
sented. Since no new additions were made to the economic 
theory, a sumiaary of each of the theories has been given 
instead of a (X)mplete general statement. 
I¥. IvIODELS FOR THE STATISTICAL ESTIi4ATI0N OF T® 
SUPPLY AND DEMND FOR EGGS 
Sections II and III provide a theoretical framework for 
the empirical work that is to be carried out. In the preced­
ing sections, the principles for constructing models and the 
selection of the correct statistical methods for estimating 
the relevant parameters have been given. In this section, 
various models for the supply and demand for eggs, based on 
economic theory and a priori knowledge, will be presented. 
A. Choice of the Model 
Throughout Section II, it was repeatedly stressed that 
any statistical inference regarding identifiable parameters 
of economic behavior is conditioned by the validity of the 
model. This fact consequently throws a great weight on the 
choice of the model. A few tentative remarks about the con­
siderations governing this choice will now be made. 
There are many competing sets of a priori restrictions 
that can be imposed upon the structural parameters without 
contradicting what is known of human behavior and environ­
ment. Also, there is a wide variety of functional forms to 
specify the relations and distributions involved. It is 
often asseirted that the choice is much wider in economics 
than in any of the other empirical sciences. 
The use of the concept of identification has done much 
to contribute to a sharper formulation and treatment of the 
problem of the ciioice of a model. However, the most serious 
problem in the choice of the model cannot yet be corrected. 
It arises from the fact that, as yet, there is no satisfac­
tory statistical theory governing choice among several al­
ternative hypotheses. The usual testing considers only one 
hypothesis (and its negation) at a time. This is inadequate 
when a number of hypotheses, classifiable according to a 
large number of attributes, are in competition. For instance, 
if there are two variables whose exclusion either jointly or 
individually from a given equation is not necessary for iden­
tification, it is possible to test, separately: (a) the in­
clusion of the first variable, (b) the inclusion of the 
second variable or (c) both variables jointly, as against 
(d) the exclusion of neither variable. There is need for a 
procedure permitting selection of one of the four alterna­
tives (a), (b), (c) and (d). An extension of the current 
theory is needed, in order to be able to test the v^ ole set 
of alternatives simultaneously. 
The research worker who constructs a model does not 
believe that reality is exactly described by the model. Lin­
earity and discrete time-lags are, at best, only approxima­
tions. The model builder hopes to construct a model which 
approximates reality to an extent that is sufficient for the 
purpose of the investigation. In model building, the need is 
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to choose the simplest possible set of equations which con­
tains a structure sufficiently approximative to economic 
reality. But, in this casei one is faced with maximizing 
simplicity and economic reality simultaneously. Perhaps a 
fflore apporpriate way to proceed would be to decide upon the 
degree of simplicity or reality desired and then to maximize 
the other end with the given restriction. 
B. The Problem of Aggregation 
Throughout the past discussioni it has been pointed out 
repeatedly that if one wants to study economic relations with­
in one particular sector of the economy, one usually has to 
consider also the economic relations that govern the other 
sectors. But, for practical reasons, some simplification of 
the general theory is unavoidable. By methods of aggrega­
tion, one has to try to reduce to a minimum the number of 
relations in vfcich one is not directly interested. 
Mast economic theories are "micro economic"; i.e., they 
are put forth in terms of individual behavior patterns. It 
appears rather hopeless to consider estimating a complete 
set of equations involving the variables of micro economics, 
because of the great number of individual units in the econom­
ic system. This would involve dealing with several million 
equations in several million variables, at present a hopeless 
task. As an alternative, it is necessary to sacrifice this 
detailed information and develop systems of macro economic 
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equations which will involve a smaller number of variables. 
This poses a very difficult problem; i.e., the passing 
from theories of micro economics to the theories of macro 
economics.^  The main tools of this transformation are index 
numbers, and similar aggregates. 
What appears to be sound intuition has led economists 
to study systems involving only bi*oad aggregates in terms 
of money and index numbers of quantities and prices. Statis-
2 tical studies of this type were carried out by Tinbergen, 
and the smallness of the residuals obtained with the use of 
a theoretically plausible set of macro economic variables in 
each equation provides some practical justification for this 
approach. 
There appear to be two approaches open to handling the 
problem of aggregates.^  There is given a body of theory which 
develops the economic behavior of individual households and 
firms. There are also many published aggregates, such as 
national in(X)me statistics or index numbers compiled accord­
ing to definite formulas from individual observation. If the 
F^or an excellent discussion on this problem see: 
G. Tintner. Multiple regression for systems of equa­
tions. Econometrica. 14:6-13* 1946. 
J^. Tinbergen. Business cycles in the United States of 
America, 1919-32. Geneva, League of Nations. 1939. PP» 
9-19* 
L^. R. Klein. Macro economics and theory of rational 
behavior. Econometrica. 14:9^ -103. 1946. 
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index numbers are considered as transformations of the vari­
ables that appear in the behavior equations of micro econom­
ics, there exists perhaps a definite set of relations among 
the index numbers, which may be called the model of macro 
economics. 
For most common index numbers, it is very difficult to 
determine whether a well defined macro economic system fol­
lows from the given index numbers and the theories of micro 
economics. Thus, one may be forced to attempt to solve the 
problem in another way. Instead of assuming the theory of 
micro economics and index numbers, one may alternatively write 
dowa both the micro and macro economic systems a priori and 
then determine the aggregates that will be consistent with 
these tvK> systems. It is quite possible that the consistent 
aggregates may be quite different from the published aggre­
gates that are available. 
In this study, the former approach will be used; i.e., 
the published aggregates will be accepted, and macro economic 
systems will be developed from this data. It is important 
to realize the limitations of these published aggregates and 
to analyze the nature of their construction. In this study 
the published aggregates will be accepted as Accurate, al­
though we must do this with several resez*vations. These 
derivations from the ideal index numbers will be reviewed in 
a later section. 
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C. The Limited-Information Model 
The most complicated type of model will be presented 
first, and then the smaller, less complicated models will be 
mentioned. This procedure will be followed because the 
smaller models are an outgrowth of the larger models. The 
large model to be presented is the outgrowth of a larger and 
more complete model that had to be reduced in size because: 
(1) data were not available for some of the variables; (2) 
the computational job would have been a considerable task 
to undertake with the machines available; and (3) several of 
the exogenous and endogenous variables were highly correlated 
within each group and would have afforded very little infor­
mation while causing considerable difficulty in deriving the 
desired parameter estimates. 
!• The demand for ems at retail level 
Let us begin by breaking the total consumption of indi­
viduals into the following groups: (1) consumption of eggs 
(all forms); (2) consumption of protein food, which is con­
sidered to be a substitute for eggs in the budget; (3) con­
sumption of all food other than mentioned under group one or 
two; and (4) consumption of nonfood. One could, then, say 
by analogy from the micro theory of consumers* choice that 
the per capita demand for eggs is a function of the price of 
eggs the price of substitute foods the price of 
all other foods P^ , the price of nonfood P^ ,^ and the per 
capita disposable income y. Since the total cost-of-living 
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index P is a function of the four prices P2» P3 and 
Pjl^ , it is possible to consider the variables Pj^ , P2, P3 and 
P and to exclude Pj^  from the equation. Time must enter 
the equations if they are to describe a dynamic process. The 
demand for eggs may be subject to a trend due to changes in 
tastes, eating habits, gradual changes in the quality of the 
product and such other trend factors that disturb the demand 
relation between relative quantities and relative prices. It 
is not, of course, true that all trend factors should be 
eliminated before considering the demand relation. Gradual 
changes in supply conditions may lead to a trend in relative 
prices, which, in turn, leads to a trend in relative quanti­
ties when the demand equation remains unchanged. In such a 
case, the existence of trend would produce very favorable 
conditions for the measurement of elasticity of substitution. 
Unfortimately, we are rarely able to distingusih the two 
types of trend in practice. The main difficulty when one 
tries to eliminate trend is that one has so many possible 
ways of doing so and that the choice made may considerably 
affect the results of the later calculations. 
The use of t log e calls for some discussion. Essen­
tially, we assume here that all of the social and psychologi­
cal factors, and any economic factors not taken care of by 
the price and income variables, change at a constant rate per 
unit of time and are, hence, caught up by this variable. 
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This is clearly arbitrary and not satisfactory, for it cannot 
give adequate weight to cyclical fluctuations or sudden 
changes or discontinuities. It is, perhaps, best to look on 
this variable as a dummy variable, reflecting a number of 
miscellaneous changes, rather than to regard it as truly rep­
resentative of changes in tastes. 
Assuming the demand function to be a linear function in 
logs in the real prices given above, and in the real per 
capita income and time, the following equation is postulated 
as: 
Siiyit ^  Si2y2t + ^ i3y3t •  ^^ n^ 'it • 
Al2®2t ^  z Ult* 
where y^ ^^  represents the log of the index of the per capita 
consumption of eggs; y2t of ^ he index of retail 
price of eggs divided by the cost-of-living index; y^  ^ the 
log of the index of retail price of meats divided by the 
cost-of-living index; the log {jf the index of retail 
price of food other than meat and eggs divided by the cost-
of-living index; the log of the index of per capita 
disposable income divided by the cost-of-living index; 
represents and time e®^  (origin 1920), The 
B*s and A*s are constants and the is a random resi­
dual (a random shift) for each value of t. All variables 
are annual time series data and are designated by the sub­
script t. It should be noticed that, in this demand equa-
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tioiii there are four simultaneousi or jointly dependent vari­
ables; i.e., variables that have to be explained by other re­
lations in the economic system. Tlie variables 2^ and 
are assumed to be given, or predetermined, variables in the 
sense that they are stochastically independent of the random 
variable It is also assumed that EZ^ i^t^ i{ t-©)-7 « ^  
for Q 0; in other words, there is no serial correlation 
in the residuals 
Perhaps some discussion is warranted as to why income 
was considered an exogenous variable in the above equation. 
In the selection of exogenous variables for the model, the 
"causal principle" (so-called by Koopmans) will be followed. 
The causal principle regards as exogenous those variables 
which influence the remaining variables but which are not 
themselves influenced thereby. The causal principle is often 
used also if it applies only approximately; i.e., if the in­
fluence of the endogenous variables on those treated as ex­
ogenous is presumed to be very small. This approximate 
causal principle can be applied to the income variable in 
equation (4.1). Since the commodity involved is eggs, and 
since this good attracts only a small fraction of consumer's 
expenditure, the repercussions upon income of variations in 
demand for the commodity can be neglected. In this instance, 
treating incosie as an exogenous variable seems to be justi­
fied. While, in other c&ses, when the comjiKsdity in question 
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made up a considerable part of the budget, this procedure 
would be highly questionable. If such a specification is 
incorrect, then specification bias will arise in the estimate 
of the structural parameters. 
Another alternative to considering lagged income would 
have been to consider the lagged consumption of eggs. Certain 
trends or habits are adopted each year, and perhaps this 
would be.brought out more explicitly by lagged per capita 
consumption than by lagged income. 
2. Supply function for eggs at retail 
In order to arrive at an approximate model for the mar­
keting chain for eggs, the supply mechanism will be split 
into two steps; i.e.: supply by producers or farmers, demand 
by the commercial sector; and the supply by the commercial, 
demand by consumer. In this light, the whole commercial sec­
tor between the farmers and the consuming public is considered 
a "factory" buying the raw materials (eggs) from the farmers 
and supplying the finished product (eggs) to the public. 
Having already postulated the demand equation for the con­
sumer, it is now appropriate to construct the other equations 
in order to make the model complete. 
In general, one might assume that this supply would 
depend on the retail price and on the price paid to farmers 
for eggs. Instead of the variable price paid to farmers for 
eggs, one might as an alternative consider the farm output of 
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eggs, assuming that the farmer has to sell, once the eggs 
have been produced, and that, therefore, prices paid to 
farmers may be considered a residual share. There is good 
reason to expect a trend in this supply equation, because of 
the gradual change in the transportation, storage and market­
ing technique. Thus, time will be included in this equation 
to approximate this trend. With this brief discussion, one 
may be led to postulate the retail supply of eggs as follows; 
®2iyit ^  ®22y2t • ^23^ 3% +  ^  ^
B26y6t + A23Z3t = ^ 2t» 
where represents the log of the index of prices paid to 
farmers for eggs divided by the cost-of-living index and y^  ^
the log of the index of the per capita supply of eggs by 
farmers. All other variables are the same as defined pre­
viously. 
3. Demand for eggs by the commercial sector 
Since the per capita supply of eggs by farmers has been 
considered as an endogenous variable, it is necessary to 
study the demand function for eggs by the commercial sector. 
It is assumed that the commercial sector demands the farm 
product eggs for two purposes; (1) for processing and sale 
in the domestic retail market and (2) for maintenance of or 
changes in consoercial stocks. If it can be assumed that 
demand for stocks depends only on current prices and some 
trend, then the demand for eggs by the commercial sector may 
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be postulated as follows: 
®36y6t ^  ®32y2t 3^575 -f A33Z3 s U3-t» {4«3) 
where all variables and constranta have been previously de­
fined, 
4» Supply of ejggs by farmers 
From the micro theory of the firm, it is illustrated 
that the per capita supply of a good depends upon the price 
received for the commodity, the prices received for competing 
enterprises and the cost of factors that go into the produc­
tion of this commodity. Of course, given a bundle of re­
sources used by the firm, the output forthcoming is restricted 
by the production function. For many farm products, one might 
consider the current output as a result of decisions based on 
past prices and other variables not related to the current 
market situation, such as equipment, housing, weather, etc. 
Like other agricultural enterprises, egg production, in -
some areas, has become increasingly specialized. The invest­
ment in buildings, equipment and skills constitutes a sub­
stantial initial hurdle in undertaking the poultry enterprise. 
Once the hurdle is cleared, however, there is a strong tend­
ency to continue poultry production on a scale \^ fhich utilizes 
fully the available facilities. In fact, operators of spe­
cialized poultry plants may have no alternative to poultry 
keeping except off tlie farm employraent. However, this degree 
of specialization is not the general case, and most poultry 
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producing firms have competing enterprises. 
Farmers, on the other hand, have some possibilities of 
almost instantaneous adjustment to the current price situa­
tion* Products such as poultry may have s. production period 
much shorter than one year; i.e., they can speed up or slow 
down the feeding of the birds, use more labor or less labor, 
cull the flock of laying hens, or even sell off the entire 
flock, if the situation becomes too unfavorable. Thus, in 
using annual data, it wsuld seem necessary to include current 
prices as a variable influencing the farm output of eggs. A 
trend must be included to account for certain technological 
changes in the technique of production: changes in rations, 
breeds, etc., and changes in the population. Taking the above 
factors into account, it seems plausible to consider the fol­
lowing equation as an approximation to the producer»s supply 
equation for eggs: 
B46y6t * B45y5t * B47y7t4 4 A44Z4t * 
where represents the log of the index of prices paid to 
farmers for meat divided by the cost-of-living index; 
represents y5(t-.i)» index of cost of 
poultry ration divided by the cost-of-living index; and 
represents All other variables have been pre­
viously defined. This supply equation does not take account 
of the effect of change in capacity, such as change in hous­
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ing, number of hens, etc. One way to account for such a 
change might be to include last yearns production as an addi­
tional variable for the output of the current year. This 
would come under the same heading as the suggestion in equa­
tion (4.1) of including lagged consumption instead of lagged 
income. Of course, if one were interested in a more detailed 
study of the determinants of egg production, equation {4*4) 
probably could not be considered as an adequate behavior 
equation for firms. It would be necessary to study production 
functions, principles of profit maximization, etc. Perhaps 
a word of eaqplanation should be given about the y5{t-.i) 
variable that appears in equation (4«4) and about other lag­
ged endogenous variables that will appear in the model. "Hie 
variables y(t,-i) stochastically independent of the 
variables and have been called, in Section II, predeter­
mined variables. Statistically, therefore, these lagged 
endogenous variables may be grouped together with the ex­
ogenous z variables. 
5. Demand for meat in the retail market 
In order to have a complete system of equations and to 
take into consideration the demand for food other than eggs, 
it is necessary to study the demand equation for all meats. 
Following the theory of the household developed in Section 
III, the only difference in the various demand equations is 
that the quantity variable for the given commodity considered 
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must be included. Thusi analogous to the demand equation for 
eggs, it is now possible to write the demand for meat at re­
tail as; 
S^ gy^ t ^  ^5272% • ®54y4t ^  4 
5^2®2t ^  ^ 53®3t = 5^t* ^^ *5) 
where represents the log of the index of per capita 
consumption of meat. All other variables have been previous­
ly defined. 
6. Supply function for meat in retail market 
Although meat is not considered a manufactured good, the 
bulk of the meat consumed passes through the commercial sec­
tor, namely, the slaughtering and meat-processing plants and 
the livestock markets. The supply of meat in the retail 
market will depend on the retail price of meat, the price 
received by farmers and the per capita supply by farmers. 
Time is necessary to account for changes in technique of mar­
keting and processing. The supply equation for meat in the 
retail market may be postulated as; 
Basyat + ^ 3^ 31 + + ®69y9t * • 
®62yzt ^  ^ 6^3^ 31 = "61' 
where y^  ^ represents the log of the index of per capita 
production of meat by fanners. All other variables have been 
previously defined. 
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7. Demand for meat by the commercial sector 
Analogous to the demand for eggs by the commercial sec­
tor! we shall assume that the commercial sector demands live­
stock products for two purposes: (1) for processing and sale 
in the domestic market and (2) for maintenance of or changes 
in commercial stocks. It appears realistic to assume that 
this demand depends only on current prices and some factor 
that explains the cost of the processing of meat. Again| 
time must be included to account for the trend that may be 
present in these variables. Thus, the demand for meat by the 
commercial sector may be postualted as: 
®79y9t ^ ^ Byyyyt 7^323^  4 s Uyt* (4.7) 
where represents the log of the index of the cost of 
processing meat divided by the cost-of-living index. All 
other variables have been previously defined. 
B, Supply of meat by producers 
Past prices and other variables that are not related to 
the current market situation, such as weather in the grain-
producing areas, pasture conditions, etc., are important when 
considering the current output of meat. Jfeat producers also 
have some possibilities of instantaneous adjustment to the 
current price situations. For example, when there is short 
grain crop and the factor-product-price ratio becomes un­
favorable, they market the livestock at a lower weight than 
under former equilibrium conditions. Also, poor pasture in 
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the range areas may cause a sale of some livestock that would 
have been kept for breeding purposes, thus reducing the num­
ber of cattle that will be available for the feeding lots in 
future years. Therefore, it will be necessary to include 
current prices as a variable influencing the output of live­
stock. Sorae variable must also be included that will give an 
estimate of the cost of the factors used in the production of 
livestock* Further, a time variable must be included to 
account for certain technological changes in the techniques 
of production, feeding, etc. Thus, the following equation 
may be considered as an approximation of the producers* 
supply equation for livestocks 
%9y9t ^  %7y7t ^  %3y3t ^  s^s^ st + ®s,ioyiot 
4 4 s {4.S) 
where Yiot i*ep2'esen'ts the log of the index of prices paid 
to farmers for other food divided by the cost-of-living in­
dex; zg-t represents y7(t-i)J 9^t of the 
cost of commodities used in the production of livestock 
divided by the cost-of-living index. All other variables 
have been previously defined. 
9. Demand for food other than ineat and ef^ as at retail 
The consiimption of food has been broken into three cat­
egories; (1) consumption of eggs, (2) consumption of meat, 
and (3) the consuBiption of all food other than meat and eggs. 
Having constructed behavior equations for the production and 
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consumption of E©at and eggs, it is now in order to do the 
same thing for other food,^  in order that the model fulfill 
the requireiaents for a complete system* Analogous to the 
desaand functions for meat and eggs, the demand for other food 
at retail will be postulated as: 
®9,ll^ llt * * ^92^ 2% ^  ®93^ 3t * ^ 91®lt 
t A - X A » n ^^ *9) 
4 A^ 2 2t ^  93 3t ® 9t* 
where ynt J^ epresents the log of the index of per capita 
consumption of other food. All other variables have been 
previously defined. 
10. Supply of other food in the retail market 
•nie supply mechanism will be split into the two steps 
outlined previously. In general, one might assume that this 
supply will depend on the retail price and on the prices 
received by farmers for other food products. Farm output 
may, also, be considered, assuming that the producers have 
to sell once the foodstuff has been produced. In this case, 
prices paid by farmers may be considered a residual share. 
One might also expect a trend in the supply equation due to 
the gradual change in the processing and marketing techniques. 
Taking the above factors into considera;tion, the retail sup­
ply of other food may be postulated as: 
F^rom this time on, food other than meat and eggs will 
be referired to as "other food". 
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®io,iiyiit ^  * ®io,ioyiot ^  ®ii,i2yi2t 
(4'* 10} 
 ^Bl0,2y2t ^  SlO,3y3t •* ho,3^ 3t = 1^0t» 
where Jx2t represents the log of the index of per capita 
supply of other foods by the farmer. All other variables 
have been previously defined. 
11» Demand for other food by the conmercial sector 
Proceeding as in the construction of equations (4»3) and 
{4«7)» the demand for other food by the commercial sector may 
be assuE^ d to depend only on current prices. The demand for 
other food by the commercial sector may be postulated as: 
®ll,12yi2t * ®ll,10yi0t ^  * ®ll,5y5t (4.11) 
+ ®ll,7y7t ^  ^ ll,3^ 3t « "llf 
All variables have been previously defined. 
12. Supply of other food by farmers 
As in the supply equations at the farm level for neat 
and eggs, one might consider current output as a result of 
decisions based on past prices and other variables, such as 
weather conditions, available acreage, etc. Producers can 
also make adjustments to price changes, especially in the 
case of vegetables, which have a production period much short­
er than a year. Thus, a basis is given for including current 
prices in the equation. A trend variable is also necessary 
to account for certain technological changes in techniques 
of production, changes in farm population, etc. The follow­
ing equation may then be postulated as a good approximation 
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of the supply equation for other food: 
* ®12,10yi0t ^  ®12,5y5t (4.12) 
+ Bl2,7y7t  ^^ 12,3^ 3t • %2,10®10t s yi2t» 
where represents the log of the index of the cost of 
agricultviral production for other food divided by the cost-
of-living index. All other variables have been previously 
defined. 
13. A discussion of the over-identified model 
The model presented comprises a complete system of equa­
tions (in the sense defined in Section II); i»e., there are 
12 questions and 12 endogenous variables. It should be no­
ticed that these 12 equations involve 12 simultaneous random 
residuals, denoted by Uj and 12 endogenous or simultaneous 
observable variables, denoted by y« In addition, there are 
exogenous and predetermined variables, denoted by z, which 
are statistically different from the y*s in the sense that, 
stochastically, they do not depend on the random residuals 
U. The 12 variables y{t) called "jointly dependent 
variables", because their stochastic properties depend on the 
stochastic properties assumed for the random variables U. 
This model may be considered as a system determining the 
12 endogenous variables y^  as functions of the 12 random 
variables and the predetermined and exogenous variables. 
This means, for any set of values of the eaojgenous and pre­
determined variables, that the joint distribution of the 12 
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endogenous variables for any given value of t is given 
implicitly by the joint probability distribution of the 12 
variables U^ . It is this joint probability distribution 
that must form the basis for the estimation of the unknovm 
parameters I the 5's and A*s« 
In this study an attempt will be made to estimate only 
equations (4*1) and (4*4) from the model. The statistical 
procedure involved in estimating the parameters of these 
equations has been explained in Section II* 
D« A Reduced-Form Msdel for Demand 
Another type of model will now be presented which will 
Jt 
give other estimates of the parameters in equation (4*1) of 
the over-identified model. This model will also demonstrate 
another statistical method. This is a smaller model than the 
over-identified model, and thus some sacrifices will have to 
be made; i.e., details of economic behavior patterns will be 
sacrificed in order to illustrate different methods of struc­
tural estimation in dynamical economic systems and to secure 
other estimates of the parameters of which the study is 
directly concerned. It has been very instructive for the 
author to experiment, in a preliminary way, with a small sys­
tem where the number of parameters is more manageable. In 
this case it is not difficult to estimate the structural 
parameters by simple algebraic transformations of the least-
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squares estimates of the parameters of the reduced forms. 
Hlis will be possible because the reduced fom model possesses 
just as many (but not more) identifying conditions as (than) 
are necessary to make the structural parameters identifiable. 
This simplification of the system leads to relatively easy 
methods of statistical estimation. 
The main difference between this model and the previous 
model is the number of exogenous and predetermined variables 
it contains. The demand equation for eggs at retail is the 
same in both models» but the number of exogenous and pre­
determined variables in the remaining equations are reduced 
in the second model. Other reduced form models have been 
constructedi and estimates of the parameters of the demand 
equation have been obtained but will not be presented because 
it would add nothing of great consequence to the study. 
With this brief introduction, the reduced form model 
will now be presented. The equations will be given with a 
minimum of discussion, since the rationale that was developed 
for each equation of the large model will be pertinent in 
this exposition. 
1. The demand for ems at retail level 
In order to be able to compare the results of the two 
methods of estiaration, the demand function contained the 
same variables as postulated in the limited information 
model: 
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i^i^ it * ^ la^ at ®i3y3t ^  ®i4^ 4t * ^ ii^ it ^  hz^ zt 
4 ~ ^ it* (4*13) 
2. Supply function for eggs at retail 
®2iyit * ®22y2t * ®23y3t ®24y4t ** ®25y5t * ®26y6t 
4 - ^ 2t* (4*14) 
3» Demand for e^ KS by the commercial sector 
®36y6t ®32y2t ^  ®35y5t ^  '^ 33^ 3t - ^ 3t* (4»15) 
k* Supply of eggs by farmers 
B46y6t • • \k\t * Hs'it 
* V6t • "w. 
5* Demand for meat in the retail market 
Bjay^ t B53y3t ^  ®52y2t ^  ^ S^l'^ lt ^ 
4 s Ujt. (4.17) 
6. Supply function for meat in retail market 
Besyst + B63y3t + 662721 • * ^ 63'3t 
: Ug^ . (4,18) 
7* Deiaand for meat by the commercial sector 
®79y9t ^  ®77y7t ®73y3t ^  ^ 73®3t ^  ^ 7t* (4.19) 
B, Supply of meat by producers 
%9^ 9t ^  ®a7y7t ^  ^ 33^ 3t ^   ^%,10yi0t 
jf Ag2Z3t s Ugt . (4.20) 
9. Demand for food other than meat and ems at retail 
®9,liyilt • ®94y4t * ®92y2t ^  ®93y3t ^  ^ 91^ 1t ,, , 
4 A92Z2t * ^ 9323^  r 
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10. Supply of other food in the retail market 
®10,ll^llt ^ * ®10,2y2t * ®10,3y3t (4.22) 
4 Bio,ioyiOt ^  Bl0,12yi2t • %,3=^ 3t = '^ lOf 
11. Demand for other food by the commercial sector 
®ll,12^12t * ®ll,10yi0t ^  ®ll,4^4t ^ ^lliS^St (4.23) 
* ®ll,7y7t ^ ^ll,3®'3t = ^llf 
12. Supply of other food by farmers 
Bl2,12yi2t 4 Bl2,10yi0t * Bl2,4y4t • ®12,5y5t 24) 
t %2,7^ 7t ^  %2,3®3t ^  %2,10®10t = ^ 12f 
All variables have been defined in the limited-informa­
tion model given previously. It should be noticed that this 
model agrees quite well with the first model introduced. 
Iliis model, like the first, contains 12 equations and 12 
endogenous variables. The only difference in the models is 
the exclusion of the exogenous variables Zj, zg, z^ , and Z q^ 
from equations (4«7)i (4*B) and (4«12), This model, even 
though it approximates closely the first model, will be much 
easier to compute, because equation (4*13) is seen to be 
just-identified. It will, indeed, be interesting to find how 
the estimates of the structural parameters in equation (4*13) 
compare with the estimates of the structural parameters in 
equation (4*1)• 
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E. Single-Equation Jfodel for Demand 
In practically all studies of the methods of estimating 
economic relations, the classical-least-squares method has 
either been a starting point or a basis of comparison. As 
mentioned earlier, this method requires that, from among the 
variables that enter into a certain relation, one be selected 
as the dependent variable and the remaining variables be 
called "independent", or "determining", variables. In numer­
ous cases, the use of the classical-regression technique was 
justified, but in a large majority of the cases, the statis­
tical and economic requirements were not fulfilled. The usual 
difficulties found in the use of this method were discussed 
in Section II and will not be repeated here. 
The justification advanced for the continued use of the 
least-squares method in cases vdiere it yields biased estimates 
is usually given as follows: assuming that the estimates ob­
tained by the limited-information and reduced-form methods 
have the asymptotic properties of consistency and efficiency 
and are, in fact, superior for small samples as well as large, 
the cost of obtaining this superior estimation may be too 
high {both in money and time). The least-squares bias may 
be small, and the convergence of its estimates as the sample 
size increases may be rapid, so that its expected errors may 
be smaller for small samples than those of the simultaneous-
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equations method.^  
The Cowles Commission models appear preferable because 
they preserve the simultaneous equations character of econom­
ic theory, rather than distorting it by putting it into a 
framework designed only for one dependent variable* Until 
we can recognize, in advance, the cases in which least-
squares error {bias plus sampling error) in small samples is 
so large .as to make the least-squares method inferior to the 
limited-information method, it may be just as well to use 
both methods and then compare the results. 
In order to gain a comparison with the estimates ob­
tained under the limited-information and reduced-form models, 
a single-equation model of the demand for eggs was con­
structed. The single-equation model of the demand for eggs 
is postulated as follows: 
yit « I^ZVZt • Sl3y3t ^   ^  ^h2^ 2t 
4 Ai3Z3t • Cq 4 (4.25) 
The constants A and B are the parameter estimates, 
is the y-i^  intercept, and is the unexplained error 
that results vihen the multiple relation is fitted. The y*s 
and z*8 are the same as defined in the limited-information-
model equation (4*1)• 
S^ee article by: 
L» Hurwicz. Prediction and least-squares. In Statis­
tical Inference in Dynamic Economic Jfodels. pp. 266-300. 
Mew York, John Wiley ft Sons. 1950. 
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Of course, in the model above, one has a choice as to 
which variable to use as the dependent variable; i.e», should 
or 2^% considered the dependent variable? Both re­
lationships could be estimated, and their parameter estiraates 
may then be compared to test the model for consistency. 
F. Expanded-Single-Equation Model^  
Clearly, one should try to include in the model all of 
the variates that appear to be important in explaining the 
behavior of individuals. In the writing down of the initial 
large model, several other variates that do not appear in the 
limited information were included on the basis of a priori 
knowledge and economic theory. These were not included in 
the model, both for the sake of simplicity and because the 
variates selected were thought to be the most important. 
A model was then suggested that included these variates, 
so that parameter estimates might be obtained and the ability 
of the predictions of this model be compared with the pre­
dictions of the other models. Only the demand equation for 
eggs at retail was considered, and thus, only a single-equa­
tion model was developed. This single-equation model may be 
postulated as follows: 
yit = l^l^ lt ^  ^ 12^ 2t 1^3X3^  4 Ai^ x^  ^4 A^ jx^ t (if # 26) 
+ 1^6X6^  4 Ai^ x^ t 4 Aigxgt; 4 4 Eij, 
T^his model was suggested by Professor John A, Nordin. 
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where represents the log of the index of per capita 
consumption of eggsj the log of the index of the retail 
price of eggs divided by the cost-of-living index; X2t the 
log of the index of the retail price of dairy products divided 
by the cost-of-living index; x^  ^ the log of the index of 
the retail price of meat divided by the cost-of-living index; 
x^ t of the index of the retail price of all other 
food divided by the cost-of-living index; the log of 
the index of the retail price of nonfood divided by the cost-
of-living index; x^  ^ the log of the index of per capita 
disposable income divided by the cost-of-living index; Xy^ . 
represents and xg^ . time (origin 1920). 
Of course I a further breakdown of the competing products 
would have given a larger equation, but the length of the 
time series as well as other statistical complications made 
it necessary to consider only the eight variates listed 
above* With this large number of variables, dealing with 
series of quantity, prices and income which are usually high­
ly intercorrelated, the risk of an approach to multicollin-
earity is greatly increased. 
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G. Ifodels for the Supply of Eggs 
Since this study deals with only one conmiodity, an 
attempt will also be made to estimate the parameters of the 
supply equation for eggs. It is of utmost importance for 
policy recommendations to have estimates of how producers 
react to price changes of their products and to the factors 
used in the production of these products, A theory of the 
firm was developed in Section III and has been used as a 
basis for the construction of the supply equation of eggs, 
as well as for meat and other foods. 
Equation {4*4) in the limited-information model will 
serve as the supply equation to be estimated by the limited-
inforaation method. This equation was explained in detail 
when the limited-information model was constructed and, hence, 
will not be repeated here. Perhaps one thing that was not 
mentioned in the construction of the model should be dis­
cussed at this point, since it is particularly pertinent to 
the supply equation. It is not possible to avoid, in the use 
of tiae-series, the influence of general growth factors which 
are likely to have the effect of shifting either the demand 
or supply functions, or both, through time. These must, 
therefore, be allowed for in the form of the equation. Per­
haps one of the iK>st in^ >ortant of these, certainly one which 
can most easily be allowed for, is population growth. Here, 
as elsewhere, it is possible to allow for shifts due to this 
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influence in a number of ways. The shift may be due to the 
size of the population or to some function of it, such as age 
distribution. The adjustment one seeks is that which returns 
one most closely to the "equivalent man" of the base year. 
None of these adjustments are likely to do this exactly; and 
there appears to be little in favor of taking a complex func­
tion rather than simply total size, and therefore, the latter 
was adopted. The quantities to be explained have consequent­
ly been eaqjressed, in all cases, on a per capita basis. 
Hence, disposable income in the demand equations has also 
been expressed on a per capita basis. 
It must be acknowledged that this adjustment can be 
criticized on one score. It necessarily introduces some dis­
tortion on the supply side. Suppliers or producers, it may 
be said, are never interested in consumption per head, and 
this is the way in which quantity is expressed in the equa­
tions. Yet it might be argued that the adjustment is mainly 
a trend factor and will probably reveal itself by altering 
the coefficient on any variate in the supply equation vrfiich 
largely reflects growth. The justification we give for using 
per capita figures is quite simple: in the samples, we are 
dealing with time spans of 21 and 30 years and, over these 
periods, the population has increased by 25 and 43 percent, 
respectively. Failure to allow for this change, explicitly, 
would only mean that the estimates of the parameters of the 
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determining variables would be influenced and biased to some 
extent. Kie latent assumption here is, of course, that the 
size of the population is not entirely controlled by income. 
If it were, the deflating procedure would be equivalent to 
introducing another series, highly correlated with the in­
come series. 
It should be mentioned that the focus of interest in 
the aodels constructed was on the coefficients of the demand 
variates. It is essential to bear this in mind when con­
sidering the form of the equations. For whereas the inten­
tion was to make the demand equations as complete as the 
run of years would permit, it was felt sufficient for the 
supply equations to satisfy two miniiaum conditions. One was 
to obtain identifiability of the coefficients of the demand 
equations, and the other was to include those variates which 
were thought most important in accoimting for variations in 
the series included in the demand equations. Under this pro­
cedure, it is clear that the same emphasis cannot be put on 
the coefficients of the supply variates as on those in the 
demand equation. This is not to say that the supply equation 
for eggs that is postulated is not grounded in economic 
theory and observation and does not include a reasonable be­
havior equation for egg producers. 
It remains to examine the nature of the a priori expec­
tations as to sign and raagnitude of the supply equation. The 
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theory was constructed in Section III and, thus, they may be 
briefly stated. The a priori expectation is that the elastic­
ity of supply will usually be positive, an increase in price 
calling forth an increased quantity. Inhere there is a large 
income effect of a fall in price, it is conceivable that the 
producer will increase output in order to maintain, or at 
least moderate, the fall in total income. This is particu­
larly likely v^ en the poultry producer is specialized and has 
to pay debts fixed in money teras, such as mortgage interest 
or rent. 
The statistical procedure involved in estimating equa­
tion {4*4) is the limited-information method which was out­
lined in Section II. 
H. Reduced-Form Model for Supply 
A reduced-form model for supply will now be presented 
which will give other estimates of the parameters in equation 
(4.4)» This is a much smaller model than the limited-infor­
mation model, even though the supply equation for eggs is 
identical in each model. This model contains only eight equa­
tions and six predetermined variables. Only the number of 
predetermined variables have been included, outside of the 
supply equation, which are necessary for identification. 
Each of the equations of this model have been discussed 
in detail in the large initial model, so that further dis­
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cussion on the equations is unwarranted. 
1, Ihe demand for ems at retail level 
l^l^ lt ^  ^ 12y2t ^  %3y3t ^  ^ ll^ lt ^  ^ 1222t = ^ lt» 
where represents the log of the index of per capita con­
sumption of eggs; 72^  the log of the index of the retail 
price of eggs divided by the cost-of-living index; the 
log of the index of the retail price of meat divided by the 
cost-of-living index; the log of the index of per 
capita disposable income divided by the cost-of-living index; 
and Z2t time e^  ^ (origin 1920). 
2. Supply function for eggs at retail 
S2iyit B22y2t * ®23y3t * ®24y4t ^  
2^2®2t - ^ 2t* 
where yji^  ^ represents the log of the index of prices paid 
to farmers for eggs divided by the cost-of-living index; and 
y^  ^ the log of the index of per capita supply of eggs by 
farmers, 
3« Demand for egg;s by the commercial sector 
®35y5t ^  ®32y2t ^  ^ 34y4t ^  h2^ 2t = {4»29) 
4. Supply of eix/^ s by farmers 
+ ®46y6t t h2''2t * hi'it 
• + ^ *45^ 51 = ''itf (4.30) 
where y^  ^ represents the log of the index of price paid to 
farmers for meat divided by the cost-of-living index; 
represents index of cost of 
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poultry ration divided by the cost-of-living index; and 
represents ^^ (t-l)* 
5, Demand for meat in retail market 
®57y7t ^  ^ 53^ 3t • S52y2t ^  ^ 51®lt * ^ 52®2t = 5^t» 
where y^  ^ represents the log of the index of per capita 
consumption of meat. 
6. Supply function for meat in retail market 
S67y7t + S63y3t ^  ^ eerst + + B62y2t 
 ^Hz^ zt • ^6t» ^^ *32) 
where yg^  represents the log of the index of per capita 
production of meat by farmers. 
7• Demand for meat by the commercial sector 
S7dySt ^  ®76y6t ^  ^ 73^ 3% ^  ^ 72®2t = ^ 7t» ik»33) 
8. Supply of meat by producers 
Bsgygt + Bg^ T6t * Bg^ y^ t • AgjZgt + : Ug^ , (4.3Jt) 
where represents y6(t-l)* Thus a complete system of 
eight equations results. These eight equations contain eight 
endogenous, or simultaneous observable variables y^ , six 
exogenous and predetermined variables z^ , and eight simul­
taneous random residuals denoted by U^ . With this informa­
tion, one has the basis for the estimation of the unknown 
parameters B*s and A's by the method of the reduced form 
given in Section II. 
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I, Single-Equation Model for Supply 
In order to have a second basis of comparison for the 
supply parameter estimates, a single-equation model was con­
structed. The single equation model of the supply of eggs by 
producers is postulated as follows: 
y6t = 
• • =0 * %j- ""35) 
The constants and are estimates of the true regres­
sion coefficients or parameters; and the residual is 
the estimate of the true residual, which is assumed to be 
normally distributed, with a mean of zero and a variance of 
Cq is the estimate of the y^  ^ intercept. The y^ s 
and !s*s are the same as defined in equation (4*4} of model 
one. 
This concludes the presentation of the models to be esti­
mated. It is not implied that the investigator has exhausted 
all the possible plausible variants of the models. Hie 
models could still be modified in a nui^ er of ways to make 
them larger or smaller, more aggregative or less aggregative, 
as new theories are reviewed or as other a priori knowledge 
is brought to the front. The models presented are believed 
to be a plausible set of models, and it will be worthwhile 
to confront these models with the data. 
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V. THE DATA AND EMPIRICAL SOLUTION 
The task that now lies before us is to estljnate the 
relevant parameters of the models that have been postulated, 
by the correct statistical methods that are determined by the 
models. Also the various statistical tests that have been 
applied to each model will be presented. The data employed 
in the estimation of the relevant parameters of each model 
will be reviewed, and the adequacy of the available data will 
be discussed. 
A* Some Problems Connected with the Data Used 
As mentioned previously, the ideal type of basis data 
that is needed for the models presented is data obtained from 
a controlled experiment. To obtain data of this nature, it 
would be necessary to conduct a large-scale experiment, im­
posing alternative prices and levels of income on consumers 
and producers, and then studying their reactions. By this 
method, all variables would be closely observed and measured. 
Such an investigation would require years of research in the 
economic formulation of the equations, in the methodology of 
the simultaneous-equations method and in the collection of 
the appropriate statistical series. Since this investigation 
is impossible at the present time, can we obtain the data in 
 ^ another way? Would it be rational to assume that an experi­
ment of a similar type is being carried out automatically by 
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the market mechanism of the economy one proposes to study? 
Most of the studies of demand and supply functions have been 
made under this assumption; i.e.i it has been assumed that 
observed series of simultaneous values of purchases, supplies, 
and prices and inccaae represent data that are statistically 
of the same nature as those one vonld obtain by an experiment 
of the type described. 
Assuming that the observations obtained from the market 
mechanism posses the desirable statistical properties, we 
would be left with several million variables with which to 
work. This would present a formidable task because of the 
great number of variables entering into each equation of the 
system. This situation would bring us face to face with the 
aggregation problem that confronted us at the beginning of 
Section IV, when we were forced to construct simplified 
models from the millions of variables of micro economic anal­
ysis. To handle this problem in a rudimentary way, subsets 
(much smaller in number) of the original variables were con­
structed. This was accois^ lished, for instance, by replacing 
the great number of egg prices by one representative egg 
price or the average of all egg prices. Also, in dealing 
with factor prices, an index of prices of raw materials 
utilized in production was used. For example, for the price 
of the factors used in the production of livestock, an index 
of the cost of coBuaodities required in the production of 
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livestock was used as a variable. Thus, the jaain tool of 
transformation was created by the use of index numbers.^  
Admittedly, there is no best way in which the transition 
can be laade from the micro economic system of millions of 
variables to the macro economic system, involving few vari­
ables. 
Tintner has asked the cxnicial question of how these new 
variables may differ from the original ones and has offered 
the following three sources of deviation: 
(a) "Lack of representativeness; we cannot expect 
the single variable to represent the subgroup 
of variables (or parameters) in the original 
system perfectly. A general price index will, 
e.g., give only an imperfect representation 
of all prices in the system. 
(b) "Frictions: The Walrasian system was derived 
under the assumption of perfect rationality 
or an equivalent assumption. Frictions will 
frequently prevent the achieving of results 
yielding maximum utility or profits. For in­
stance, a monopolist may produce either more 
or less than the quantity which would yield 
maximum profits because of difficulties of 
management, ignorance of the true conditions 
of demand and cost, etc. The deviations arise 
with the original variables as well as with 
the aggregates. 
(c) "Errors of measurement in the strict sense: 
Our emperical data will frequently be subject 
to considerable errors of measurement! espe­
cially the quantities produced and consumed, 
1 
*For an excellent discussion on the economic theory 
of index numbers see: 
P. A. Samuelson. Foundations of Economic Analysis. 
Cambridge, Harvard Press. 194^ . pp. 146-163. 
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national income, etc, are very imperfectly 
known,"1 
The variables postulated in the models constructed will 
surely be subject to the three types of errors mentioned 
above. The imposition of having to use market data, the 
aggregation problem concerned with reducing the number of 
variables necessary to a minimum and the errors of measure­
ment that are imbedded in the data should make one realize 
that data used may deviate quite radically from the ideal 
variables postulated in the models. 
B. Adequacy of the Available Data 
Ihe construction of national income statistics, index 
numbers and other types of economic time series is much older 
than the use of econometric methods of economic research. 
Economic statistics have usually been prepared on the basis 
of intuitive concepts, without regard to specific models of 
the system from which the data is derived; thus, there is a 
serious lack of coordination between the data-gathering 
agencies and the econometrician. Seldom are the available 
economic time series in a form suitable for immediate use in 
econometric studies. There will be need for a large amount 
of processing of the data, preparatory to its use by the 
econometrician, imtil the time series have been prepared in 
Tintner, Multiple Regression for Systems of Equa­
tions, Econometrica, 1946. pp. 6-13. 
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a form designed to be used in the analysis of specific models. 
In the processing of data, many assumptions and questionable 
steps are involved. A qualitative description of the data 
used in this study will be reviewed later in this section. 
The United States is the market area to vdiich this study 
is designed. This is necessary because no regional or state 
boundaries can be drawn as to the production and movement of 
the various commodities. The data, therefore, has been ob­
tained primarily from the records of government bureaus. A 
large amount of such data are averages for the nation, e.g., 
prices of eggs and meat, cost-of-living index, etc. 
Much of the data relating to the economy of the United 
States has been collected and recorded only in recent years. 
The most complete i^ cords to be found are those published by 
the Bureau of Agricultural Economics and by the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics. Inability to obtain sufficient size samples 
for several variables has excluded their use in the models. 
Some of the other variables included in the models must be 
considered only as rough approximations of the variables they 
are supposed to represent. 
In this investigation, the data employed was accepted as 
accurate; i.e., no allowances were made in the estimation 
procedure for errors of observation. Jfethods of estimating 
the errors of observations in the variables have been devel­
oped, but were not used in this investigation. Also, the 
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problems of autocorrelation of the series and of multicollin-
earity have not been adequately dealt with. The simultaneous-
equation method of estimation does nothing to skirt the three 
pitfalls in the data mentioned earlier. 
Tnis brief discussion should show the need for iaiproving 
the statistical data and| especially for adapting it for use 
in econometric models. 
To give greater validity to the estimates of our models, 
we will have to put greater emphasis than in the past on 
economic design in the collection of economic statistics. 
There is an increasing area of factual knowledge in which it 
is necessary to collect information which will reflect the­
oretical variables defined in advance, rather than to rely on 
the manipulation of existing statistics collected for a nar­
rower administrative purpose. Just as economic design is 
important in deciding what information shall be collected, 
statistical design is equally important in deciding how to 
collect this information. 
Perhaps, under ideal circumstances, a coordinating sta­
tistical body should decide in advance what kind of models 
would be most needed and then encourage the collection of 
data which would be necessary to estimate the parameters of 
this model. This research body has been reviewed in a very 
amusing way by Koopmans^  in a reply to Rutledge Vining on 
T. Koopmans. Methodological issues in quantitative 
economics. The Review of Economics and Statistics. 31:91. 
1949. 
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methodological issues. There are, obviously, many ways in 
which the data must be reclassified and extended* One thing 
certain is that, if we are to get better statistical models, 
we must get better data with wMch to work. The use of the 
best methods of estimation that have been developed to date 
will be of little value if the data employed is faulty. This 
is a crucial point, since the model, the a^ thod, and the data 
all play an important and interdependent role in the estima­
tion of parameters. 
C. Length and Form of Data to be Used 
Since the early 1940's, practically all of the quanti­
tative studies in agricultural econoajbcs (or for that matter 
in economics generally) which had as their objective the 
analysis of economic relations have used as their data the 
annual observations for the interwar years; i.e., they used 
values of all the variables for each year between 1921-1941• 
This segment of the past is usually optimistically assumed 
to be the normal one. The reason most often given for select­
ing this period is that the war years are too abnormal to 
present a true picture of consumer- and producer-behavior 
patterns. Such policy actions as price control and ration­
ing, armament expenditures, etc., should do much to distort 
individual behavior patterns. 
In this study it was decided to deal with two periods. 
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The first period was to have been the one inost often used; 
i.e., from 1921-1941J and the second period was to have been 
fro® 1921 to 1950 inclusive. Oxie misfortune of the economet-
rician is that exogenous variables do not vary enough to give 
him a good idea of their respective influences. The war years 
are very valuable in this regard, because exogenous changes 
are ordinarily much larger than in peace time. Therefore, it 
was concluded that it would be valuable to subject the models 
to data that also included the war years 1942-1945• Eggs were 
under the influence of price controls during this period but 
were not officially rationed, although they were unofficially 
rationed by grocers. Of course, our including the war and 
postwar years will also give us several more observations with 
which to work, which is very desirable. Each model proposed 
will be worked through by using first the years 1921-1941, 
and then the years 1921-1950 inclusive. This will give us 
another set of the estimates of the parameters of the struc­
tural equation* The models for the two periods are the same 
in this investigation, but in later work iii is hoped that ap­
propriate changes in certain parts of the model can be made 
to allow it to accommodate the wax'time government policies. 
The estimates in this manuscript may be criticized on the 
grounds that we have used annual data. Quarterly or even 
monthly data has been su£^ gested as more desirable. The use of 
quarterly data ifould increase the effective sample size by the 
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multiple of fovir, but it should be realized that this will 
not increase the amount of information by four times. Many 
problems are involved in obtaining models from monthly or 
quarterly data: (1) in many instances the data are not 
available by months or quarters; (2) there is the question of 
dealing with seasonal variation; and (3) the assumption of 
nonautocorrelated successive disturbances becomes less perinis-
sable as the time interval between observations becomes 
smaller. 
In dealing with the probleni of time, it should be made 
clear that exactly the sarae estimates of the parameters are 
obtained, if we fit linear trends to the other variables and 
analyze the deviations from these trends, as when we treat t 
as another variable.1 
The price, income and cost variables were deflated by 
the cost-of-living index to remove, in part, the effect of 
inflation and deflation on these variables and to put them 
in real terms. There has been much discussion^  about using 
Frisch and F. V. Waugh. Partial time regressions 
as compared with individual trends. Econometrica. 1:2^ 7** 
301. 1933» 
%or discussions on this subject see! 
B. S* Shepherd. Agricultural Price Analysis, /ones, 
Iowa State College Press. 1950. pp. 111-121. 
B. D. Mudgett. Index numbers. New lork, John Wiley & 
Sons. 1951* PP« 6-22. 
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this index to deflate all variables, but it was thought that 
this index was the most appropriate one available. 
Finally, it should be noted that the variables might be 
expressed in either natural units or in their logarithms. 
There is little a priori reason for choosing the regression 
slope given by the one rather than by the other. There is 
a slight practical advantage in favor of logarithms, for the 
coefficients are the elasticities in terras of which economists 
usually think. With economic data, logarithms are frequently 
used in order to meet the requirements that the variance be 
constant from observation to obsei*vatlon. After much delib­
eration, it was decided that the variables should be expressed 
in logarithms. Since the variables are expressed in log­
arithms, the coefficients of the structural equations to be 
estimated will be in terms of elasticities. 
What is the justification for using equations linear in 
logs, instead of linear in the absolute values? The differ­
ence between the two approaches may be thought of thus; in 
equations that are linear in logs, if we have a one per cent 
rise in price, we shall have (ceteris paribus) a b per cent 
fall in consumption, whatever the initial price; whereas, 
using absolute values, a unit change in price leads {ceteris 
paribus) to the same absolute fall (eggs, tons, etc.) in con­
sumption, vfoatever the initial price. Similarly, consump­
tion in logs increases at b per cent per annum and in abso­
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lute terras at a pounds per annum, whatever the initial 
level. Now, either of these is clearly only an approximation 
of the actual behavior of man, as indeed is any expression in 
mathematical form, but in general, it would seem reasonable 
to assume that the logs are a better approxiiaation than are 
absolute values,^  On the other hand, a cumulative increase in 
consumption through time is less realistic than a linear in-
( 
crease* 
D. The Basic Data 
An explanation of each of the series used in the various 
models will first be given. Then a table containing the basic 
data and their source will be presented. 
1. Itimited-information-model for supply and demand 
An explanation of the series used in the over-identified 
model of supply and demand will now be given. 
I^t " index of per capita consumption of 
eggs. These data were published by the Bureau 
of Agricultural Economics. Per capita egg con­
sumption figures were prepared by dividing the 
total egg consumption each year by the given 
population estimate for that year. This index 
was computed on the base of 1935-39 = 100. 
Y2X. ® log of the index of the retail price of eggs. 
The Bureau of Labor Statistics* index price 
series was used. This index was computed on 
the base of 1935-39 z 100 and was then deflated 
by the cost-of-living index.2 
H^. Schultz, op. cit. p. 141. 
C^ost-of-living index measures time to time changes of 
fixed quantities of selected goods, rent and services by 
moderate income families in large cities. 
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y3t = Log of the index of the retail price of meats. 
"Hie Bureau of Labor Statistics* price series was 
used and put on a 1935-39 s 100 base« It was then 
deflated by the cost-of-living index. 
yjL^  a Log of the index of the retail price of other 
food. The Bureau of Labor Statistics* price index 
series of all foods was used. With the aid of the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics* weighting index for 
each food, a series was constructed for all foods 
with eggs and meat excluded. This series was 
then put on a 1935-39 x 100 base and deflated by 
the cost-of-living index. 
y5t a of the index of prices paid to farmers for 
eggs. This index series was published by the 
Bureau of Agricultural Economics and placed on a 
base of 1935-39 z 100, It was then deflated by 
the cost-of-living index, 
y^ t r Log of the index of per capita supply of eggs by 
farmers. These data were published by the bureau 
of Agricultural Economics, Per capita egg pro­
duction figures were prepared by dividing the 
total annual egg production by the given popula­
tion estimate for that year. This index was then 
placed on a 1935-39 a 100 base, 
y<7^  a Log of the index of prices paid to farmers for 
meat. This index was published by the United 
States Department of Agriculture, It was placed 
on a base of 1935-39 s 100 instead of the 1909-
14 a 100 base, as published. It was then deflated 
by the cost-of-living index, 
z Log of the index of per capita disposable income,^  
The personal disposable incorrxe series of the De­
partment of Conimerce and the Bureau of Agricultur­
al Economics was placed on a per capita basis. 
The base period used was 1935-39 s 100, and the 
series was then deflated by the cost-of-living 
index, 
Z2% s index of per capita disposable income 
lagged one year. This index was computed as 
Disposable income represents the income remaining to 
persons after deduction of personal tax and other payments to 
local and federal government. 
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described above in discussion of 
23^  s Time s at log e (origin 1920)» 
Zi t s index of prices paid to farmers for 
eggs» This index was computed as described in 
the discussion of Yjt' 
Zc* 5 Log of the index of the cost of the poultry 
 ^ ration. This index was prepared by the Bureau 
of Agricultural Economics and placed on a base of 
1935-39 « 100. Poultry ration costs per hundred 
pounds were computed for each state by co^ ining 
the price for individual feeds, making up the 
poultry ration in the proportion fed in each 
state. Weights were used for the price of each 
constituent feed represented in the ration. 
National poultry ration costs were prepared by 
weighting state ration costs by the number of 
layers on farms in each state. National ration 
costs, therefore, reflect not only geographic 
variation in feed prices, but also differences 
in the makeup of the ration fed among states, 
Kiis index was then deflated by the cost-of-
living index, 
6^t • index of the cost of the poultry ration 
lagged one year. For discussion of the series 
see 
« Log of the index of the cost of processing meat. 
The index of the per unit labor cost of the 
slaughtering and meat packing industries as pre­
pared and published by the Bureau of Labor Statis­
tics was used. This series was placed on a 1935-
39 m 100 base and then deflated by the cost-of-
living index. 
s Log of the index of prices paid to farmers for 
meat lagged one year. For an explanation of this 
series, see the discussion under yyt* 
Zo^  s Log of the index of the cost of commodities used 
in the production of livestock. This is a re­
vised index of prices published by the Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics. The index has been placed 
on a base of 1935-39 = 100, instead of 1909-14 s 
100 as published, and has been deflated by the 
cost-of-living index. This index was used to 
represent both and z^ ot appeared 
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in the limited-inforraation model. This decision 
was made because of the high degree of correlation 
that existed between the two series. Since the 
series were highly correlated, including only 
one of the series would provide approximately as 
much information as using both variables. 
2. The expanded-single-equatlon BK)del 
2^t = of index of the retail price of dairy 
products. This index was published by the Bureau 
of Labor Statistics, This series is composed of 
all dairy products including butter. Ihe series 
was placed on a 1935-39 - 100 base and was then 
deflated by the cost-of-living index, 
xji^ t = of the index of the retail price of food other 
than eggs, meat and diary products. The Bureau 
of Labor Statistics* price index series of all 
foods was used. With the use of the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics* weighting index for each food, 
a series was constructed for all foods with eggs, 
meat and dairy products excluded. The series was 
placed on a 1935-39 s 100 base and was then de­
flated by the cost-of-living index. 
All of the other series used in this model have been dis­
cussed under the limited-information model. 
3. Other models 
All of the series that appear in the remainder of the 
models of demand and supply have been discussed under the 
heading of the limited-information model. 
4. The data 
All of the data used for the variables discussed imder 
the different models appears in Table 1. 
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Table 1. The Basic Data Used in This Investigation 
tyit) (yzt) (y3t) 
Per capita Retail Retail Retail 
Calendar Consiuaption price, of price of price of 
year of eaes® esKs° meatc other food' 
1921 2,00000 2,06670 I.924SO 2.14019 
1922 2,02119 2.03543 1.93095 2.09114 
1923 2,03743 2,04766 1.9190s 2,122S7 
1924 2.03342 2,05576 1.92324 2.1143s 
1925 2,02531 2,08135 I.94S4I 2,14790 
1926 2,0530s 2,04961 1.96942 2.16250 
1927 2,05690 2,03100 1,97081 2.14376 
192a 2,0530s 2.04922 2.00173 2.12561 
1929 2.04922 2,06967 2.01620 2.12665 
1930 2.04139 2,00732 I.99S70 2,11167 
1931 2.04532 1.9444s I.96S4S 2.02441 
1932 2.01703 I.925S3 1.91009 1.953S1 
1933 1.99564 I.925S3 I.S7274 1.95942 
1934 1.9S227 1.96661 1.91593 2.(X)1S2 
1935 1.97313 2.02612 2.00775 2,00130 
1936 I.9S227 2,017S7 1.99913 2.00924 
1937 2,012S4 1.99344 2.012S4 2,02296 
193s 2,01284 1.997S2 1.94547 1.9S731 
1939 2,01703 1.96142 1,9S767 1.97749 
1940 2,02531 1,9712s I.9SO46 1.9S753 
1941 2.01703 2,02s16 2.00945 2.01741 
1942 2,02531 2,06S93 2.03423 2,01995 
1943 2,06446 2.11727 2,03463 2,04727 
S* Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Outlook 
charts. U. S. Department of Agriculture* 194^ -
p. 41* 
S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Handbook of labor 
statistics* U. S, Department of Labor, Bui. 916* 
1947. p. 121, Ibid, Bui. 1016. p. 115. 
cibid,, pp. 115 and 121. 
I^bid,, pp. 115 and 121. 
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Table 1. (Continued) 
(yit) (y2t) (yjt) (y4t) 
Per capita Retail Retail Retail 
Calendar consumption price of price of price of 
year of eessa esgs® meat<^  other food" 
1944 2.06819 2.08600 2.01494 2,03902 
1945 2.12385 2.10721 2.00945 2,03862 
1946 2.10037 2.O835O 2.O637I 2.05500 
1947 2.10380 2,10072 2.13481 2.06145 
194S 2.11394 2.08600 2.15836 2.05614 
1949 2,10721 2.07555 2,13988 2.04727 
Sum 
1921 - 41 42^ 45173 42.25258 41.21335 43.22937 
Mean 2.02151 2.01203 1.96254 2.05854 
Sum 
1921 - 50 61.28271 60.98208 59.95473 61.63785 
Mean 2.04276 2.03274 1.99849 2.05460 
U. S. Bureau of Agricultural Economics. Outlook 
charts. U. S. Department of Agricultiure. 1946* 
p« 41* 
S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Handbook of labor 
statistics. U. S. Department of Labor. Bui. 916. 
1947. p. 121. Ibid. Bui. 1016. p. 115. 
<^ Ibid., pp. 115 and 121. 
<^ Ibid., pp, 115 and 121. 
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1921 2.02243 2.00217 1*3500 1.33762 
1922 1.99695 2.02572 1.9053 1.94101 
1923 2.01410 2.04415 1.3663 1,93900 
1924 2,01662 2.03060 1.3314 1.93403 
1925 2,06145 2.02393 1.9759 1.99123 
1926 2.03623 2.05033 1.9939 1.99739 
1927 1.9S31S 2.06032 1.9773 2.00173 
192^  2.03703 2.04533 2.01370 2.01234 
1929 2.06296 2.04213 2.03342 2.03262 
1930 1.97451 2.05077 1.9732 1.93939 
1931 1.83649 2.04139 1.3537 1.95952 
1932 1.34011 2.01234 1.7412 1.33366 
1933 1.35126 2.0043 1.7356 1.33031 
1934 1.92634 1.9341 1.7325 1.92012 
1935 2.07262 1.9703 2.00000 1.95713 
1936 2.01953 1.9795 2.00639 2.00647 
1937 1.99333 2.01363 2.03342 2.02073 
193S 1.93091 2.00317 1.9305 1.93900 
®Outlook charts, op» cit., 1947• p. 9^ # Poultry and 
egg situation, op. cit., Sept. and Oct., 1951« 15. 
I^bid., Sept., 194^ . p. 11 and Sept. and Oct., 1951. 
p. 4« 
S. Production and Marketing Administration. Live­
stock market news. U. S. Department of Agriculture. 
1950. p. 45. 
U^. S. Bureau of Agricultural Economics. Consumption 
of food in the United States, 1909-43. U. S. Depart­
ment of Agriculture. Misc. Pub. 691* August, 1949. 
p. 136. U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Jfonthly 
labor review. U. S. Department of Labor. July, 1951. 
p. 121. 
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1939 1.92012 2,02531 1.9754 2.02160 
1940 1.93146 2*03060 1.9633 2,04766 
1941 2*02612 2*04650 2*06446 2.10637 
1942 2.09202 2*10619 2*13413 2*159!;7 
1943 2.15836 2.15076 2*14644 2.13156 
1944 2.09447 2*17609 2.11126 2,21405 
1945 2*14391 2*15076 2*13330 2*21035 
1946 2.11126 2*14026 2*13156 2*19756 
1947 2.13513 2,12290 2.24625 2*16909 
194a 2.12156 2*12450 2.25503 2*17522 
1949 2.10S23 2*12340 2.19562 2*16107 
1950 2.00432 2*14644 2.22737 2.17955 
Sum 
1921 - 41 
Mean 
Sum 


















®0utlook charts, op. cit*, 1947. p. 9^ . Poultry and 
egg situation, op. cit., Sept* and Oct., 1951. p. 15* 
I^bid.j Sept., 194^ . p. 11 and Sept. and Octi| 1951i 
p. 4* 
Su. S. Production and Marketing Administration* Live­
stock market news. U. S. Department of Agriculture* 
1950. p. 45. 
S* Bureau of Agricultural Economics. Consumption of 
food in the United States, 1909-4^ . U. S. Depart*ent 
of Agriculture. Misc. Pub. 69I. August, 1949. p. 136. 
U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, ifonthly labor re­
view. U. S. Department of Labor. July, 1951. p. 121. 
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Table 1. (Continued) 










































































































































I^bid., pp. 121 and I36. 
O^utlook charts, op. cit., 1947» p. 9^ « Poultry and 
egg situation, op. cit., Sept. and Oct., 1951. p. 15. 
U^. S. Bureau of Agricultural Economics. Poultry ration 
costs and poultry feed price ratios, U. S. Department 
of Agriculture. I4arch, 1946. p. 14. Outlook charts, 
op. ext., 1952. p. 59. 
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1946 2.21035 1.12905 2.14391 2.14114 
1947 2.197^ 6 1.17243 2.11126 2.16236 
194a 2.16909 1.21590 2.13513 2.14364 
1949 2.17522 1.25933 2.12156 2.05576 
1950 2.1610? 1.30275 2.10323 2.06333 
Sum 
1921 - 41 41.45930 10.03117 41.73715 41.53102 
Mean 1.97427 .47763 1.93936 1.97767 
Sum 
1921 - 50 61.03514 20.19264 60.73321 60.41263 
Mean 2,03452 .67309 2.02611 2.01375 
I^bid., pp. 121 and 136, 
O^utlook charts, op. cit,, 1947i P* 93. Poultry and 
egg situation, op. cit.. Sept, and Oct., 1951« p. 15. 
S. Bureau of Agricultural Economics. Poultry ration 
costs and poultry feed price ratios. U. S. Department 
of Agriculture. March, 1946. p. 14. Outlook charts, 
op. cit., 1952. p. 59. 
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1921 2.1519^  1.94^ 41 2.00775 1.74429 
1922 1.92531 1.90607 1.05000 1.06153 
1923 1.94694 1.91645 1.9050 1.06510 
1924 1.99S26 1.09542 1.0663 1.00309 
1925 2.02776 1.90417 1.0014 1.90091 
1926 2*04^ 44 1.09042 1.9759 I.92I69 
1927 I.9S632 1.90417 1.9939 1.90272 
1920 2,0136a 1.90741 1.9773 2.07510 
1929 2,04d05 1.90049 2.01070 2.06550 
1930 2.02119 1.91062 2.03342 1.94939 
1931 I.9S49S 1.09154 1.9702 1.03315 
1932 i.asosi 1.06629 1.0537 1.79727 
1933 1.^ 115^  1.00423 1.7412 1.77007 
1934 1.90^ 49 1.99651 1.7356 1.77012 
1935 1.99607 2.01072 1.7025 1.90227 
1936 2.02612 1.97509 2.00000 1.95904 
1937 2.02449 2.03262 2.00609 1.99026 
193S 2.O6S56 2.00043 2.03342 1.99913 
1939 1.927^ 5 1.97601 1.9005 2.05231 
1940 1.93399 1.96473 1.9754 2.06100 
I^bid»| pp. 14 and 59. 
H^andbook of labor statistics, op» cit., Bui. 916, 1947. 
p. 72. Ibid., Bui. 1016, 1950. p. 59. 
L^ivestock market news, op. cit., 1950. p. 45. 
®U. S. Bureau of Agricultural Economics. Agricultural 
prices. U. S. Department of Agriculture. October, 
1951. p. 43. 
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1921 - 41 
M@an 
Sum 


















I^bid., pp. 14 and 59. 
•^ Handbook of labor statistics, op. cit., Bui. 916, 1947* 
p. 72. Ibid., Bui. 1016, 1950. p. 59. 
"^ Livestock market news, op. cit., 1950. p. 45• 
°Ui S. Bureau of Agricultural Economics. Agricultural 
prices. U. S. Department of Agriculture. October, 
1951. p. 43. 
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Table 1* {Continued) 
(^ 2t) 
Retail Retail 
price of price of 
Calendar dairy- other 
year product sP food*! 
1921 2^ 01115 2.04297 
1922 2.00000 2.02612 
1923 2,02612 2.04100 
1924 2,006^ 9 2.03543 
1925 2.00945 2,06463 
1926 2.00346 2.oai71 
1927 2,022S4 2.06l0a 
1928 2.03019 2.03961 
1929 2.0269^  2.01620 
1930 2.00561 2.04571 
1931 1.975S9 1.9930 
1932 1.93952 1.9745 
1933 1.95231 2.00945 
1934 1.97772 2.03743 
1935 1.99739 2,01452 
i936 2.01072 2.01410 
1937 2,01115 2.01115 
193a 1.99476 1.9791 
1939 1.9^ 453 1.9766 
1940 2.00516 1.9791 
1941 2,02735 1.9616 
Sum 
1921 - 41 42.02121 42.42761 
Mean 2.00101 2.02036 
PHandbook of labor statistics, op. cit., Bui, 916, 
1947. p. 21. Ibid., Bui. 1016, 1950. p. 115. 
I^bid., pp. 115 and 121. 
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E« Description of the Tests Applied to the Models 
There are several test available for application to a 
model or structxire obtained by the methods described in Sec­
tion II, The tests may be divided into two groups according 
to their purpose and the information required for their use. 
The first group comprises tests dependent on observations and 
restrictions available for use in the estimation process; 
i.e.I they are, essentially, tests of internal consistency. 
The second group comprises tests that use observations of 
events outside the sample period; i.e., they are tests of 
success in extropolation and prediction. 
1. Testa of internal consistency 
First there are certain qualitative procedures that 
hardly justify the name "tests". In this procedure, esti­
mates of the structural parameters can be examined to see if 
they have the approximate magnitudes and algebraic signs to 
be expected on the basis of theoretical and other information 
about the elasticities. The estimated sampling variance of 
each estimate can be examined to see how much confidence can 
be placed in its sign or approximate size. The calculated 
disturbances can be examined and compared to some intuitive 
standard as to size. The last procedure is of limited use­
fulness, since it is difficult to tell vdiether disturbances 
are due to neglecting several systematic factors or to a 
real randomness in the phenomenon studied. 
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Second, for any equation of the raodel, there is a test 
of all the restrictions used in the limited-information esti­
mation of that equation. The test is applied to the largest 
characteristic root X which is obtained in the estimation 
process. Anderson and Rubin^  have shown that, under the 
assumptions of the limited-information method, the quantity 
T log^ ll 4 l/A)» has the distribution asymptotically, 
as the sample size T increases, with the number of degrees 
of freedom equal to the number of over-identifying restric-
tionsj i.e., to the excess of K**, the number of predeter­
mined variables assumed to be known to enter the model but 
not the given equation, over Q*-l, where G* is the number 
of endogenous variables in the given equation. Of course, 
(1 4 1/A) can never be less than 1; if it is close to 1 
in an over-identified model, it means that the effect of the 
excluded predetermined and exogenous variables is only 
slightly detrimental to the variances; i.e., it increases 
them only slightly, which is what we want. 
Third, for any equation of the models, there is a test 
of the assumption that the disturbances are serially uncor-
related (this is also referred to in several tests as the 
"test of autocorrelation of the error term"). This test is 
O O 
based on the distribution of the statistic d /s , which is 
T^. W. Anderson and H. Rubin. The asymptotic properties 
of estimates of the parameters of a single equation in a com­
plete system of stochastic equations. The Annals of Math­
ematical Statistics. 21:570-5^ 2. 1950. 
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the ratio of the mean square successive differences to the 
variances of the estimates. For a given equation and sample 
period, d^  is the mean square successive difference of the 
disturbance given by: 
T 
(5.1) 
 ^  ^  ^ts2 
and s^  is the variance of the disturbances U over the 
sample given by 
(5.2) 
tri 
where T is the sample size, and F is the number of para-
iMters to be estimated in the equation. The distribution of 
the ratio so obtained is known and has been tabulated for 
samples of various sizes.Since the disturbances are never 
observed, we are forced to calculate their values on the basis 
of estimates of the structural parameters. There may then be 
some bias by using the tables given by Hart and Neumann. Or-
cutt and Cochrane^  have found, in sampling experiments, that 
J^. von Neumann. Distribution of the ratio of the mean 
square successive difference to the variance. The Annals of 
Mathematical Statistics. 12:367-395. 1941. 
2 B. X. Hart and J. von Neumann. Tabulation of the 
probabilities for the ratio of the mean square successive 
differences to the variance. The Annals of Mathematical Sta­
tistics. 13:207«-214. 1942. 
G^. H. Orcutt and D. Cochrane. Applications of least-
squares regression relationships containing autocorrelated 
error teras. Journal of American Statistical Association. 
44:32-61. 1949. 
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there is a good chance of bias against finding autocorrela­
tion, especially vdien the number of parameters to be esti­
mated is large. 
2. Tests of success in extrapolation and prediction 
•Riere are three types of tests that can be applied to 
test the success in prediction. First, there is a test to 
find whether each structural equation describes events in the 
future periods as well as it does those in the past sample 
period. Second, there are the naive model tests of the pre­
dicting ability of the reduced form of the model. One naive 
model test states that next yearns value of any variable will 
equal this yearns value plus a random disturbance. Third, a 
comparison can be made to see whether the limited-information, 
the reduced-form, or the single-equation method yields small­
est calculated disturbances to the structviral equations in 
the years for which predictions are made. The first two 
tests were not applied to the srodels in this investigation, 
but this will be done in future work. The third test men­
tioned was applied to all of the models and will be given 
later in this section# 
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F. Results of the Limited-Information-Demand 
Equation Using 1921-41 Data 
The over-identified demand equation will first be checked 
to find if it fulfills the necessary condition for identifi­
cation. The results will then be given, and the equation and 
model will be subjected to several tests. 
1. Identification 
Before presenting the results of statistical calcula­
tions for this equation, it is in order to investigate the 
problem of identification in order to ascertain vriiether or 
not it is possible to estimate the selected parameters. 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for identiflability 
in linear systems can be formulated {as stated in Section II) 
in terms of the rank of matrices of the stinictural parameters. 
Since the properties of the structural parameters are not 
known a priori« it will not be fruitful to apply these neces­
sary and sufficient conditions at this time. However, the 
necessary condition for identification, which is a weaker 
condition, can be applied here. Since, at the present time, 
only the structural parameters of equation {4«1) are to be 
estimated, we will only be concerned with the identification 
of this equation. Of course, the complete model could be 
checked for identification, but this is not necessary, since 
we are concerned with only one equation within the model. 
A necessary condition for the identification of an equa­
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tion of the limited-information model is known as "the order 
condition": K**, the number of predetermined and easogenous 
variables in the other equations of the model, but not 
in that equation, must be greater than or equal to G*-l, 
where is the number of endogenous variables in that 
given equation. If is greater than G^ -1, the equa­
tion is said to be over-identified and to have K** - G*41 
over-identifying restrictions. 
How let us apply this criteria to equation (4.1)• 
There are K exogenous and predetermined variables in the 
model, and of these variables are in equation (4*1}* 
IJius in the model proposed K s 9, K* a 3, « 6 and Q* - 4* 
Thus, the necessary condition 0*-l gives 6 3, thus 
satisfying the necessary condition for identification for 
equation {4#1), This equation is said to be over-identified 
and has 6 - 4 4 1 s 3 over-identifying restrictions. Since 
equation (4.1) is over-identified, the limited-information 
method of estimation (explained in Section II) must be used 
to estimate the parameters of the equation. 
2, Empirical results 
The complete computations for the structural equation 
(4,1) will be given in the appendix. The estimation of the 
structural paranwters of the demand equation for eggs from 
the system of equations resulted in the following coefficients 
for the unknowns: 
yi £ - 0,5^ 156072 4 0.599993X3 - 0.4^ 744^ 7^  4 0.4399^ 521 
4 0.2^ 6^1022 - 0.2GD522Z3 4 1.713540, 
(5.3) 
CR^  S 0.006619. (5.4) 
1^ 
Since the data used was in logarithms, the above coef­
ficients are in terms of elasticities. The above parameters 
are, on the basis of the assumptions made, an approximation 
of the true parameters. No calculations of the reliability 
of the estimated parameters have been made for this equation. 
Stating the results in words, it would read as follows: 
a. A one per cent increase in the price of eggs would 
result in approximately a 0.5^  per cent decrease in 
the quantity of eggs consumed, ceteris paribus; 
b. A one per cent increase in the price of meat would 
result in, approximately, a 0.60 per cent increase 
in the quantity of eggs consumed, ceteris paribus; 
c. A one per cent increase in the price of other food 
wsuld result in, approximately, a 0.49 per cent 
decrease in the quantity of eggs consumed, ceteris 
paribus; 
d. A one per cent increase in the per capita disposable 
income would result in, approximately, a 0.44 per 
cent increase in the quantity of eggs consumed, 
ceteris paribus; and 
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% 
e, A one per cent increase in the lagged per capita 
disposable income would result in, approximately, 
a 0*29 per cent increase in the quantity of eggs 
consumed, ceteris paribus* 
ae reliability of these conclusions depends, of course, 
upon the accuracy of the statistical measurement of the para­
meters involved, their sampling errors, etc. Much careful 
research is yet to be carried out to check the tentative 
estimates given above* 
3* Tests applied to the model 
The limited-information estimates presented here, as 
indicated in Section II, are computed on the assumption that 
disturbances to the structural equation are not autocorre-
lated.^  If the ratio d^ /s^  is greater than 1.25 and less 
than 2»97 for samples of size 21, the pi*obability is five 
per cent or greater that the sample estimate could have come 
from a population with no autocorrelation*^  Subjecting equa­
tion (5»3) to this test we get from our data: 
dVs^  = 1.6233. (5.5) 
Ihis distribution of this ratio has been tabulated, and we 
G^hernoff and Rubin have developed a consistent method 
of estimation that does not require this assumption* This 
work is, as yet, unpublished, and no computations have, as 
yet, been made with it. 
T^he ratio d^ /s^  is defined in early part of this 
section and its distribution is tabulated in Hart and Neumann, 
op. cit., p. 213* 
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conclude that the probability is greater than five per cent 
that we could get a sample value for d^ /s^  as small as 
1.6233 if the population values of the U*s were independent 
o o 
in time; i.e., nonautocorrelated. The sample value of d /s 
is larger than the size usually required (the value corres­
ponding to the five per cent significance level) in order to 
be confident that the disturbances are random. Apparently, 
the data do not contradict the hypothesis that the U*s are 
nonauto co rrelate d. 
It is also necessary to apply this test to the reduced 
forms of equation (4*1)• When we use it on the reduced 
forms, we are testing to see vrtiether one of the least-squares 
assumptions is fulfilled* This test was applied to the re­
duced form of each of the endogenous variables in equation 
(4*1) with the following results. 
Table 2. Autocorrelation Tests of Reduced Forms 










All of the sample values of d /s given are greater 
than the size usually required 2,97) 
s 0»9i7  ^order to be confident that the error tenas are 
random. Apparently, the data do not contradict the least-
squares hypothesis that each of the error terns is nonauto-
correlated. 
It is now necessary to apply the likelihood ratio test 
of restrictions to equation (4«1)» As discussed earlier in 
this section, this test may be made by comparing the result 
of the quantity T log^ Cl + 1/A) with a significance point 
of the distribution with degrees of freedom equal to the 
excess of coefficients required to be zero* The largest char­
acteristic root of the matrix is 9»014320* Thus the equa­
tion T logg(l 4 1/A) becomes: 
21 loggd 4 1/9*014320) 5 2*1916. (5.6) 
Equation (4*1) has three over-identifying restrictions, and 
thus the above value is dieeked in the table at the 95 
per cent level, with three degrees of freedom. The value 
2*1916 is found not to be significant, and the probability of 
getting a smaller X is, approximately, 0*75* Ihe critical 
value of with three degrees of freedom at the 95 per 
cent level of significance is 7*^ 1. Since 1/ X is small and 
the test expression less than the critical chi-square, we 
conclude that the Tf matrix is singular; and thus the equa­
tion that has been hypothesized as over-identified is, indeed,^  
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over-identified. 
The two tests of the structural equation given, comprise 
tests dependent on observations and restrictions available 
for use in the estimation process; i.e*t they are^  essential­
ly, tests of internal consistency* It is now in order to 
present a test that uses observations concerning events out­
side of the sample period to check how well this equation 
will predict. The postwar years 1946-1950 were selected to 
test the predicting ability of equation (5«3)« This test was 
applied with the following results. 
Table 3» Actual and Predicted Egg Consumption, 
1946-50a 
Year Actual Predicted 
1946 2.10037 2,0175s 
1947 2.103^ 0 2.0iai9 
194S 2.11394 2.02542 
1949 2.10721 2,00774 
1950 2.123^ 5 2,04929 
®The actual and predicted consumption figures are in 
terms of logarithms. 
It will be seen, upon inspection of Table 3» that the pre­
dicted values for egg consumption are consistently below the 
actual consumption figures. It should be remembered that we 
experienced a radical increase in the consumption of eggs in 
1943* The consumption of 6ggs increased from 316 eggs per 
capita in 1942 to 346 in 1943* This pattern of consumption 
then continued up to a high of 395 in 1950. As can be seen 
from equation {5*3)» the time coefficient has a negative 
value* This is descriptive of the period studied 1921-41» 
when the per capita consumption of eggs was gradually declin­
ing, but it is not compatible with the period following 1941. 
It is probably unfair to expect the structural equation (5*3) 
to do a good job of estimating the period 1945-50, since the 
values of the variables differ so greatly in this period from 
the values of the variables in the base period 1935-39. 
4. Comparison of the results with theory 
All of the point estimates of the parameters given in 
equation (5»3) look very reasonable; i.e., they seem not to 
contradict the general evidence that would be based on ex­
perience other than that contained in the data used, and all 
have the signs we should expect on the basis of economic 
theory. 
We note that the value of b-j^ 2 corresponds to the econom­
ic theory that, as the price of a good rises, the consumption 
declines. The coefficient bj^  ^ also corresponds to the eco-
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noiaic theory that the elasticity of demand, with respect to 
the price of a highly substitutable good, will normally be 
positive# The coefficient will usiially be less than the co­
efficient with respect to the coranK>dity*s own price, on 
account of income effects. The coefficient with respect to 
the average level of all other food prices bj^  may have 
either a positive or a negative sign, depending on the rela­
tive magnitudes of the income effect and of the substitution 
effect. It will be realized that the income effect is likely 
to be iaqjortant in this case, because we are dealing with all 
other foods which are certain to absorb a large proportion of 
total income* Similarly, we note that the consumption of 
eggs increases with an increase in disposable income a^ ^^  
and that current disposable income has a greater effect on 
consumption than lagged disposable incon^  a^ 2* This is con­
sistent with the economic theory that postulates the income 
elasticity of demand as positive in all cases except those 
involving an inferior good. This is, of course, tautologous. 
Thus the statistical techniques applied seem to validate 
the theory on which this model is based. In order to judge 
the reliability of the estimates of the different parameters, 
it would be desirable to compute confidence intervals. No 
measures of reliability are given here* Yet the point esti­
mates aloi% are not sufficient* It is much more satisfactory 
to give an entire confidence interval, which, with a very 
high probability, would include the true value of the para-
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laeter. At a later stage, it is hoped that measures of re­
liability, in the form of confidence intervals, will be avail­
able. The method employed gives one a logical and consistent 
estimation procedure* 
G» Eesults of Reduced-Form Model Using 1921-41 Data 
Having given the results of the limited-inforEaation 
method of estimating the stmictural parameters of equation 
(4.1)» it is now in order to coapare these results with the 
parameter estimates obtained by the method of reduced form. 
1, Identification 
The necessary condition for identification has been dis­
cussed previously and thus will not be repeated here. Let us 
now apply the criteria of the necessary condition to equation 
{k*13) of the reduced form model. In the model proposed, the 
number of exogenous and predetermined variables K is six. 
Three of these exogenous and predetermined variables K* are 
contained in equation (4*13)» and the remaining three vari­
ables appear in the remainder of the equations of the 
model. The nuirfljer of endogenous variables G* in equation 
{4*13) is seen to be four. D^aus the necessary condition 
K** 2: gives 3«4-l or 3 = 3, which satisfies 
the necessary condition for identification. Since -
G*-l, equation {4.13)is said to be just-identified and will 
permit a simple method of estimation. 
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2, Sntplrical results 
The complete computations for the structural equation 
(4*13) will be presented in the appendix. The estimation of 
the structural parameters of equation (4»13) resulted in the 
following coefficients; 
a - 0.29196272 - 0.507^ 73 4 0.2255^ 674 4 0.347512zi 
4 0.3049S0Z2 - 0.0316$2z3 i 1.865596, (5.7) 
z O.OO42SI. (5.^ ') 
As before, the data are in logarithms, and the above coeffi­
cients are in tenns of elasticities. 
3. Tests applied to the model 
This statistical method also assumes that the distur­
bances are nonautocorrelated. As before, to check the valid­
ity of this assumption, we use the test based on the distri-
O O 
butioa of the statistic d /s . Ctei subjecting equation (5*7) 
to this test, we get from our data 
dW = 1.45^ 4. (5.9) 
Q O 
The statistic d /s , in this model, is large enough so that 
we caiiiiot reject the hypothesis that the U*s are nonauto­
correlated at the five per cent level of significance 
/F(1.25^ dVs^ -c2.97) = 0.9i7. 
It is also necessary to apply this test to the reduced 
forms of the endogenous variables in equation (5*7) and to 
test in order to find out whether the least-squares assump­
tion is fulfilled. This test was applied to each of the 
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endogenous variables in equation (5•7)# with the following 
results. 
Table 4* Autocorrelation Tests of Just-Identified 
J4)del—Reduced Forms 





All of the sample values of d^ s^  given above are 
greater or less than the size usually required (the value 
corresponding to the five per cent significance level given 
above) in order to be confident that the disturbances are 
random, llius, apparently, the data do not contradict the 
least-squares hypothesis that each of the error terms is 
nonautocorrelated. The next step is to check the predicting 
ability of equation (5.7). As before, the postwar years 
1946-50 were selected as the test criteria. The test was 
applied with the following results. 
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Table 5* Just-Identified Model—Actual and Predicted 
Egg Consumption, 1946-50^  
Year Actual Predicted 
1946 2.10037 2.07490 
1947 2.10330 2.01990 
194^  2.11394 2.00311 
1949 2.10721 2.00912 
1950 2.12365 2.02402 
T^he actual and predicted consumption figures are in 
logarithms. 
As in the case of the limited-information model, the just-
identified prediction equation has yielded egg consumption 
estimates that are consistently below the actual consumption 
figures# The pitfalls that befell the limited-information 
model in predicting egg consumption have been encountered in 
this model also. Obtaining a model utilizing 1921-41 data 
that will predict the postwar consumption of eggs with a 
reasonable band of error seems highly improbable at this 
stage. 
4# Comparison of the results with theory 
It is seen that equation (5.7) differs somewhat from the 
estimation equation (5*3) obtained from the limited-informa­
tion method. A difference in the two equations might well be 
expected, of course, since the basic models and the number of 
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exogenous and predetermined variables are different. The 
sign of coefficient bi2 is "the same in both models, but the 
magnitudes differ considerably. The sign of the coefficient 
bi3 differs from the liinlted-lnformatlon equation in that, 
in equation (5*7)» meat and eggs are seen to be complements 
instead of substitutes. The sign of the coefficient for all 
other food is reversed in equation (5.7)« The income coeffi­
cients are of the same sign in both equations, but their mag­
nitudes differ sli^ tly. On a priori grounds, equation (5.3) 
appears superior to equation {5*7)« In predicting the con­
sumption of eggs in the postwar years, both equations are 
almost equally bad, with equation (5*3) doing perhaps a 
slightly better job of prediction. 
H. Results of the Single-Equation Model 
Using 1921-41 Data 
One of the methods which has commonly been employed for 
estimating elasticity coefficients is the simple least-squares 
regression analysis. The least-squares method treats each 
equation of the model as completely separate, as if there 
were no other equations. This method requires that one vari­
able be chosen as the dependent variable. A likelihood func­
tion of the parameters of the equation is then formed—given 
the observed values of the dependent variable and the other 
independent variables in the equation—and the likelihood 
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fiinction is maximized with respect to the parameters in the 
equation. Under this method, the problem of identification 
is not solved. Whatever one may think of the merits of this 
procedure, it is in most cases instructive to use this method 
as a basis of comparison. 
!• Empirical results 
The endogenous variable was chosen as the dependent 
variable, and the estimation of equation (4.25) resulted in 
the following coefficients; 
yi » - 0.52a062y2 - 0.000534y^  ^  0.l67596y. 4 0.30^ 3612, 
(.0919) (0.0046) (0.1110) ^  (0.0029) 
4 0.222641Z2 - 0.0913332-5 4 1.732950, (5.10) 
(0.0703) (0.0297) 
S-2 a 0.001113 and » 0.907170. (5.11) 
The numbers in parentheses below the coefficients are standard 
errors. The data was in logarithms, and thus the coefficients 
are in terms of elasticities. 
2. Tests applied to the model 
This method, like the others, assumes that the error 
terms are nonautocorrelated. To check this assumption, the 
test based on the distribution of the statistic d^ /s^  is 
used. Subjecting equation (5.10) to this test, we get from 
our data; 
dVs^  = 2.0450. (5.12) 
The sample value of d^ /s^  is larger than the size usually 
required /P(1.25 -i. dVs^ 2.97) = 0.9^  in order to be 
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confident that the error terms are random. 
The next step is to find out how good a job the single-
equation does in predicting the postwar years 1946-50. This 
test was applied with the following results« 
Table 6. Single-Equation Model—Actual and Predicted 
Egg Consumption, 1946-50® 
Year Actual Predicted 
1946 2.10037 2.04279 
1947 2.10330 2.01904 
194a , 2.11394 2.01750 
1949 2.10721 2.01457 
1950 2.123^ 5 2.05017 
'^jftie actual and predicted consumption figures are in 
logarithms. 
We have now a comparison of least-squares estimates, with 
others known to be asymptotically superior. On comparing the 
different methods, the results suggest that in the above 
prediction period, the least-squares estimates lead to 
smaller errors in extrapolation. This is certainly not sur­
prising if there is no change in the underlying mechanism 
generating the observarions.^  The reason for this is as fol-
L^. Hurwicz. Prediction and least-squares. In Statis­
tical Inference in Dynamic Economic Models, pp. 266-300. 
New Xork, John Wiley & Sons. 1950. 
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lows: the least-squares method yields an estimate of the ex­
pected value of the conditional probability distribution of 
one variable, the one chosen to be dependent. This distribu­
tion remains fixed as long as there is no change in structure. 
The least-squares estimates are constructed so as to yield 
the smallest possible root mean square residual over the sam­
ple period and, thus, will continue to yield small residuals 
in subsequent periods if there is no change in structure. If 
the structure changes, then the least-squares estimates will 
no longer yield small error residuals in prediction, because 
they are estimates of an expected value that is no longer 
relevanti However, a word of qualification should perhaps 
be advanced at this point. We have asserted that structural 
estimation is best, since it may be able to predict conse­
quences of alternative policy measures and of other exogenous 
changes, while the single equation cannot. This argument is 
somewhat misleading, since the single equation models can 
make predictions also; we can assert that a proposed change 
in policy or in an exogenous variable will have no effect. It 
is possible that, if this prediction worked as well as the 
structural estimation for a change of one year to the next, it 
mi^ t also work as well for policy changes. Both estimates 
are derived from the year to year changes in the sample of 
basis dataJ only the method and the number of variables dif­
fer* In constructing the large models {limited-information 
and reduced-forms)Ian approximation of the correct one was at­
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tempted, and it was thought that the parameters would be 
better estimated by giving them values obtained from the 
economic structure than by setting some of these values equal 
to zero. HoweverI no evidence thus far has been given that 
this is true} and until this evidence is forthcoming we are 
guided only by our logic. This is one reason why it is de­
sirable to estimate structural relations, as well as least-
squares regressionsi 
Although the least-squares estimated did better than the 
other two prediction equations for the period examined, there 
still remained a large discrepancy between the actual and the 
predicted consumption figures* 
3* Comparison of the results with theory 
There is no change of sign in any of the parameters, as 
compared to the reduced-form model, but there are some dif­
ferences in magnitude. The price elasticity coefficient of 
the single-equation compares favorably with the one obtained 
by the limited-information method. The cross elasticity co­
efficient between the price of meats and consumption of eggs 
in equation (5»10) is zero for practical purposes. The coef­
ficient of the other foods variables, as in the case of the 
reduced-form equation, differs from the limited-information 
structural equation in both sign and magnitude. The income 
elasticities are positive, as was the case in the other two 
equations. It should be pointed out that the coefficients 
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bx3 1^4 were not significant at the five per cent 
level, as can be seen from their standard errors. Thus, one 
cannot attach very much significance to the sign and magni­
tude of these two coefficients. This equation definitely 
appears to under-emphasize the effect of the price of meat on 
egg consumption. It can be shovm that in working with a 
single equation I when different variables are selected as the 
dependent variable, the estimates will, in most cases, not be 
consistent#^  
I. Results of the Eatpanded-Single-Equation Model 
Using 1921-41 Data 
As has been mentioned previously, this equation is the 
outgrowth of the previous single equation. Like the previous 
model, the least-squares method of estimation was used. 
1. Empirical results 
As before, the endogenous variable y^  was chosen as 
the dependent variable, and the estimation resulted in the 
following prediction equation; 
F^or one of the many discussions on this problem see: 
T. Koopmans. Statistical estimation of simultaneous 
economic relations. Journal of the American Statistical 
Association. 40:44^ -466. 1945* 
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yi = - 0.5573^ 1 - 0.269491x0 - O.1191^ 6xo - 0.iai36dx. 
(0.1275) (0,2755) (0.1375) ^  (0.2577) ^  
- 1.397129xc 4 0.407232x6 4 0.269757x7 - 0.126400xrt 
(1.1215) ^  (0.1202) (0.1349) ' (0.0737) 
4 5.7^ 6447, (5*13) 
5-2 . 0.001112 and r2 ; 0.90720^ . (5*14) 
The numbers in parentheses below the coefficients are standard 
errors. !Die data were in logarithms, and thus, the above co­
efficients are in terms of elasticities. 
2. Tests applied to the model 
The least-squares method was used to estimate this equa­
tion, and it assumes that the error terms are nonautocorre­
lated. Using the statistic d^ /a^  as before, we get the 
following value for equation (5«13)* 
d^ /s^  8 1.6107* (5*15) 
O O 
The sample value of d /s is larger than the size usually-
required /p(1.25 •< d^ /s^  ^  2.97) z 0.9^  in order to be 
confident that the error terms are nonautocorrelated. 
This equation will now be checked to find how good a 
job it does in predicting the postwar years 1946-50. 
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Table ?• Expanded Equation Model of Actual and Predicted 
Egg Consumption in Logarithms, 1946-50 
Year Actual Predicted 
1946 2.10037 2.06214 
1947 2.10330 2.05059 
194a 2.11394 2.0511a 
1949 2.10721 2.04324 
1950 2.123i^ 5 2.0652a 
Me have now a comparison of the predicting ability of 
each model. It appears that the expanded-single-equation 
model did the best job, of any of the models employed, in 
predicting the postwar years. This model would, however, 
encounter the same difficulty as the previous single-equation 
model if there were a change in the underlying mechanism 
generating the observations. Although the expanded-single-
equation im>del did the best job of estimating the period ex­
amined, the consumption estimates were consistently below 
the actual consumption. 
3. Comparison of the results with theory 
The coefficient of price elasticity for eggs is of the 
same sign as the other models, and the magnitude agrees quite 
well with the limited-information and single-equation models. 
The coefficient A22 suggests that eggs and dairy products 
are complementary, which is somewhat surprising, since we had 
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thought they would be substitutes over some range for one 
another. The coefficient is again negative, which dif­
fers from the limited-information model. From coefficient 
retail price of non food and eggs appears to be 
highly complementary. This coefficient, on a priori grounds, 
may have either a positive or negative sign, depending, of 
course, on the relative magnitudes of the income and substitu­
tion effect. The coefficients for the income elasticity 
appear to agree in sign and magnitude with the other models. 
It ^ ould be pointed out that only the coefficients 
and were significant at the five per cent level. The 
t values for the other (^ efficients were very low, as can be 
seen from the standard errors accompanying the coefficients. 
Also, the root mean square residual for the sample period is, 
for all practical purposes, the same as the single-equation 
model, although the expanded single equation contained two 
more independent variables. 
J. Results of the Limited-Information-Demand Equation 
Using 1921-50 Data 
The estimates to be presented here are based on a sample 
consisting of the years utilissed previously, plus the war and 
postwar years, which were added in order to bring the esti­
mates up to date and to give the model a fairer chance to do 
a good job in describing the current situation. 
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1. Ident i f i cat ion 
Since we are working with the same limited-information 
model as before and only changing the length of the time 
series, the identification criteria for this model still 
holds. Wlien the necessary condition for identification was 
applied, this equation was found to be over-identified, with 
6-4-1=3 over-identifying restrictions# Since the equa­
tion was over-identified, the limited-information method of 
estiiaation was used. 
2. Empirical results 
The estimation of the structural parameters of this 
demand equation for eggs from the system of equations resulted 
in the following coefficients for the unknowns: 
n = - 0,694B30y2 - 0.7479aOy3 f 1.60523574 - 0.09774023^  
4 0.2009^ 4552 0.30779323 + 1.235427, (5.16) 
- 0.024569. (5.17) 
u*, 1 
The above coefficients are in logarithms, since the data 
used were in logarithms. No calculations of the reliability 
of the estimated parameters have been made for this equation. 
3. Tests applied to the model 
As laentioned previously, the limited information esti­
mates are computed on the assumption that the disturbances 
are nonautocorrelated. Again we use the statistic d^ /s ^  
to make this test, and get the following sample value is 
obtained from our data: 
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d^/s^ s 1.9^23. (5.ia) 
The sample value of d^ /s^  is larger at the five per cent 
level of significance than the size usually required 
{I.30dVs^ --i 2,8/f) in order to be confident that the dis­
turbances are random. 
It is also necessairy to apply this test to the reduced 
forms of the endogenous variables to find out whether the 
least-squares assumption of nonautocorrelated error terms is 
fulfilled. 
Table S. Autocorrelation Test of Reduced Forms 





Again, all of the sample values of d^ /s^  appear to be 
greater than the magnitude required at the five per cent level 
of significance given above in order to be confident that the 
error terms are random. 
It is now necessary to apply the likelihood ratio test 
of restrictions to equation (5«16)» The largest character­
istic root of the TT matrix in this case, is dl.316264# 
Thus, the equation T log^ Cl 4 VA) becomes; 
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30 logeCl 4 1/^ 1.316264) = 0.5940. (5.19) 
When the above value is compared to the five per cent level 
in the table, it is found not to be significant. The 
critical value of at the five per cent level with three 
degrees of freedom is 7.61. It is, therefore, likely that 
the conditions of over-identification assumed are fulfilled 
in the population which corresponds to our sample. 
The tests given above were tests of the internal con­
sistency of the model. It is now necessary to find out how 
well this prediction equation estimates the consumption of 
the postwar years. Applying this test, the following results 
were obtained. 
Table 9. Actual and Predicted Egg Consumption 
in Logarithms, 1946-50 
Year Actual Predicted 
1946 2.10037 2.11996 
1947 2.103^ 0 2.07^ 65 
194^  2.11394 2.0697S 
1949 2.10721 2.09261 
1950 2.123^ 5 2.13659 
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It will be seen from the preceding table that equation (5»16) 
J 
does much better in estimating the actual consumption figures 
than the previous arodels. This is to be expected, since the 
postwar years were included as part of the sample of data in 
this model. Including the war and postwar years in the sample 
has definitely reduced the amount of error between the actual 
and predicted consumption figures, 
4. Comparison of the results with theory 
The price elasticity coefficient bj^ 2 agrees with the 
other limited-information model in sign, but the magnitude 
has increased. The cross elasticity coefficient between meat 
and eggs is quite surprising, since it is thought that meat 
rationed during the war period would have the effect of in­
creasing this coefficient. As can be seen, this was not the 
case; and, in fact, the coefficient suggests that meat and 
eggs are complements instead of substitutes for one another, 
as theory suggests. One reason that might be advanced for the 
sign of this coefficient is that the index of meat as used is 
a very broad category and that the substitution may well be 
between meats within the group. Probably all prices of meat 
making up the index are not going to increase or decrease at 
the same time or in the same proportion. Therefore, people 
will shift their consumption, not from meat to eggs, but from 
hi^ er priced meats to those that have remained the same or 
that have had a smaller proportionate increase in price. The 
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cross elasticity coefficient between other food and eggs also 
differs from the other limited-information equation in sign 
and magnitude. As was stated earlier, this coefficient may 
either have a positive or a negative sign, depending on the 
magnitudes of the income and substitution effect. The income 
elasticity for coefficient Aii is also surprising, in that 
it has a negative sign. This disagrees with the theory ad­
vanced and is difficult to explain, since eggs are not con­
sidered an inferior good. Individuals are usually slow to 
change their consumption patterns even when income rises. In 
the last one-third of the sample period, per capita income 
increased markedly from one year to the other, and one might 
visualize how the consumption pattern may have changed slowly 
or lagged behind income change, but it is hard to explain the 
negative effect. The lagged income coefficient agrees 
with theory and the other limited-information equation in 
sign and magnitude. Other than the negative income coeffi­
cient, the equation appears to agree with the theory advanced. 
K. Results of the Reduced-Foim Model Using 1921-50 Data 
The equation to be given comes from the same model as 
equation (5.7) but, of course, the sample period is different. 
The identification criteria given for the previous reduced-
form model still holds for this equation. As the equation is 
just-identified, the estimation raethod is greatly simplified. 
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1. Empirical results 
The estimation of the structural parameters of equation 
(4.13) resulted in the following coefficients? 
Yl s - 0.62933272 - 0.55726573 + 1.289405y|^  - 0.057651zi 
4 O.264623Z2 4 0.22818923 4 1.213293I (5.20) 
5. 0.017096. (5.21) 
1^ 
The above coefficients are, of course, in terms of elastic­
ities! and no test has been made as to the reliability of the 
coefficients. 
2, Tests applied to the model 
As mentioned previously, this model assumes that the 
disturbances of equation (5.20) are nonautocorrelated* The 
? 2 
statistic d'/s was used to test this assumption, and the 
following sample value was obtained: 
DVS^ = 1.9444. (5.22) 
The sample value above is seen to be large enough so that we 
cannot reject the hypothesis that the u^ s are nonautocor­
related at the five per cent level of significance. The 
o o 
critical values for the d /s sample values have been given 
previously. 
In the previous model, it was possible to test the re­
duced forms of the endogenous variables to find out whether 
the least-squares assumption of nonautocorrelated error terms 
was fxilfilled. This test is not possible in this model, since 
the structural parameters were estimated by the method of 
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moments instead of by solving for the parameter estimates from 
the reduced forms. The method of moments requires less time 
to compute, but it does not allow one to test the least-
squares assumption of the reduced forms. The structural 
equation is, of course, the same when it is computed either 
way. 
The postwar years are now used to find how well the 
actual compares with the estimated consumption figures of 
equation {5*20) for this period. 
Table 10. Reduced-Form Model—Actual and Predicted 
Consumption in Logarithms, 1946-50 
Year Actual Predicted 
1946 2.10037 2.11672 
1947 2.103S0 2.03260 
194^  2.11394 2.07392 
1949 2.10721 2.09172 
1950 2.123^ 5 2.13074 
As in the previous model, this equation is seen to do a very 
good job in estimating per capita egg consumption. Again 
this model is much superior to the 1921-41 models in predict­
ing postwar egg oansumption; but, as pointed out before, this 
is to be expected, since the war and postwar years were in­
cluded in the san^ le, thus bringing the estimates more up 
to date. 
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3. Comparison of the results with theory 
There is no change of sign in any of the parameters as 
compared with the previous limited-information model, but 
there are some differences in magnitude. This model appears 
to give credence to the position that, during the period 
studied, meat and eggs acted in a complementary fashion and 
that eggs and other foods played the role of substitutes. 
Again, the current income elasticity is negative, but is very 
close to zero* The lagged income elasticity coefficient is 
seen to be slig^ itly greater than in the preceding model. The 
coffl^ parison of the previous equation to the equations using 
1921-41 data is still valid in this case. 
L. Results of the Single-Equation Model Using 1921-$0 Data 
Finally, we have calculated the parameters of our equa­
tion by the classical single-equation method of least-squares. 
In this approach, we have treated this equation as independent 
of all others in the system. As before, we have had to select 
a dependent variable in the equation, along whose axis the 
sum of squares of residuals is to be minimized* We are able 
to present a unique set of estimates for this method only 
because of an arbitrary choice of dependent variables for the 
equation. Any other choicej of which there are several pos­
sibilities, would lead to different estimates. The least-
squares results with y^  ^ as the dependent variable are; 
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Vt - - O.32l640yo + 0.055660y- • 0,3469^ 5y, - 0.011d53zi 
(0.1306)  ^ (0.240a) ^ (0.3950) ^  (0.11^2) 
4 O.42745IZ0 4 0.0031112-, 4 I.O24S73, (5.23) 
(0,1154) (0.0543) ^  
tf2 . 0.007742 and . O.S525. (5.24) 
The niimbers in parentheses below the coefficients are standard 
errors, and the coefficients are in terms of elasticities. 
1. Tests applied to the model 
As we knoW} this method also assumes that the error 
terms are nonautocorrelated. The statistic d^ /s^  was used 
to test this assumption, and the following sample value was 
obtained: 
dVs^ r 1.5610. (5.25) 
Apparently, the data do not contradict this assumption, as 
the sample value obtained is larger than the size required 
in order to be confident that the error terms are random. 
The critical values of the statistic d^ /s^  at the five per 
cent level have been given previously. 
The test of goodness of estimation is now applied to the 
postwar years. 
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Table 11. Single-Equation Jfodel—Actual and Predicted Egg 
Consumption in Logarithms, 1946-50 
Year Actual Predicted 
1946 2.10037 2,10515 
1947 2.103^0 2.10060 
194^  2.11394 2.09270 
1949 2,10721 2.094^ 7 
1950 2.123B5 2.11107 
We now have a comparison of the least-squares estimates 
from the 1921-$0 sample, with the others known to be asympto­
tically superior. On comparison, the least-squares estimates 
are seen to be slightly superior in estimating the above 
years (as was the case with the 1921-41 sample). The reasons 
why this occurs have been discussed at an earlier point and 
will not be repeated here. 
2. Comparison of the results with theory 
Compared with the estimates obtained by the other sta­
tistical techniques, the single equation estimates of the 
parameters agree in sign with the exception of 83^ 2> which 
has a positive instead of a negative sign. The order of 
magnitudes do differ in several coefficients. The price 
elasticity of eggs is considerably lower in the single-equa­
tion model than in the other two models. The current income 
elasticity coefficient is again negative, but it is very 
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close to zero. The standard errors given with each coeffi­
cient show that only two coefficients {B]l2 1^2^  sig­
nificantly different from zero at the 95 per cent level of 
significance. Thus, the reliability of several of the coef­
ficients is very much in doubt. 
M. Some Remarks on the Demand Equation 
We have noted, in discussing the results of each equa­
tion, the extent to which the signs and magnitudes (or rela­
tive magnitudes) of the various coefficients conformed with 
whatever a priori expectations we had about them. We have 
also discussed how the different coefficients agreed or dis­
agreed with one another. This is about as much as econo­
mists, as such, can do to decide whether the models do or do 
not produce sensible results. There is now the problem of 
choosing between the estimates obtained. We have estimates 
for the equation representing the demand for eggs by three 
different statistical methods and by two different sample 
periods. The question to ask now is, what equation gives us 
the best estimate? We immediately run into trouble on how 
the term "best" is to be defined. If we take "best" to mean 
the best estimate on the grounds of being unbiased and con­
sistent, then statistical theory shows that the simultaneous 
equations methods give the better estimate. But if we choose 
the criteria of efficiency or minimum variance, then statis­
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tical theory shows that the single equation is better. We 
also have to consider the usefulness of the coefficients with 
respect to the type of prediction that must be made. As 
pointed out earlier, if we are dealing with a system vdiose 
underlying mechanism is subject to change, then the simul#-
taneous equations method will probably be superior. 
In order to enable the reader to compare the alterna­
tive prediction equations obtained by the different methods 
of estiioation and the different sample periods, each den^ nd 
equation will now be presented. Using the original notations 
of the variables, the prediction equations of demand for the 
sample period 1921-41 with the limited-information, reduced-
form, single-equation and expanded-single-equation methods of 
estimation, respectively, resulted in the following equations; 
yi a - 0.5Sl560y2 4 0.599993y3 - 4 0.4399S5Zi 
4 0.2gg610z2 - 0.2ga522z^  4 1.713540, (5.3) 
yj^  r * 0.291962y2 - 0.507S9dy3 4 0.2255S6y4 4 0.34751223^  
4 0.3049^ 0212 - 0.03166223 4 I.S65596, (5.7) 
yi e - 0.52g062y2 - 0.000534y3 4 0.l67596y^  4 0.30836lzi 
4 O.22264IZ2 - 0.09133323 4 1.732950, (5.10) 
71 s - 0.5573^ 0X1 - 0.269491x2 - 0.119166x3 - 0.161366x^  
- 1.397129x5 4 0.407232x5 4 0.269757x7 - 0,126400xg 
4 5.766447. (5.13) 
The prediction equations for demand using the sample 
period 1921-50 and the limited-information, reduced-form and 
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single-equation methods of estimation, respectively, resulted 
in the follovdng equations: 
?! s - 0.694^3072 - 0.7479^073 + 1.605235yj|^ - 0.097740z3^ 
4 0.2009S4Z2 + 0.307793Z3 + 1.235427» (5.16) 
Vl s - 0.629^ 32/2 - 0.55726573 + 1.2a94057|^  - 0.057651zi 
4 0.264623Z2 -f 0.22^ 1^ 923 4 1.213293, (5.20) 
7l s • O.32164O72 4 O.O5566O73 4 0.34693574 - 0.01185323^ 
4 O.42745IZ2 + O.OO31IIZ3 4 1.024873. (5.23) 
Upon reviewing the different equations, no uniformit/ 
appears to be evident. The price elasticity coefficient for 
eggs has a general consistency throughout in sign, but the 
magnitudes vary within and between the sample periods used. 
Also the lagged income coefficient showed a positive sign in 
each model, and the magnitudes varied only to a small degree. 
Of course, going from the 1921-41 to the 1921-50 sample period 
changed the time coefficient from negative to positive. 
It would have been possible to make a closer evaluation 
of the results if time had permitted the possibilit/ of con­
structing tests of reliabilit/ and limits for the parameter 
estimates. Judging from the empirical results and the in­
formation available, Yery few definite conclusions can be 
drawn as to which is the estimate of the greatest value for 
use. Certainly, policy based on one equation would be ex­
pected to produce actions different from a policy based on 
the choice of another equation, and it is very difficult. 
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looking only at the results, to make any choice as to the best 
method or equation. 
N. Parameter Estimates of Egg Supply Equations 
Although-the primary objective of this investigation 
was to obtain numerical estimates of the demand for eggs, an 
anlaysis of the supply of eggs by producers was also under­
taken. This entailed additional work, but was thought to be 
a very important and interesting problem. Obtaining numeri­
cal estimates for the supply of eggs required the estimation 
of equation (4*4} of the limited-information model for demand. 
Three statistical methods of estimation were employed in get­
ting parameter estimates of the supply equation. Estimates 
were obtained for the sample periods 1921-41 and 1921-50. 
Because of the capriciousness of the estimates of the 1921-
41 data and the time involved, only the parameter estimates 
for the 1921-50 data vdll be given here. 
0. Results of the Limited-Information-Supply 
Equation Using 1921-50 Data 
The over-identified supply equation will be presented 
after the necessary condition for identification has been 
checked. The results will then be given, and the model will 
be subjected to several tests. 
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1. Identification 
Simple procedures have been given for determining whether 
a model is structure-identifying. Applying the criteria of 
the necessary condition of identification to equation (4.4) 
we have the following results: There are K exogenous and 
predetermined variables in the aodel, and K* of these vari­
ables is in equation (4«4)* Returning to the model proposed, 
we find that K r 9» K* s 4i K'!"'' r 5 and G* /endogenous vari­
ables in equation (4.4J7 = 3» Thus the necessary condition 
K** 2. G* - 1 gives 5^ 2, thus satisfying the necessary con­
dition for identifying equation (4.4). This equation is said 
to be over-identified and has 5-341=3 over-identifying 
restrictions. Since equation (4»4) is over-identified, the 
lifflited-inforraation method of estiaation must be used to 
estimate the parameters of the equation, 
2. Empirical results 
The estimation of the parameters of the supply equation 
from the system of equations resulted in the following coef­
ficients for the unknowns; 
y^ s 4 1.12645175 4 0.435^7777 4 O.OI9473Z3 4 O.3OI794Z4 
- 0,^ 4^3^ 525 - 0.7666742;^  4 1.603574, (5.26) 
- 0.091295. (5.27) 
"4 
The data used were in logarithms and, therefore, the 
above equations are in elasticities. No calculations of the 
reliability of the estimated parameters have been made for 
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this equation. Stating the results of the above equation in 
wordsI it would read as follows; 
a. A one per cent increase in the price of eggs re­
ceived by the producer would result in, approxi­
mately, a 1,13 per cent increase in the quantity 
of eggs produced, ceteris paribus; 
b# A one per cent increase in the price received by 
producers for livestock would result in, approxi­
mately, a 0.44 per cent increase in the quantity 
of eggs produced, ceteris paribus; 
c. An increase of one per cent in the lagged price of 
eggs received by farmers is associated with a 0.33 
per cent increase in the quantity of eggs produced, 
ceteris paribus; 
d. An increase of one per cent in the cost of the 
poultry ration is associated with an 0.^  ^per cent 
decrease in the quantity of eggs produced, ceteris 
paribus; and 
e. An increase of one per cent in the lagged cost of 
the poultry ration is associated with a 0.77 per 
cent decrease in the quantity of eggs produced, 
ceteris paribus. 
The reliability of the above conclusions depends, of 
course, on the accuracy of the statistical measurement of 
the parameters involved, their sampling errors, etc. 
3. Tests applied to the model 
The limited-information estimates are computed under the 
assumption that the disturbances of the structural equation 
are not autocorrelated. To test this, we use the statistic 
d^ /s^  and the follovd.ng sample value is obtained; 
dVs^  s 1.6543. (5.28) 
The sample value obtained is larger than the one usually re­
quired to be confident that the u*s are independent in 
time. Critical values at the five per cent level for the 
statistic d^ /s^  given above have been given previously. 
The test must now be applied to the reduced forms of the 
endogenous variables to see if the least-squares assumption 
of random error terms is fulfilled. 
Table 12. Autocorrelation Tests of Reduced Forms 
2 / o Reduced form of d^ /a'^  ratio 
7i 1.349d 
V2 2.2759 
y^  2.50^ S 
2 / 2  All of the sample values of d /a given above appear 
to be larger than the size usually required to be confident 
that the error terms are independent in time. 
It is now necessary to apply the likelihood ratio test 
of restrictions to equation (4.4). The largest characteris­
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tic root of the TT matrix in this case is 4*7503• Thus, the 
equation T log(l 4 1/A) becomes; 
30 loggd 4 1/4.7503) s 5.62. (5.29) 
O 
V/hen the above sample value is checked in the X* probabil­
ity table, it is found to be smaller than the critical value 
of 7.^ 1 which is given for the five per cent level. It is, 
therefore, likely that the conditions of over-identification 
assumed are fulfilled in the population which corresponds to 
our sample. 
We can now give as a statistical test on the specified 
form of the equation, the estimates of each year's value of 
the disturbances The variation of the disturbances 
shows how much of the behavior of the equation can be esti­
mated from the structural relationships and how much can be 
attributed to chance. The smaller the variation of the dis­
turbances, the more closely we can estimate the endogenous 
variables on the basis of known values of the exogenous and 
predetermined variables. The estimates of each year's value 
of the disturbance are obtained by calculating the difference 
between the predicted value of y^  and the observation on 
this variable. Table 13 gives the results of this computa­
tion. 
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Table 13* Estimates of the Annual Values of Disturbances 
by Limited-Information Method in 
Logarithms, 1921-50 
Year Year uV Year 
1921 +0.0092 1931 40.079s 1941 -o.oai4 
1922 - .0771 1932 4 .0371 1942 - .1091 
1923 4 .ooao 1933 4 .0604 1943 - .0^71 
1924 4 .0445 1934 4 .0366 1944 4 .0791 
1925 - .0096 1935 - .1159 1945 4 .0145 
1926 - .0211 1936 - .0734 1946 4 .0357 
1927 4 .0392 1937 4 .0304 1947 4 .0245 
192a 4 .0121 1938 - .0211 194s 4 .0291 
1929 - .0412 1939 - .0327 1949 - .0153 
1930 4 .029s 1940 4 .0172 1950 4 .0485 
Upon inspection of the table, it is seen that the estimates 
of the disturbances are very small as compared with the order 
of magnitude of the variable Y5 in the equation. The 
structural equation then accounts for a,major part of the 
variation in the equation. 
4* Comparison of the results with theory 
Ihe point estimates of the parameters of equation (5•26) 
appear to be relatively consistent with the economic theory 
of the firm given in Section III. The sign of coefficient 
B25 agrees with the hypothesis submitted in Section III, in 
that, as the price of a commodity rises, the production 
forthcoming will increase. Ibe coefficient also emphasizes 
the importance of the price received by producers on the 
supply that is forthcoming. A priori, it was thought that 
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the production of eggs and livestock would be a>mpetitive 
enterprises in the farm business. This analysis suggests 
that the reverse may be true. On closer observation, this is 
seen to be possible since all of the prices making up the 
price for the livestock index are not going to increase or 
decrease at the sam time and in the sas^  magnitude* There­
fore» some firms will shift their production, not from live­
stock to eggs, but there will be a shift within the livestock 
enterprises, i»e., they will shift to the livestock enter­
prise that has had an increase in price or a less than pro­
portionate decrease in price* It was also postulated earlier 
that the past price of the coraaodity entered into the deci­
sion, making process of how atuch to produce in any given 
year* This was brought out in the coefficient which 
has the same sign as coefficient but a smaller magni­
tude* It was also postulated in an earlier section that, as 
the price of the factors of production increases, with the 
price of the commodity remaining the same, the supply forth­
coming would decrease. The statistical analysis agrees with 
this postulate, as the sign of the coefficients and Aj^ g 
are negative. The magnitude of the coefficient A^ j^ is 
greater than stating that the price of the current 
year*s factor prices has the greatest effect on production. 
Ho measures of reliability have been calculated for the 
coefficients of equation (5.26}* As stated before, the point 
estimates are not sufficient, and it is hoped that measures 
of reliability in the form of confidence limits will be 
available at a later time. 
P. Results of the Reduced-Form-Supply Equation 
Using 1921-50 Data 
The equation to be estimated is the same as the limited-
information equationI but the model from which it is taken 
is much smaller. Upon examining the conditions of identifi-
ability, the equation is seen to be Just-identified, i.e*> 
j; G* • 1. On referring back to the reduced form model 
for supply, we see that K s 6, K* s k* - 2 and G* s 3. 
Applying the criteria, as before, we see that K** s - 1 
or 2 X 3 ** 1* Thus, as stated above, we see that equation 
(4*30) is just-identified and must be estimated by the method 
of reduced form. 
1. Empirical results 
Estimation of the parameters of equation (4*30) leads 
to the following coefficients: 
y^  s 0.36199% 4 0.51394X77 4 O.OO5I6623 4 0.3309^ 6z;^  
- 0.42979^ 25 - 0.55144625 4 1.604666, (5.30) 
si a 0.046576. (5.31) 
H 
The above coefficients are in terms of elasticities, and no 
tests of reliability have been made. 
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2« Tests applied to the model 
This Baodel assumes that the disturbances are nonauto-
eorrelated. ftie statistic d^ /s^  was used to test this 
assumption, and the following sample value was obtained: 
« 1.2989. (5.32) 
n o 
The sample value of d /s is sli^ tly less than the size 
usually required in order to be confident that the distur­
bances are random. The assumption of nonautocorrelated 
disturbances is not quite fulfilled, although this is clearly 
a borderline case* 
The reduced forms of the endogenous variables of equation 
{4*30) must now be subjected to the above test to check 
whether or not the least-squares assumption of random error 
terms is fulfilled. 
Table 14» Autocorrelation Tests of Reduced Forms 
Reduced form of d /s ratio 
yj^  0.5496 
yg 2.047^  
73 1.9549 
The saaple value of for the reduced fom of 
is less than the critical value 1.30 and thus indicates posi­
tive autocorrelation of the disturbances. Apparently, the 
data do not contradict the hypothesis that each of the error 
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terms for 72 y3 nonautocorrelated. 
Ih© estimated values of the disturbance^  for the method 
of reduced fom for equation {5*30) are gi"^ en below. 
Table 15. Estimates of Annual Values of Disturbances 
by Method of Reduced Forms in Logarithms, 
1921-50 
Year u'4 Year Year u»4 
1921 40.0144 1931 40.0530 1941 -0.0492 
1922 - .051a 1932 4 .0413 1942 - .054^  
1923 4 .0234 1933 4 .0467 1943 - .0172 
1924 4 .0367 1934 4 .0667 1944 4 .0736 
1925 - .0052 1935 4 .0747 1945 4 .0501 
1926 - .013^  1936 4 .0327 1946 4 .0230 
1927 4 .0100 i937 .0170 1947 4 .00^ 5 
192d 4 .0019 193s - .oiai 194^  4 .0065 
1929 - .02^ 5 1939 - .0467 1949 4 .0021 
1930 4 .OOlg 1940 .0012 1950 4 .0009 
Mien the estimates of the disturbances are compared with the 
order of magnitude of the important variables in equation 
(5*30), it can be seen that the structural relations account 
for the major variation in the equation. 
3. Comparison of the results with theory 
There is no change in sign in any of the parameters, as 
compared with the limited-information estimates, but there 
are some significant differences in magnitude. The magnitude 
of the coefficients of the reduced-form equation is smaller 
in every instance, with the exception of In this equa­
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tion, the lagged cost of the factors appears to be more Im­
portant to production response than is the current factor 
cost. All of the coefficients appear to be consistent with 
the basic economic theory on which the model was constructed. 
Q, Results of the Single-Equation Model of Supply 
Using 1921-50 Data 
As the last model of supply, we have calculated the 
parameters of equation (4.35) by the classical-single-equa-
tion method of least-squares. The production variable yg 
has been arbitrarily selected as the dependent variable, and 
the following parameter estimates were obtainedi 
yz it 0a92440y5 4 0.014939y7 4 0.074339z3 4 0.529509zi, 
° (0*1674) {0.12g0) ' (0402^ 7) (0.1441) ^  
4 0,00666Bzc - 0.395594ZA 4 1.3005^ 3, (5.33) 
(O.I523) ^  (0.153a) ° 
J2 J. o.022dl4 and - 0.7704. (5.34) 
The coefficients are in terras of elasticities and the numbers 
in parentheses below the coefficients are standard errors. 
1. Tests applied to the model 
The statistic d^ /s^  was used to test the hypothesis 
that the error terms were nonautocorrelated, and the follow­
ing sample value was obtained: 
dVs^  a 0,S04112. (5.35) 
The size of the sample value indicates that, apparently, the 
data do contradict the hypothesis advanced, and thus the 
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error terms are found to be positively autocorrelated. The 
sample value obtained is less than the critical value of 1*30 
that is necessary* 
Ihe estimated values of the error terms for the single-
equation method in equation (5»33) are given in the table 
below* 
Table 16. Estimates of Annual Values of Errors by 
Single-Equation Method, 1921-50 
Year E*i Year E*3^  Year ®'l 
1921 -0.0232 1931 40.041a 1941 0.0000 
1922 - .0163 1932 4 .0264 1942 4 .0013 
1923 4 .0179 1933 4 .0053 1943 4 .0071 
1924 4 .0114 1934 4 .0024 1944 4 .02^ 4 
1925 4 .0067 1935 - .0508 1945 4 .0373 
1926 4 .0143 1936 - .looa 1946 - .0045 
1927 4 .0201 1937 - .03eJl 1947 4 .0053 
1926 4 .0296 193s - .0116 194a 4 .0023 
1929 4 .0033 1939 - .0355 1949 4 .006 
1930 4 .0024 1940 - .ooaa 1950 4 .0132 
The error terras in the above table appear to be smaller than 
the ones obtained by the limited-information and reduced-
form method. The i^ asons for this occurring have been dis­
cussed previously. It can be seen from Table 16 that equa­
tion (5.33) accounts for the major variation in the dependent 
variable y^ . 
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2, Comparison of the results with theory 
With the exception of the coefficient this equa~ 
tion appears to agree as to the signs of the parameters, with 
the other two equations advanced. There are, however, some 
differences in magnitude. By the single-equation method, a 
much higher weight is given to the and 2^ coefficients. 
The coefficient of 25 is so small that it should be con­
sidered as zero for all practical purposes. It should be 
mentioned that only three of the six variables (z^, and 
z^) were significantly different from zero at the 95 per cent 
significance level. This, of course, places reservations on 
three of the six coefficients. 
E. Some Remarks on the Supply Equations 
We have noted, in passing, the results of each method of 
estimation, the extent to which the signs and magnitudes (or 
relative magnitudes) of the various coefficients conformed 
with whatever a priori expectations we had about them; and, 
finally, we have compared the results of the different methods 
of estimation to find out how they conformed with one another. 
Using the original notations of the endogenous and ex­
ogenous variables, the supply equations for the 1921-50 sam­
ple period, with the limited-information, reduced-form and 
single-equation methods of estimation may be summarized as 
follows: 
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= 1.12645175 + 0.43537777 4 0.01947323 4 0.30179424 
- 0.3^ 43^ 525 - 0.76667425 4 1.603574, (5.26) 
76 s 0.36199375 4 0.51394177 4 O.OO5I66Z3 4 0.3309362^  
- 0.42979325 - 0.5514462^  4 1.604666, (5.30) 
75 « O.19244O75 4 0.01493977 4 0.07433923 4 0.52950924 
4 O.OO6663Z5 - 0.39559425 4 1,300533, (5.33) 
There are Tew general conaments that can be made upon a 
comparison between the three different methods of estimating 
the supply equation. It is mostly left to the reader to form 
his own judgments of the comparisons. The signs of the para­
meters of each equation appear to be relatively consistent 
with the theory advanced. The magnitudes differ considerably 
and this is, of course, where we run into trouble in making 
the comparisons. 
Without constructing tests of reliability and limits for 
the parameter estimates, it is very difficult, with the in­
formation available, to draw many definite conclusions. If 
policy decisions are to be made from the results, of course, 
a choice will have to be made. On a priori grounds, the 
limited-information method results are the most realistic, 
but it is very hard, just looking at the results, to make any 
choice of the best method. 
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S. Summary 
In this section, we have presented merely a few of the 
numerous plausible alternatives* Various tests of internal 
and external consistency have been applied to the different 
models. The Neumann ratio d /s provides a very rough test 
of the assumption that the error terms are randomly distri­
buted. It was found that there is no very striking evidence 
of lack of randomness, in so far as it is brought out by this 
ratio* Also, in regard to identification, none of the 
limited-information equations were rejected by the character­
istic root test. 
Three methods of estimation have been employed in an­
alyzing each of the sample periods. When the methods were 
examined in practice, it was found that several of the co­
efficients had signs that disagreed with theory, and, in some 
other cases, the parameter estimates were not significant. 
Much careful research, both in economic theory and in sta­
tistics, is yet to be carried out before one can draw final 
practical conclusions from the results obtained. The limited-
information method ignores a certain amount of information, 
as the estimates obtained are not asymptotically as efficient 
as the full maximum likelihood approach. It should also be 
pointed out that when one is searching for structural econom­
ic relations, one cannot, in general, expect to find as high 
correlations as those obtained from the least-squares esti­
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mation of the variables in the structural equations. The 
correlations obtained by the least-squares procedure are due 
not only to the occiirrence of the same predetermined vari­
ables in the equations of the reduced forms, but also to the 
intercorrelations between the residuals in these equations* 
The method of least-squares may produce small errors terms 
at the expense of bias in the estimates of the structural 
coefficients involved. It is desired to impress upon the 
reader that the models of this investigation are put forth 
with a knowledge of the existence of the problem of multiplic­
ity of hypotheses. 
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VI. POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF THE ESTIMATES 
We now come to the final section of the manuscript, and 
the task becomes one of assessing the general value of the 
results obtained in regard to their potential use as a guide 
in economic policy. 
It is highly desirable to provide tools of analysis 
suited for economic policy that are> as much as possible, 
independent of the biases and convictions of the given in­
vestigator. Econometric models should represent a more nearly 
scientific approach, since the results should be reasonably 
independent of the personal whims of the particular worker. 
Insofar as the models attempt to describe the actual world or 
to serve as a basis for forecasts, they should—if fully 
developed and properly used—lead all investigators to the 
same conclusions. 
New administrative needs calling for estimates of such 
variables as income, savings, asset structure, etc., have led 
in recent years to a greater emphasis on estimation as opposed 
to recording and tabulation in official statistics. At this 
time, the necessary information on which to base estimates is 
incomplete, and their reliability can only be roughly assessed. 
It is then a question of how far the statistician should go 
in meeting the demand for estimates when there is very little 
factual material available. On the positive side of the led­
ger, it may be said that policy should be framed with some 
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idea, even if only a vague one, of the orders of magnitude in­
volved than with no idea at all. But it can also be argued 
that too great a willingness to give answers to questions that 
cannot be answered debases the statistical coinage* Orders 
of magnitude, based not on observation but on convictions and 
assertions, may receive undue attention because they are put 
forward by specialists who are supposed to be concerned with 
facts or rational deduction from fact. As a consequence many 
people may become confused about the line between fact and 
speculation* 
Suppose we have succeeded in deriving fairly accurate 
estimates of the demand and supply relations for eggs. For 
what purpose can these relations be used? It would, first of 
all, provide knowledge that, in some way, would satisfy our 
scientific curiosity* But such knowledge could also be of 
more immediate practical importance* Some knowledge of the 
mutual interdependence of these and other relations in the 
various parts of the economy is, obviously, a prerequisite 
for intelligent formulation of government policies, such as 
price regulations and rationing, forward prices, food allot­
ment programs, production control, price support devices such 
as commodity loans and price discrimination, public spending, 
etc* The results obtained in this investigation could be 
used to judge in advance the effects of the various policies 
mentioned above. 
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Most of the political debates on economic policy are 
often chiefly concerned with the desirability of nondesir-
ability of the objectives, rather than with the means by 
which such objectives may be reached. The means of reaching 
the objective in most cases appears to the politician as 
direct and obvious. Most policy actions for particular sec­
tors of the economy have repercussions within and between 
sectors of the economy* Without a rational analytical model 
of how the economy works as a whole* it is usually ali!K>st 
hopeless to keep track of these repercussions. 
One might now reasonably ask how a knowledge of the net­
work of interrelations, describing the structure of the econ­
omy before the policy action is introduced, could help us to 
ascertain the effects on the economy after the new policy 
action is taken. Our answer to this question will depend, of 
course, on the nature of the policy or policies being put into 
action. Policies such as rates of taxation or public spend­
ing, which are subject to government decision and, as such, 
are exogenous to the individual private sectors of the econ­
omy, would merely change the numerical values of certain eco­
nomic variables; i.e., we could use the old behavior relations 
of the various sectors and just insert the new values of the 
variables. Other policies are such that the behavior of 
individuals or groups can be detemined by a priori consider­
ations. There are some policies that disrupt the behavior 
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patterns of some sectors of the economy without affecting 
others. For example, a regulatory policy which limits the 
production of eggs, thus affecting supply, may not affect the 
demand behavior equation for eggs. This would mean, that the 
old demand relation would remain valid, but that the supply 
relation would be changed. 
Policies such as price regulation, forward prices and 
price supporting devices present a very difficult problem, 
since these policies change the basic relationship existing 
in the economy; i.e., historical relationship and patterns 
no longer hold in a direct and explicit fashion. The task of 
the economist then becomes one of determining how policy 
changes economic structure. This means we must determine 
what parameters or coefficients in the system are likely to 
be affected. The economist must, then, decide on whatever 
grounds that are available what values the parameters are 
likely to take* Using the approximate values of the para­
meters in the econometric models, it is possible to indi­
cate the expected values of the endogenous variables. In 
this way, a rough estimate (conditioned somewhat by intuitive 
judgments) of the effects of a policy that changes economic 
structure may be made. 
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A. Tentative Policy Application of the Estimates 
The results will no\-i be reviewed to find out how they 
may be able to aid us in policy decisions. For purposes of 
economic policy, we must be able to construct economically 
meaningful relationships. This is why such emphasis was 
placed on the problem of identification in the theoretical 
section and why each of the simultaneous equations models 
was subjected to the test for identification; i.e.» we wanted 
to be able to say which of the equations are demand equations, 
supply equations, etc. We must emphasize again that the re­
liability of these estimates and conclusions depends, of 
course, upon the accuracy of the statistical measurement of 
the parameters involved; upon sampling errors, etc., and that 
much careful work is yet to be done to check the tentative 
estimates to be used. For purposes of exposition, let us use 
only the following two equations in drawing the policy im­
plications; (1) the limited-information model equation for 
demand, using 1921-41 data and (2) the limited-information 
model equation for supply, using 1921-50 data. Of coiirse, 
the same analysis for policy purposes could be applied to the 
other equations that have been estimated, but the two equa­
tions used should serve as an illustration of the type of 
analysis required. 
Let us first consider the demand relation that has been 
estimated, Tiiis means that we must utilize equation (5»3)* 
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The estimates are, of course, only valid for conditions that 
approximate the sample period covered by our data, which was 
1921-41. Referring to equation (5*3) we see that the esti­
mate obtained for the price elasticity of eggs is 
This simply means—other things being equal—that if the 
price of eggs increases by one per cent, the demand for eggs, 
or consumption, will decrease by approximately O.5S per cent, 
or about 0.6 of one per cent* This figure can, of course, be 
compared with the other estimates derived for this sample 
period, but it is believed, for reasons stated earlier, that 
this estimate is preferable. The above estimate has several 
important implications for policy. Suppose the policy-maker 
was interested in controlling the consumption of eggs by 
means of the price of eggs. The above estimate should give 
an approximate effect of a change in price on consumption; 
e.g., by increasing the price of eggs by ten per cent the 
consumption of eggs could be reduced by about 5per cent. 
Also, since the price elasticity is smaller than one, the 
total revenue from a large production of eggs would be less 
than the total revenue obtained from a small output of eggs# 
If the marginal and average cost curves of the firm are con­
stant and if the marketing charges remain approximately the 
same, then a larger output of eggs will mean a smaller net 
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incoiae to farmers,^  
The coefficient obtained between the price of meat and 
the consiimption of eggs has some importance for economic pol­
icy# In times of emergency, there may develop shortages of 
eggs or meat. The price administrator could affect the con­
sumption of these two commodities by vailing the price of 
meat or eggs# Other things being equal, by increasing the 
price of meat by one per cent, the consumption of eggs would 
increase by approximately 0.60 per cent. This suggests that 
meat and eggs are substitutes for one another and that the 
proportions in which they will be consumed can be adjusted 
by a ciiange in the relative prices. 
Furthermore, we can derive the income elasticity for 
eggs. Referring back to equation (5*3), we see that—other 
things remaining equal and conditions approximating the sam­
ple period—an increase of one per cent in per capita dispos­
able income will increase the demand for eggs by approximately 
0,44 per cent, Witii this estimate, it would be possible to 
approximate, in a rough way, the effect of an increase in 
government expenditures (provided, of course, we had an esti­
mate of the multiplier) on the consumption of eggs. We also 
%or one of the discussions on this topic see: 
K. E. Boulding, Economic analysis. New York, Harper 
& Bros. 194^ • pp« 170-1^ 1. 
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have a lagged estimate of the income elasticity for eggs, 
which would give the policy maker a rough estimate of the 
effect of a change in past disposable income on the current 
consumption of eggs. Other things remaining equal, an in­
crease of one per cent in the lagged per capita disposable 
income would increase the current consumption of eggs by 
approximately 0.29 per cent. 
Another important consideration for economic policy is 
whether the price elasticity is larger than the income elas­
ticity for eggs. Referring back to equation (5*3)i we see 
that the price elasticity is larger than the income elastic­
ity coefficient, with the difference being approximately 0.14 
per cent. No test was made to find out whether this differ­
ence was significant. This would be necessary to make any 
positive statements about the relative effects of these two 
coefficients. A priori« it appears that the price elasticity 
is definitely larger than the income elasticity. If this is 
so, a given percentage increase in the price of eggs (with 
marketing charges and the average and marginal cost curves of 
the firm remaining constant) will increase farm incomes more 
than will the same percentage increase in per capita dispos­
able income. 
We may now turn to the supply equation (5*26) for eggs 
and find out what policy implications these estimates suggest. 
On referring back to equation (5•26), we find the estimated 
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elasticity of supply, with respect to price, is 1.13. Thus, 
if conditions approximate the sample period considered, a one 
per cent increase in price will call forth an increase in the 
supply of eggs by 1.13 per cent. This estimate might be used 
by the policy maker in order to estimate the effect of manip­
ulating prices to producers on the supply of eggs. If for­
ward prices were in effect, this might be useful to the price 
administrator in aiding him to set a price that would call 
forth the desired supply. It could also be useful in esti­
mating the effect of a subsidy paid to farmers for eggs on 
the production of eggs that would be forthcoming. The supply 
of eggs appears to be quite responsive to price, and this 
estimate should be quite useful in aiding the agricultural 
administrator in achieving a balance between demand and sup­
ply. 
The estimate of the elasticity of supply with respect to 
lagged price is also important for economic policy. Some 
estimate of how past prices affect current production is a 
must for the agricultural administrator who is striving for 
a balanced agricultiiral production program. From equation 
(5.26) we see that the estimated elasticity of supply with 
respect to lagged price is 0.30 per cent. That is to say, 
other things remaining equal, a one per cent increase in the 
lagged price of eggs will call forth an increase in the pro­
duction of eggs of 0.30 per cent. As is to be expected, the 
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lagged price is seen to be less important than the current 
price on the production forthcoming. 
Prom equation (5.26) we can also get estimates of the 
effect of the price of the factors on the production forth­
coming, Referring back to equation (5*26), we find that the 
estimated coefficient between the cost of the poultry ration 
and the supply of eggs is -0,8^ . t^tiis means that, with other 
things being equal, an increase of one per cent in the cost 
of the poultry ration will cause a decrease in the supply of 
eggs forthcoming of approximately 0,38 per cent. This coef­
ficient is extremely important for obtaining estimates of how 
feed prices will affect the production of eggs. The effect 
of short feed crops and, thus, of high feed costs may be 
z^ ughly approximated from this coefficient. Also, we hare 
estimated the effect of the lagged price of feed on the cur­
rent supply, iidiich was found to be -0,77. Thus, if conditions 
closely approximate the period covered by the sample, an in­
crease of one per cent in the lagged cost of the poultry ra­
tion will bring forth a decrease in the supply of eggs of 
approximately 0,77 per cent. This is a measure, in part, of 
how the past profitability or unprofitability affects the 
current production of eggs. These coefficients are of impor­
tance to the administrator who may be enacting price ceilings 
on feed or to one who has the task of setting feed prices 
under a forward pricing program. 
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[Hiose engaged in the construction of econometric models 
are well aware of the limitations to which these estimates 
may be subject. The ranges of error associated with fore­
casts at reasonable probability levels are larger than will 
be required for many problems. In many cases, we shall find 
that the plus or minus bands of error will include both a 
positive and a negative income elasticity, an inelastic or 
elastic price elasticity, etc. The part of the error asso­
ciated with sampling fluctuations can be improved upon when 
more and better data become available (also methods consist­
ent with the use of quarterly data). It is, of course", im­
portant to know what we cannot do, in order that we do not 
fool ourselves, but our results are not purely negative. The 
estimates given appear consistent with the economic theory and 
a priori knowledge available and should be very useful in es­
timating in advance the effects of income, prices and costs 
on the production and consumption of eggs. 
B« Some Considerations in Model Building for Economic Policy 
The economist would like to be in a position to provide 
the econCMle policy maker with reasonably accurate estimates 
of the future values of each variable of interest, given 
several alternative courses of policy action. Ko doubt this 
would delight the policy maker, but, at the present time, 
even short-run forecasts of the important economic variables 
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leave much to be desired. Although much has been done by the 
econometrician, there are several problems which he has failed 
to attack, the solutions of which would be of great use to 
the policy maker. 
Given the objectives, the policy maker must have at his 
disposal instruments by which he can modify the present course 
{provided it deviates from desired objectives) of events if 
he is to accomplish his purpose. Given the instruments, he 
must then have some knowledge of their impact on the vari­
ables with which he is concerned. The gap between the actual 
and the desired is used to guide the instruo^ nt of adjustment. 
But what if the adjustment takes place with a lag? In this 
case, the gap between the present and the desired may have 
changed, due to the variation of several factors; and the 
action taken may turn out to be less satisfactory than sup­
posed, or may even be inappropriate. Given this setting, 
what do we need in order to do a respectable job? We first 
need to know at least the direction of the impact of the in­
struments of adjustment, and we need to know something about 
the lag between the application and the Impact, Then we need 
to know something about the way in which the use of the con­
trol instruments may be expected to modify the imknown future 
course. 
While the primary need is one of having or discovering 
instruments of adjustments, the secondary need is one of 
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being able to predict certain features about the variables to 
be controlled* Perhaps an ability to put limits on these 
variables between the time of application and of impact would 
be sufficient, "Hiis suggests that more study of the continu­
ity properties of economic time series is needed as a basis 
for specifying what kind of lags can be tolerated in the im­
pact of the control instrum^ ts or policy actions# 
Having mentioned the primary needs of the policy maker, 
let us now turn our attention to the present status of model 
building* The variables in these econometric models are, of 
course, divided into two types: endogenous and exogenous. 
It is these exogenous variables to which we want to turn our 
attention. In specifying which of the variables are to be 
considered exogenous in the model, this procedure is usually 
followed. (1} It is done on the basis of theoretical consid­
erations or (2) it is done on the basis of some a priori 
knowledge. To ray knowledge, this specification is not sub­
ject to any test. This is a vital question, since it is im­
perative to know which variables are exogenous to the system 
and these exogenous variables influence the endogenous 
variables of the model. For the models to be satisfactory, 
we must be able to present evidence that supports the choice 
of the variables made. The choice of the exogenous variables 
affects both the policy implications of the models that are 
made and the method of estimation. 
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Assuming that a choice of the variables can be made, 
another problem then arises. What if the exogenous variables 
included in the model are influenced by each other; i»e.» if 
when one exogenous variable is movedi another exogenous vari­
able in the model also moves in a systesiatic fashion. If 
this is the case, then the movements of this second exogenous 
variable must be taken into account, in order to be able to 
predict from the model the effect of the action. Where the 
chosen exogenous variables are interrelated, it seems appar­
ent that these interrelations must be investigated before the 
econometric awdel can be very useful to the policy maker. 
Ihese are only a few of the problems we must face up to 
if we are going to be of service to the policy maker. No 
doubt, many more problem areas other than the ones mentioned 




The best method of estimation has been the subject of 
InTestigation and discussion since the time economists and 
statisticians began to measiire supply and demand curves and 
other laws of economic behavior from statistical data* The 
classical-least-squares method was the main vehicle by which 
estimates in the field of quantitative research in agricul­
tural economics were obtained in the earlier years. Rather 
wide spread dissatisfaction was felt with this procedure as 
an analytical tool. 
In the last few years new approaches to the problem of 
verifying economic laws have been introduced. Prom both an 
economic and a statistical viewpoint these new methods of 
estimation are superior to the older methods in many ways. 
These methods involve many observations of man^ s economic 
behavior that are outside of the particular segment of the 
economy to be studied and that therefore have an indirect 
rather than a direct effect on the sector under study. Methods 
such as these are necessary if we follow the theory of Walras 
and view the economy as one complete model| with the divi­
sions between sectors and commodities as only arbitrary. This 
investigation was an attempt to apply the new methods of sta­
tistical estimation to the models that were constructed from 
economic theory. 
The main objective of this study was to evaluate those 
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factors which appear to have the most influence on the fluc­
tuations of the denand and supply of eggs« In order to 
derive empirically the effect of each of these factors and 
to study the mutual interdependence between the parts of our 
economy, it was necessary to establish the complete determi­
nate system of relations that tied the many economic vari­
ables together. 
In order to obtain quantitative estimates of the effect 
of these maiiy factors on the consumption and production of 
eggs» several econometric models were constructed that could 
be tested statistically. The models constructed varied from 
a large twelve-equation model to a single-equation model that 
formed a complete system. The different models constructed 
required that three different methods of estimation be used. 
The three methods of estimation used were the following: 
1. The limited-information method, vdiich was used 
when the equation to be estimated from the system 
of equation was over-identified. 
2. The reduced-form method, which was used ^ t^ en the 
equation to be estimated from the system of equa­
tions was Just-identified. 
3. The classical-least-squares method, which utilized 
only the information contained in a single equation. 
Each of these models and methods was then fitted to the 
data from two sample periods. One sample period consisted of 
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annual data for the years 1921-41i and the other sample pe­
riod considered annual data for the years 1921-50, 
Ihe estimation procedure was then carried through, and 
the results were recorded for each model and time period^  
Using the original notations of the endogenous and exogenous 
variables, the findings for the demand equations using the 
1921'-''41 sample periods and the limited'^ information, reduced-
form, single-equation and expanded-single-equation methods of 
estimation, may be summarized as follows; 
£ - 0.5ai560y2 • 0,599993y3 - 0.4a744ay|^  4 0,4399S52ii 
4 0.28^ 610.2 - 0.230522^ 3 4 1,713540. (5-3) 
71 9 " 0,291962y2 - 0,50709^ 73 4 O.225506yj^  i 0,347512z3^  
4 0,3049S0Z2 - 0,03160223 4 1,065596, (5*7) 
yi s - O,520O62y2 - 0,00053473 4 0.l67596y^  4 0,30036123^  
4 0,222641Z2 - 0.09133323 4 1.732950, (5.10) 
yi a - 0.557300x1 - 0.269491*2 - O.II9106X3 - O.101360x^  
- 1.397129x5 4 0.407232x6 4 0.269757x7 - 0.126400xg 
4 5.706447. (5.13) 
The demand equations utilissing the sample period 1921-
50, with the limited-information, reduced-form and single-
equation methods of estimation may be suimarized as follows: 
Yl S - 0,69403072 - O,74790Oy3 4 1.6052357^  - 0.0977402ti 
4 O,2OO904Z2 • 0,307793z3 4 1.235427, (5.16) 
m " O.629032y2 - 0.557265y3 4 1.2094O5y4 - 0.05765l2i 
4 O.264623Z2 4 0,22010923 4 1,213293, (5#20) 
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Yl n ' 0.32164072 4 0.05566073 4 0.3469^ 52^  • 0.011g53zi 
4 0,427451Z2 O.OO3III23 4 1.024^ 73. (5.23) 
Ife© suppl7 prediction equations utilizing the sample 
period I921-50 and the limited-information, reduced-form and 
single-equations methods of estimation ma7 be summarized as 
follows: 
s 1.12645175 4 0.435^ 7777 4 O.OI9473Z3 4 0.3017942J|^  
- 0.aS43^ 5z5 - 0.766674156 4 1.60^ 574, (5.26) 
76 « 0.36199%5 4 O.51394I77 4 O.OO5166Z3 4 
- 0.42979^ 25 - 0.55144626 4 I.604666, (5.30) 
76 s 0.19244075 4 0.01493977 ^  0*07433923 4 0.52950924 
4 0.00666^ 25 - 0.39559426 4 1.3005^ 3. (5.33) 
Hie results present rather a diverse picture, and an7 
attempt to use them to decide the best method of estima­
tion is somewhat futile. Unfortunatel7, the true parameters 
for the equations used are not known, and thus it is impossi­
ble to sa7 which estimates more closel7 approximate the true 
parameters. The single-equation model with the least-squares 
method did appear to do the best job in estimating the vari­
ables during subsequent time periods. 
The reliabilit7 of the results and conclusions given of 
course depend upon the assumptions upon which the models were 
based, upon the data and upon the methods of estimation that 
were empl07ed. Much careful research is 7et to be carried 
out to check these tentative conclusions. The advent of more 
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and better data and of a clarification of the newer methods 
of estimation should do much to give us su>re reliable results. 
Computations with the simultaneous equation method are 
quite complex and time consuming. Unless the investigator 
possesses a thorough knowledge of the simultaneous equations 
procedure and has a large amount of resources available (both 
monetary and physical), he will possibly find that a more 
efficient use of research resources could be made with the 
alternative methods, even though in some cases the accuracy 
of the results may be questionable. Resources spent on in­
cluding more variables in a single-equation may, in some in­
stances, yield more information. 
It is, of course, premature to try to draw up a profit 
and loss statement on the new approach. This study is cer­
tainly not conclusive, and the number of published papers 
dealing with this method are small. Also, in most cases the 
empirical results cited in these papers are illustrative 
rather than substantive in character. 
It should be mentioned that the notion of the distur­
bance is of critical importance in econometric methodology. 
The specification of the disturbance as a random variable 
provides the sole justification for the use of elaborate 
methods of statistical estimation. Since the study of econom­
ic relations usually involves dealing with historically given, 
not experimentally produced data, the probabilistic treatment 
of econoaetric BK>dels is Justified in most cases only on the 
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grounds of plausibility. There is a pressing need for an 
empirical justification for the use of probability and, cor-
relatively, for an economic theory grounded in economic ob­
servation of economic behavior, in *^ ich the random element 
plays an essential part. 
Kiis study has served two important functions: (1) to 
Indicate the relative importance of certain factors which 
condition the demand and supply of eggs by the household and 
firm, and (2) to discuss the part played by econometric 
models in determining the statistical methods of estimation 
to be employed by the research worker. This study shows 
what happens when economic theory and statistical methods are 
wed. It is hoped that this study will suggest that the union 
is a productive one. 
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Computations of Limited-Information and 
Eeduced-Form Method in Symbolic Form 
-226 
APPENDIX A 
The limited-information and reduced-form methods will 
first be outlined in symbolic form, corresponding to the 
short review of the methods given in Section II. "Hie actual 
computations will then be given for the limited-information 
and reduced-fom-demand equation. 
Let the general model with which we are to work be: 
where the prime denotes the column vectors of endogenous and 
exogenous variables and random disturbances* Now let the 
equation that we are interested in be: 
where is a row vector of endogenous variables| is 
a row vector of exogenous variables appearing in equation 
(A.2) and is the random disturbance associated with this 
equation. Let the model we are interested in be the limited-
info2^ ation model given in the text and let the equation be 




y*t = y2» yv 
s SSgi Z31 






To find the estimates of B*, * and | we go through 
Utj 
the following steps. 
Limited-Form Method 




a i ^  y*y«». 
 ^tal 
'Tiy4 \y4 



















The matrix is the inverse of the 9x9 matrix, 
Hie Crout method for the inversion of matrices is sug­
gested* 
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is the 4x9 matrix computed in first step and Mjjyxt 
is the transpose of matrix, 
Multiply by and then multiply the result 
"y \y»-
This is done in the usual way, multiplying row by 
column. 
This will result in a 4x4 matrix, 
-1 
















. 4x4 matrix. 
Compute  ^^ on singular matrix. 
-1. 
Myjjty^  is the 4x4 matrix in Step 1* 
%*z^ zz"'^ '^^ y* matrix computed in Step 2, 
Subtraction is performed by subtracting each ele­
ment in the matrix *^y* to obtain W. y*y*. 
This matrix may be checked by; 




• ^*zs{«^ >S«25J{5 
is a 4x3 matrix 1^ ^^ 2 Z3 
yi ®11 ®12 ®13 
H ®21 ®22 2^3 
73 ®31 ®32 ®33 
4^ ®41 ®42 4^3 
then compute 1^ 2^ =^ 3 
which is a symetric 1^ 1^1 1^2 bi3 
matrix =>2 2^2 2^3 
Z3 3^3 
then invert (which you have already done) 
Cll Cl2 1^3 
°21 °22 ®23 
*^ 31 °32 °33 
simply the multiplication of the 
above two matrices, which is performed by multi­
plying the row of by the column of 
s^{sz* 
This will result in a 4x3 matrix, which is a matrix 





is the matrix computed in 
Step 4» 
To compute My^ j, A'J=z*'^ *^y'5'* necessary to 
transporse the Myjtca* matrix computed in Step 4 
(interchange rows and columns). 
Multiply the rows of Pyjjsgjj: matrix by the columns 
of the matrix. This will give us a 4x4 
matrix. 
Step 6. 
Compute Py*a0i'^ j5020Pz0y«» 
Procedure: 
-1 -1 
Pyfszo^ OzoPzOy* ® *^z^ zz y^* "* *^ys}t* 
The matrix JS^ z^Mzz^ M^gy# was computed in Step 2. 
This is a 4x4 matrix. 
The matrix My«2;<,M2;)«cz«"^ Mzi!cy« was computed in Step 
5 and is also a 4x4 matrix. 
Carry out the subtraction of matrices as it was 
previously done. This should result in a 4x4 
matrix. This may be checked by: 
PyjtszoMjjOzoPzOy* ^  
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Compute the A matrix. 
A S (PysJszoMgOaoPzOy*^ ^yjjty** 
Procedure: 
Invert the matrix Py^ aoMgOzoPzOy* 7^ method used 
previously. 
After the PyjsczoMgOzoPzOy* matrix has been inverted, 
then multiply it with the Wy^ y^  matrix, using the 
rows of Py^ zoMgOzoPzOy* matrix times the columns 
of Wy^ yjj, matrix. 
This should result in a 4x4 matrix. 
Compute V, B and V, 
Procedure; 
We are ultimately interested in obtaining V, 
which is the smallest characteristic root of 
matrix A, but in order to find V we have to 
obtain the largest characteristic root of matrix 
A, which is Xf Hence we must solve matrix A 
for  X »  V  s  1 / X  ^  
Given matrix A z 
®11 ®12 ®13 ,^1V 
^21 ^22 ®23 ®24 
®31 ®32 ®33 ®34 
\l \2 ®43 ®44 
^il H2 ®i3 ®i4 r check row 
« ail. 
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Step 7 (continued) 
It i8 possible to square matrix A by multiplying 
one A matrix by another A matrix, which gives 






i^l' ^ i2» i^3'^ i4 Cheek row: The sum of the elements of this row 
should check with the 
sum of the squares of 
the elements of the 
check rows of matrix A. 
Then we multiply A^  by A^  to get A^  (be sure 
to compute check row) and then square matrix A^  
to get matrix A^ . Be sure to get check row as 
usual. 





%1» ^ i2» i^3'^ i4 = check. 
We multiply the rows of matrix A^  by the vector 
a (1 1 1 1). The result is: - (d^ * d2$ 
3^ * 4^ ^ * 
We then divide through by the largest element, and 
we have s (. . .). We then multiply the rows 
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Step 7 (continued) 
of matrix by the vector and we have 
X^ 3)' - (. . Repeat this procedure until the 
results agree to three decimal places. When the 
results do agree, this will be the characteristic 
vector, and this will be our vector of B*s. 
Thus s (B^ , Bgi B3, B^ ). 
To check, multiply X^ )^ by the original matrix 
A (row times column) to get X*^  2 (• • •)• 
Dividing this through by its largest element, we 
have the first characteristic vector: 
Xj^  s (. . ,). 
This should agree with vector X^ ^^ . X, which is 
the largest characteristic root of original matrix 
A, is the largest element in the vector 
To find V: 
V : 1/A. 
may also check byi 
A(Xi) r A(Xi), 
!Hie next task is to compute 
BPy#2« s -ti* 
J&iltiply the vector of B*s by the 4*3 Py^ z* 
(obtained in Step 4)* Note: change all signs of 
A vector. 
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Step 7 (continued) 
A A A A ^ 
{B1B2B3B4) 
Py*2Jje 
ill ®12 ®13 
321 ®22 2^3 
®31 3^2 3^3 
f41 %2 ®43^  
Step 
O 
Computation of  ^: 
0-2 (1 4 V)BWy^ y#B». 
A A 
Where B* is the transpose of B. 
Proceed with the multiplication in the following 
ways; 
W. yj^ syajc 
A 
B» 
(1 4 V)(BiB2B3B4) a 11 ®14 
®14 '15 
Step 9« 
To compute the likelihood ratio test, use: 
T loged 4- V), 
where T s 1 . . .21 and V a l/X* Compare this 
sample value with the table with z** - G* 1 or 
6 - 4 + 1 = 3  d e g r e e s  o f  f r e e d o m .  
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Reduced-^ Form Method 
reduced-form method of estimation will now be out­
lined in syrabolic form. Let us use the reduced-form model 
for d^ and and obtain the estimates for equation (4«13). Let 
the over-all model be: 
By\ 4 rz\ = U"^ , (A.6) 
where the double primes denote coliiuom vectors of endogenous 
and exogenous variables and random disturbances. 
The equation we are interested in is the san^  as equa­
tion {A.2). The only change is that s Zj^ , z^ , 25 which 
makes the model Just-identified. 
To obtain estimates of B* and *, we go through the 
following steps. 
Step 1. 
Obtain the mean second order moments of y*z and the 
cross moments of y« and z, as in Step 1 of the 
previous method. 
Step 2. 
Compute the matrix 
PyjJtg S Mjgjj My.^2* 
The matrix is the inverse of the matrix 
compute^  is Step 1. To obtain Pyjjcg, simply multiply 
the inve^ d^ matrix by the matrix computed 
in Step 1. This is done as before by multiplying row 
by column. 
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^^ 2-, ^ 2^ 2 "y2\ 2^ 5 2'6 
C C C C C CT^ 
11 12 13 14 15 
c c c c c c  ^21 22 23 24 25 26 
%»! %»2 "yj,"? %'i, \^ 5 "=61 ®62 =63 =64 °65 =66 
This gives us the regression coefficients of each of the 
endogenous variables on the exogenous variables of the 
model} which is: 
n ' + 1^2^ 2 * * 6^^ 6' 
2^ ' ''2l'l 2^«2 + 2^3^ 2 * 2^k% * 6^^ 6' 
3^ • ^3l'^ l ^  ^^ 2^ 2 * 3^^ 3 • ^42^ 4 4 5^^ 5 ^  6^^ 6» 
4^ ® 1^^ 1 ^ k^2^ 2 • ^^^ 3^ 3 ^  * 5^^ 5 •* 
Step 3* 
Now form the TT matrix as follows; 
TTz 77''<^  ^ , 
where is the regression coefficients of y*s and 
)s*s that are in equation (A.2), and is the regres­
sion of y*B on z's not found in equation (A.2) but 
are contained in model (A.6). We can now set up the 77" 
matrix as follows: 
1^1 12 7^ 3 77; TT, 14 "15 6^ 
r. 42 3^ \k 5^ 6^ 
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Step 4* 
Now go back to the original equation (A.2) and set up 
the B matrix, which is normalized on B-j^ , This matrix 
is simply: 
B s [l BI2BI3BI^ . 
Step 5. 
In Section II, the formulas for solving for B* and 
were: 
B# - 0, {A.7) 
-B (A.g) 
Putting this information and the TT matrix that has 
been constructed to use, we can estimate the imknown 
parameters of equation (A.2) Using the Tf and B 
matrices and equation (A.7) above, we solve for the un­
known B*s in the following way: 
[i Bjl2Bi3B2^ J "'^ 14 1^5 1^6 
'Is 4^6 
step 6. 
Carrying through the multiplication of Step 5 we get; 
1 V, 14 
1 TT 15 
1 zr. 16 
®12 ^ 24 
Bi2 7^ 2^  
B12 ^26 
BI3 77'3^  
BI3 TT-^  ^
Bi3 ^ 36 
®14 ^ 44 
®14^ 5 
®14 ^46 
Step 6 (continued) 
This system of three equations can then be solved by any 
of the familiar methods for solving systems of linear 
equations* Solving the system results in the estimates 
of the B*s, which will be the vector: 
B = (1 B12B13B14). 
Step 7* 
How, having arrived at the estimates for the B*s, we 
can derive the  ^* parameters in equation {A.2) direct­
ly* This can be accomplished by multiplying thd vector 
of B*s by *^1 vdiich is part of the partitioned TT 
matrix* 
KRiltiplying row by column as before, we obtain the esti­
mates of y * directly. 
i ^ 11 ^  ^ 12 ^21 + ®13 ^ 31 * ®14 ^ 41 - *11* 
 ^ 1^2 ^  ®12 ^ 22 ^  ®13 ^ 32 * 2^ = *12» 
 ^ 1^3 * ®12 ^23 * ®13 ^ 33 ^  ®14 ^ 3 = *13» 
We now have estimates of the six unknowns in the original 
equation, which should give us unbiased and consistent 
estimates, as the method embraces all of the properties 
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Step 7 (continued) 
of a maximm likelihood estimator. 
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APPENDIX B 




The following are the computations for the limited-in-




yi ya 3^ 4^ 
yi " 0.012163 0.006^ 67 0.003924 0.021975 
yz 0.044772 0.010637 0.057213 
3^ 0.034274 0.005691 
y^  0.103526 
Mjjy^  
yi y2 3^ 
®i " 0.010242 0.017676 0.035447 0.011503 
0,013612 0.0092S5 0.025661 0.012961 
Z3 -0,05244d -0.146616 0.066664 -0.311022 
H 0.003601 0.059206 0.027641 0.063075 
0.00254S 0.039017 0.026645 0.042916 
6^ 0.006440 0.047436 0.026399 0.060023 
7 -0.014557 -0.002660 0.016690 -0.029992 
0.02285S 0.024379 0.046696 0.040292 
0.015475 0.023616 0.073634 0.001346 
0.063415 0.041470 0.12175S 0.034S29 0.03^ 304 0.019^ 53 0.017932 0.059265 0.106^ 01 
0.047^ 35 0.077559 0.015311 0.011954 0.032537 0.003335 0.073323 0.073671 
1.452013-0,111335-0.02732^ -0.106037 0.169296 0.043115 0.204233 
0.090470 0.064333 0*063330 0.014401 0.034232 0.060037 
0.079313 0.034236 0.020514 0.014353 0.064123 
0.103315 0.014394 0.090510 0.033252 




-1, Step 2. Compute; 
n 2^ 3^ 4^  ^
yi "0.011272 0.007386 0.003537 0.021032 
2^ 0,007386 0.043623 0.012455 0.056862 
3^ 0.003537 0,012455 0.027407 0.005441 
0,021032 0.056862 0.005441 0.098675 
-1, 











































































yi y2 y3 y4 
yi 1.620025 1.873815 -6.775365 4.592622 
y2 0.650739 1.361838 -4.730756 1.971737 
y3 -0.549921 -1.438347 4.684724 -2.484042 






Step 7 (continued) 
Raise the A matrix to the eighth power. 
n yz yj yi, 
5,965,687.671 10,313,342.333 -33,420,ia0.6S9 23,697,9^ 6.519 
3,469,994.797 5,999,168.183 -19,439,248.082 13,748,151.484 
3,579,663.265 -6,188,758.401 20,053,579.664 -14,219,793.248 
2,908,247.554 5,027,913.991 -16,292,058.420 11,552,656.802 
Check column 
6,557,335.834 3,814,066.387 -3,934,635.250 3,196,759.927 
A 
Multiply the rows of A° matrix by the vector; 
X» s [l 1 1 ^  
and we get the check column given above. Divide through 
by the largest element and we have; 
= [l 0.581649 -0.600036 0.48750^ , 
then we multiply matrix A^  by vector and re­
peat the above procedure until the results agree to 
three decimal places. This gives us the following vec­
tor of B*s; 
s [l 0.581560 -0.599993 0.487448^  . 
To check, multiply the vector by the original 
matrix A and get 
Xi* 8 [^ 9.014320 5.242727 -5.408533 4.394015^  . 
Dividing through by the largest element, we see that it 
agrees with the vector X^ . This gives the first char-
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Step 7 (continued) 
acteristic vector. which is the largest characteris­
tic root of the original A matrix, is the largest ele­
ment in vector Thus X r 9*014320, 
V , 1/A s 1/9.014320 « 0.110934. 
Compute: 
After performing this multiplication, we find the fol-
A 
lowing estimates of 
1^1 s 0.440051, 
^12 » 0.29150s, 
J13 a -0.2^8550. 
Step 
Compute: (f ^ 
d-\^ S n i V)BWy,y,B'. 
After performing the above multiplication of matrices, 
 ^2 
we obtain the following estimate of (T 
6'\i r 0.006619. 
Step 9. 
Compute the likelihood ratio test. 
d.f. = T loged 4 V), 
s 21 loged 4 0.110934), 
2.1916 = 21(0.10436). 
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The following are the computations for the reduced~form 
method as outlined in Appendix A. 
Step 1* 
Coagjute the moment matrices. This was done in Appendix 
B under Step 1, 
Step 2, 
Compute the matrix Pysjea* 
Yl . 0,111506Z3^ 4 O.443936Z2 - 0,0g4224z3 fm 0,02912724 
- 0,04^ 41025 - 0,1361942^ , 
It CM 0.59529023^  - 0,396163Z2 - O.I21796Z3 - 0.156711ZJ^ 
•f 0,0^ 334225 4 0,424733z^ , 
73 s 0,2540^ 223^  -f 0,054^ 59Z2 0,065311Z3 0,133634ZJ^ 
+ 0,144130Z5 4 0,07352225, 
y4 = 0,29631223^  4 0,27^ 53122 - 0.243503Z3 - 0.019359ZJ|^  
• O.22573IZ5 4 O.I23429Z5. 
Step 3* 
The 77" matrix is formed from the oia'trix, with 
*^ equal to regression coefficients of Zg* ^ 3 
77"^  ^ equal to the regression coefficients of z^ , 
and z^ . 
Step 4. 
Form the B matrix. 
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Step 4 (continued) 
® -[j-
Step 5» 
Multiply B matrix by m^atrix. 













Carry through multiplication of Step 5* 
- 0.029127 - 63^ 2^ .156711 4 3^ 0^.13^ 634 - 63^ 0^.019^ 5^  
B* s 
- 0.04^ 410 4 Bi20.oag342 4 6130.144130 4 63^ 0^.225781 
- 0.136194 4 B3^ 2*^ '''^ 24733 4 63^ 0^.07^ 522 4 63^ 0^.123429 
a 0 
By solving this system of three linear equations, we get 
the estimates of the 6 matrix as folloiwsi 
6 - [1 40.291962 40.507B9d -0.2255^ 6] . 
Reverse all signs of the coefficients in the 6 matrix. 
Step 7< 
Compute estimates for y*. 
A 
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Step 7 {continued) 
UX" (40.291962) - (40,50739^ ) - (-0.225 5S6i7 
0.111506 0.443936 
0.595290 -0.356163 
0.2540^ 2 0.054^ 59 
0.296312 0.27S531 
By carrying through the above multiplication, we obtain 
A 
the following estimates of y*: 
*^11 a 0.347512, 
A 
y*12 a 0.3049^ 0, 







Correlation Coefficients for the Exogenous Variables 
Using 1921-41 and 1921-50 Data 
APPENDIX C 
Partial correlation coefficients for the exogenous variables 
1921-41. 
^1 ^2 ^3 \ Zf 5 % Zj H Z9 
1»00 0.75 0.40 0.46 0.54 0.24 0.33 0.57 o.sa 
Z2 1.00 0.29 0.23 0.19 0.45 0.07 o.ai 0.70 
23 1.00 -0.31 "O.OB —0.26 0.64 0.10 0.49 
% 1.00 0.77 0.69 0.22 0.28 0.42 
1.00 0.37 0.33 0.13 0.47 
Z6 1.00 0.21 0.67 0.21 
Zy 1.00 0.10 0.36 
1.00 0.55 
ZQ 1.00 
Partial correlation coefficients for exogenous variables 
1921-50. 
=^1 ==2 =^3 
^4 "=5 ^6 7^ Z9 
1.00 0.94 o.ei 0.56 0.7s 0.50 O.gl o.ai 0.83 
2^ 1.00 0.79 0.62 0.71 0.60 0.76 0.87 0.79 
1.00 0.23 0.53 0.30 o.aa 0.66 0.53 
24 1.00 0.56 0.^4 0.46 0.7a 0.63 
"5 1.00 0.57 0.70 0.58 0,51 
1.00 0.53 0.75 0.57 
1.00 0.70 0.70 
H 1.00 0.73 
Z9 1.00 
